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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 

MIDWEST GENERATION, LLC, 
WAUKEGAN GENERATING STATION, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AGENCY, 

Respondent. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

APPEARANCE 

PCB 12-____ _ 
(Variance - Air) 

I hereby file my appearance in this proceeding, on behalf of Midwest Generation, LLC, 
Waukegan Generating Station. 

at 1 een . ass! 

Dated: April 9,2012 
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Dated: April 9.2012 
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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 

MID\VEST GENERATION, LLC
WAUKEGAN GENERATING STATION, 

Petitioner, 

v. 

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AGENCY, 

Respondent. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

PCB 12-__ 
(Variance - Air) 

PETITION FOR VARIANCE 

NOW COMES Petitioner, MIDWEST GENERATION, LLC - WAUKEGAN 

GENERATING STATION, by and through its attomeys, SCHIFF HARDIN, LLP, and, pursuant 

to Sections 35 and 37 of the Environmental Protection Act, 415 ILCS 5/35, 37 (2010) ("Act"), 

and 35 Ill. Adm. Code Part 104, Subpart B, requests that the Board grant Petitioner a variance 

from the provisions of35 Ill. Adm. Code §§ 225.296(a)(1) and (c)(1)! for the 12-month period 

beginning December 31,2013, and ending December 31, 2014. In light of significantly changed 

circumstances since this rule was adopted, Midwest Generation's current operational plans will 

provide northeastem Illinois .. vith a substantial net benefit in air emission reductions compared to 

a reasonably-expected business-as-usual case, while continuing to comply with the emission 

limits of the rule, most of which (W1it-specific requirements for mercury and annual fleet-wide 

limits for nitrogen oxides ("NOx") have already been achieved. As such, Midwest Generation 

and the Waukegan Generating Station will sutler arbitrary or unreasonable hardship if the Board 

does not grant this requested variance. 

I Hereinafter, citations to the Board's regulations will be by section number only_ 
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Midwest Generation seeks a variance from only two of many components of the 

Combined Pollutant Standard ("CPS") codit1ed at 35 Ill. Adm. Code §§ 225.291-225.299 and 

225.Appendix A in order to avoid arbitrary and unreasonable hardship by permitting the 

company to adapt to unanticipated conditions tbat have evolved since the adoption of the CPS. 

Specifically. Midwest Generation a variance from the compliance dates applicable to 

Waukegan Unit 7 for the installation of flue gas desulfurization ("FGD") equipment (Section 

225.296(8)(1) and the conversion of the hot-side precipitator on that unit (Section 

225,296(c)(l )). The requested variance is for a period of one year only, from December 31, 

2013, until December 31,2014, with no change in the existing emission rate limits of the CPS. 

unanticipated conditions that have evolved since the adoption of the CPS 

occulTed because of two factors. First, a significant, ongoing deterioration in energy market 

prices combined with the development of substantial new federal environmental regulations 

layered on top of the CPS have made long-term investment in the smaJlest generating units in the 

Midwest Generation fleet questionable and subject to reconsideration at this time. Second, the 

CPS requires Waukegan Unit 8 to be retrofitted with FGD equipment by December 31,2014; in 

bidding construction work for pollution control installations the CPS was adopted, 

Midwest Generation has determined that in this circumstance it can gain cost and other 

efficiencies by sequencing the Wal1kegan units' installation of FGD equipment within a 

conCUlTent time period. None of the above conditions were foreseen when the CPS was adopted; 

therefore, to enforce the CPS as written \vould impose undue economic hardship on Midwest 

Generation. 

Further, this proposal complements Midwest Generation's announcement on February 29, 

2012, that it wilJ retire the coal-fired lmit at the Fisk Generating Station in Chicago by no later 
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than December 31, 2012, and the coal-fired units at the Cravdord Generating Station, also in 

Chicago, by no later than December 31, 2014. Those retirements are the result of economic 

conditions in the energy market and Midwest Generation's desire to settle a longstanding debate 

in the City of Chicago over a Clean Power Ordinance which proposed to layer additional air 

emission regulations at the local/municipallevel. While not a comment on the use of coal to 

generate electricity, \vhich Midwest Generation believes is essential to ensuring a reliable and 

atTordable supply of energy, the company recognized that there is an opportunity to address a 

unique circumstance in which densely-populated neighborhoods have grown up around the 

Chicago plants over the decades since they began operation. In an agreement entered into with 

Midwest Generation on February 28,2012, four m~jor environmental organizations in the state 

who ti'equently intervene on air emission rulemakings before the Board - the Environmental 

Law and Policy Center, the Sierra Club, the Natural Resources Defense Council, and the 

Respiratory Health Association of Metropolitan Chicago - stated that, recognizing the net 

benefits to the CPS realized by the early retirements of the Fisk and Crawford coal-fired units, 

they would not oppose this request for a variance for Waukegan Unit 7, 

In support of its Petition. Petitioner states as follows: 

T. BACKGROUND 

(§§ 1 04.204(b)(l), (2), (3), (4),(5), (6), (7), (8» 

1. The Waukegan Generating Station ("Waukegan" or the "Station"), Agency l.D. 

No. 097190AAC, is an electric generating station owned and operated by Midwest Generation, 

LLC. The Waukegan Generating Station is located at 401 East Greenwood Avenue, Waukegan, 

Lake County, Illinois 60087-5197. The electrical generating units ("EGUs") at the Waukegan 
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Station went online between 1952 and 1962 and can generate approximately 78] net megawatts 

of electricity. Midwest Generation employs approximately 157 people at the Station. 

2. The Station is located on approximately 200 acres in a partially-developed 

industrial area. To the west, the area is partially wooded and contains a railroad line; residential 

development is located further in that direction. To the north is the former Johns-Manville 

transite manufacturing facility, now essentially vacant and fenced. Lake Michigan is to the east. 

South of the Station are the North Shore Sanitary District \vaste\'iater treatment plant and a 

vacant piece of propel1y owned by COlmnonwealth Edison. 

Midwest Generation operates two electric generating units at Waukegan} with the 

capability to fire coal as their primary fuel. In addition, the boilers fire natural gas as auxiliary 

fuel during startup and for £lame stabilization.3 WaUkegan also operates associated coal 

handling, coal processing, and ash handling activities. In addition to the boilers, Waukegan 

operates four oil-fIred turbines, used during peak demand periods. Pursuant to the CPS, the 

company pem1anentIy retired the lOO-megawatt coal-fired Waukegan Unit 6 in 2007. 

4. Relevant to this Petition for variance, particulate matter ("PM") emissions fi'om 

each boiler are controlled by an electrostatic precipitator ("ESP"); the ESP for Unit 7 is a "hot-

side" precipitator, defined in the Board's pertinent rule as "an ESP on a coal-fired boiler that is 

installed before the boiler's air-preheater [SlC] where the operating temperature is typically at 

least 5500 F, as distinguished from a cold-side ESP that is installed after the air pre-heater where 

the operating temperature is typically no more than 3500 F." Section 225.296(c). PM emissions 

Waukegan Unit 6 was shut down by December 31,2007, pursuant to the requirements of Section 
225.297(a)( J) . 

.) The Title V permit issued to WaUkegan Station identifies fuel oil as an optional fuel, but Midwest 
Generation does not use fuel oil at the station. 
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at the Waukegan Station in 20] I were 768 tons. 4 Emissions of mercury are controlled by the 

injection of powdered activated carbon (HACI"). jVlercury emissions in 2011 were 79 pounds at 

the Waukegan Station, compared with station mercury emissions of23l pounds in 2007, the 

the CPS was adopted. S02 emissions are currently controlled through the use of very low-sulfur 

coal. S01 emissions from the Waukegan Station in 2011 'were 9,929 tons. Emissions of other 

pollutants, including NOx, are not an issue in this Petition for Variance, although, as discussed 

further below, the CPS also addresses NOx emissions, and Midwest Generation has already 

installed NOx controls, at considerable expense. to comply with the CPS. 

5. Lake County is part of the Chicago ozone and PM2.5) nonattaimnent areas. 6 The 

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency ("Agency" or "Illinois EPA") has proposed that Lake 

County be designated unclassifiable for the l-hour sulfur dioxide ("SO/') N AAQS. 7 

6. It appears from the Agency's 40th Annual Air Quality Report (2010) ("2010 AQ 

Rpt:') that there are two monitoring stations operated by the Agency located in Lake County: 

No. 24 at the Waukegan North Fire Station, AIRS Code 170971002, and No. at Zion Camp 

Logan, AIRS 170971007. 2010 AQ Rpt., p. 34. Ozone is monitored at the Waukegan 

4 Data for 20 II does not include fugitive emissions; data regarding fugitive emissions will not be available 
until mid-20 12. The 20 I 0 PM emissions at Waukegan were 86 J tons: 725 tons from the stack and 136 tons fugitive . 

.5 Particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in aerodynamic diameter. 

6 Note that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("USEPA") has found thar [he area attains the 1997 
ozone National Ambient Air Quality Standard (hNAAQS") and the 1997 PM2.5 NAAQS, 74 Fed.Reg. 62243 
(November 2009); 75 Fed.Reg. 12088 (March 12,2010), but has not yet redesignated the area. Additionally. 
USEPA has proposed to include Lake County in the 2008 ozone nonattaillment area as a marginal nonattainment 
area, the lowest classification of nonattainment. 77 Fed.Reg. 8211 (February 14,2012) (proposed designation of the 
Chicago area as llonattainmen1); letter and attachment from Susan Hedman, USEPA Region 5, to Patrick Quinn. 
Governor oflhe State of []jinois (January 3 J. 20 I available at < 
!-'-'~~~L"!'L.!:":''''-u'\,"",~i..!.'.:''-'''''':1!-''-'~~~~''-~c'::..;:.~~~~~,,:~~.~C!!LU>: 77 Fed.Reg. 8197 (February 14.2012) 
(proposed nonattaimnent ciassiticarions, such as marginal. moderate, etc.) 

7 Letter 10 Cheryl Ne\V1011, Director, omce of Air and Radiation. USEPA Region 5, from Laurel Kroack, 
Chief, Bureau of Air, Illinois EPA (June 2, 20 II). Midwest Generation can provide the Board with a copy or this 
letter ifthe Board so requires. 
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North Fire Station: ozone and PM2.5 are monitored at the Zion Camp Logan monitor. 2010 AQ 

Rpt, p. 40. Copies of these pages are attached hereto as Exhibits 1 and 2, respectively. The 

entire document is available on the Agency's website at < !.;'..::.::~~~:..:..:::;==::..=-.;:.::c=:.:c'-":::.::.:...=_ 

7. Waukegan is a major source subject to the Clean Air Act Permitting Program 

("CAAPP"). 415 ILCS 5/39.5 (2010). The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 

(,'Agency") issued a CAAPP permit to Midw'est Generation for Waukegan on February 7, 2006. 

Subsequently, on March 13, 2006, Michvest Generation timely appealed the CAAPP permit for 

Waukegan at PCB 06-146. The Board accepted the appeal for hearing on March] 6, 2006, and 

the Board found that, pursuant to Section 10-65(b) of the Administrative Procedure Act (5 fLCS 

lOOIlO-65(b) (2010)) ("APA") and the holding in Borg-Warner Corp, v. Mauzy, 427 2d 415 

(JII.App.CL 1981). the CAAPP permit is ineffective, upon appeal, as a matter of law. Order, 

Midwest Generafioll, LLC Waukegan Generating Station v. lllinois Environmental Protection 

Agenc)" PCB 06-146 (March 16, 2006), p. 2. The CAAPP pel1nit remains ineffective. The 

cunent decision deadline in that appeal is September 6, 201 Midwest Generation, however, 

anticipates entering into negotiations with the Agency regarding resolution of the CAAPP permit 

appeaL
g 

8. On July 19,2007, the Agency issued Midwest Generation a constmction permit 

authorizing the installation of ACT equipment at the Waukegan Station,9 as required by the CPS. 

Midwest Generation timely appealed this permit on August 27, 2007, at PCB 08-020. Pursuant 

8 The CAAPP permit and appeal have no direct relevance to this petition for variance and so no related 
documents are attached as exhibits hereto. However, if the Board is interested in the CAAPP pennit or the appeal. 
Midwest Generation directs the Board to its own docket at PCB 06·146 fur any documents of interest. 

Application No. 07050007. 
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to Midwest Generation's request, the Board issued a partiaJ stay of this permit Order,lHidwest 

Generation, LLC Waukegan Generating Station v, Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 

(September 20, 2007), As required by Section 1 04,204(i), attached hereto as Exhibits 3 and 4, 

respectively. are copies of the pennit issued by the Agency and Exhibit 2 of the Petition for 

Review of the construction permit, which is a redlined version of the permit revealing the stayed 

and active portions of this permit. Notwithstanding this appeal of celtain provisions of the 

permit, the air quality benefits of the CPS relative to mercury have been fully realized as of this 

date with the installatio11 and operation of the ACI equipment beginning in July 2008, 

9, On November 19,2010, the Agency issued Midwest Generation a construction 

permit authorizing the installation of a dry sorbent injection system and the conversion of the 

hot-side ESP to a cold-side ESP for Waukegan Unit 7.10 See Exhibit 5. As discllssed more fully 

below, Midwest Generation sought this construction permit as palt of its plan to comply with the 

CPS and has obtained a one-year extension of this permit from the Illinois Environmental 

Protection Agency. 

10, Midwest Generation has sought no other variances from the CPS for the 

Waukegan Station or any of the other generating stations comprising the Midwest Generation 

CPS Group as defined at Sections 225.292(a) and (d) and 225.Appendix A 

u. REGULATORY BACKGROUND 

(§ 104.204(a)) 

11, On March 14, 2006, the Agency submitted a proposed rulemaking to the Board, 

"In the Matter Of: Proposed New 35 Ill.Adm.Code 225 Control of Emissions from Large 

Combustion Sources," docketed at R06-25 ("the Mercury Rule"). The Board adopted this rule 

10 Application No, 10090034, 
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on December 21,2006. and it was effective as of that same date. The Mercury Rule includes 

some provisions in Subpart A of Part 225 and aU of Subpart B of Part 225. 

12, On May 2006, the Agency submitted a proposed rulemaking to the Board, "In 

the Matter of: Proposed New CAIR S02, CAIR NOx Annual and CAIR NOx Ozone Season 

Trading Programs, 35 IlLAdm.Code 225, Conlrol of Emissions from Large Combustion Sources, 

Subparts A, C. D, and E," docketed at R06-26 ("CAIR"ll), On JanLlary 5, 2007, the Agency and 

Midwest Generation filed a joint comment in this rulemaking describing an agreement they 

reached regarding mercury control and purporting to set forth the substance of their agreement to 

add Subpart F to Part 225 C·Subpart F,,).12 R06-26, PC # 9. Subsequently, on January 10,2007, 

the Agency and Midwest Generation filed ajoint comment providing the regulatory language for 

Subpart F, including amendments to that language, R06-26, PC # 11. On April 19,2007, the 

Board proceeded to First Notice on the CAIR, including Subpart F. On June 25, 2007, Midwest 

Generation submitted comments on the First Notice CArR, including requested revisions to 

Subpart R06-26, PC # 14. On July 26.2007, the Board ordered the rule to Second Notice, 

including Subpart F with minor amendments. R06-26, Board Order (July 26, 2007). These rules 

became effective August 31,2007. Subsequently, in Docket R09-1 0, effective June 26, 2009, 

the Board moved the CPS from Subpalt F of Part 225 to Subpart B of Part 

13. Pursuant to Section 225,292, Midwest Generation opted in to the CPS on 

December 27,2007. identifying Waukegan Unit 7 as one of the electric generating units 

("EGUs") to be included as part of the Midwest Generation CPS Group. Therefore, Waukegan 

II Clean Air int¢!"state Rule. 

12 Note that [he Board's website docket does not include substantive, regulatory language for Subpart F at 
PC # 9, 
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Unit 7, the subject of this Petition for Variance, is subject to the provisions from \\1hich Midwest 

Generation seeks relief 

14. The provisions from which Midwest Generation seeks reliet- are as follows: 

Section 225.296 Combined Pollutant Standard: Control 
Technology Requirements for NO x, S02, and 
PM Emissions 

a) General Technology Requirements for NOx and 802. 

1) On or before December 31, 2013, the owner or 
operator must either permanently shut down or 
install and have operational FGD equipmem on 
Waukegan 7; 

*** 

c) Control Technology Requirements for PI'v1. The owner or 
operator of the two specified EGUs listed in this subsection 
that are equipped with a hot-side ESP mllst replace the hot
side ESP with a cold-side ESP, install an appropriately 
designed fabric filter, or permanently shut down the EGU 
by the dates specified. Hot-side ESP means an ESP on a 
coal-fired boiler that is installed before the boiler's air
preheater [SIC] where the operating temperature is typically 
at least 5500 F, as distinguished from a cold-side ESP that 
is installed after the air pre-heater where the operating 
temperature is typically no more than 3500 F. 

1) Waukegan 7 on or before December 31, 2013 .... 

III. RELIEF REQUESTED 

(§§ J04.204(c), (d), (e), (I), (k)) 

15. Midwest Generation seeks targeted, nan'ow relief from the CPS in order to avoid 

arbitrary and unreasonable hardship. Specifically, Midwest Generation seeks relief fr0111 the 

CPS requirements that it (I) install FGD equipment on Waukegan Unit 7 by December 31, 2013, 

and (2) that it convel1 the hot-side ESP on Waukegan Unit 7 by December 31, 2013, or (3), 

failing either of these, that it shut the unit dO\'vn by December 31, 2013. Midwest Generation 
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seeks one additional year to install the FGD equipment, convert the hot-side ESP to a cold-side 

ESP, or shut down the unit. Midwest Generation does not seek any relief from the system-wide 

S02 emission rate set forth at Section 225.295(b), the CPS NOx requirements set fOlth at 

Sections 225.295 through 225.298, the mercury emission limitation and control requirements 

applicable to Waukegan Unit 7 set forth at Section 225.294, or the CPS requirements applicable 

to the other in the Midwest Generation CPS Group. 

16. Midwest Generation seeks the variance almost two years in advance of the 

compliance date because of the long lead time necessary for planning and conducting the 

construction necessary to comply with the provisions of Sections .296(a)(1) and (c). It is 

essential that Midwest Generation kno\v now whether the Board will grant the relief so that it 

does not embark 011 unnecessary and costly activiHes required in anticipation of construction, as 

"veil as the actual construction of the FGD equipment and the conversion of the hot-side 

precipitator. Commencement of such activities on the schedule cunently required would 

constitute arbitrary and unreasonable hardship to Midwest Generation and may be economically 

impractical and result in the permanent retirement of the unit and subsequent loss of jobs. 

!\. Section 275.296(3)(1) - FGD Equipment 

17. To comply with the requirement of Section 225.296(a)( 1) that Midwest 

Generation install FGD equipment at the WaUkegan Generating Statiol1, Midwest Generation 

examined several alternatives. Midwest Generation initially evaluated retrofitting Waukegan 7 

with a spray dryer absorber dry scrubber ("dry scrubber") in order to meet the FGD equipment 

requirement and a baghouse in order to comply "'lith the additional requirement of the CPS to 

install a baghouse or convert from a hot- to cold-side ESP to achieve additional mercury 

emission reductions (see Section B. below). In 2006, Midwest Generation estimated that the cost 
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for a dry scrubber and baghouse was approximately $240 million, based on an engineering study 

conducted for the company by Shaw. The lack of available, adequate space at Waukegan 7 was 

part ofthc cost and scheduling issue. In order to accommodate a dry scrubber and baghouse, 

Midwest Generation would have to fill in part orthe circulating water inlet canal, which in itself 

vvould require various permits and long lead times. Escalating costs and the onset of the 

recession caused Midwest Generation to reevaluate the S02 control strategy and FGD equipment 

for Waukegan 7 in 2009. At this time, Midwest Generation determined that the cost of installing 

a dry sorbent injection system using Trona as the reagent to meet the FGD equipment 

requirement would cost approximately $18 million, while ensuring compliance \'vith the CPS. 

Discussion of converting the ESP from hot- to cold-side at a cost of $70 million, rather than 

installing a baghouse, to comply with the CPS for mercury removal, is found in paragraph 20, 

below. Therefore, total FGD equipment and mercury removal costs have been reduced hom an 

estimated $240 million in 2006 to $88 million. 

18. With the S02 reduction efficiencies generally equal, Midwest Generation 

determined that the best approach for Waukegan Unit 7 is the dry sorbent injection system. In 

order to comply with the December 31. 2013, installation deadline set forth in Section 

.296(a)(1), Midwest Generation already sought and obtained a construction permit, see 

Exhibit 5, for installation of FGD equipment (a dry sorbent injection system). Midwest 

Generation began construction of the dry sorbent injection system in the fall of201 I but has 

obtained an extension of the construction permit to allow it time to reevaluate in light of the 

developments discussed in this petition. Exhibit 6, To install dry sorbent injection system, 

Midwest Generation will need to engineer, procure, and install equipment designed to inject a 

dry sorbent reagent (trona) into the flue gas stre,Ull exiting the boiler before it goes out the stack. 
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This equipment includes trona unloading equipment, on-site trona storage, milling equipment 

needed to grind the trona, and blowers necessary to transport and distribute it into the flue gas 

stream to react with the SO::!. Additionally, the ESP will need to be upgraded to remove the 

added particulate loading resulting from the process. Planned upgrades to the ESP for 

Waukegan 7 include conversion from the hot-side ESP to a cold-side ESP configuration. 

Upgrades to the ash removal system are also needed to handle the additional solid particulates 

that vvill be collected in the ESP. 

19. Unlike Unit 7, Midwest Generation has lmtiI December 3 C 2014, to install FGD 

equipment on Unit 8. 35 IlL Adm. Code § 225.296(a)(2). Delaying the requirement to install 

FGD equipment on Unit 7 for a year would allow Midwest Generation to peliorm the installation 

work for both units at the same time. Under the current and presently unique circumstances 

regarding Waukegan Station, this single construction mobilization is more efficient and provides 

significant cost savings. 

20. Section 225.296(c)(1) provides Midwest Generation with the choice of converting 

the hot-side ESP on Unit 7 to a cold-side ESP, installing a baghouse, or shutting dovm the unit. 

As discussed above, there are space limitations at Waukegan 7 that make installation of a 

baghouse particularly expensive and time-consuming. Midwest Generation determined that it 

would best to convert the unit's hot-side ESP. The cost of converting the hot-side ESP to a cold

side ESP is approximately $70 million. 

21. To timely c0l1ve11 the hot-side ESP to a cold-side ESP, Midwest Generation has 

already obtained a construction permit for this work. The November 19, 2010, construction 

pennit for the FGD equipment installation described above also authorized the conversion of the 
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hot-side ESP to a cold-side To implement that conversion pursuant to the permit, Midwest 

Generation would have to complete detailed engineering of the conversion process and order and 

fabricate the necessary duct work to accommodate the conversion. Additionally, the conversion 

of the ESP will entail a long outage of Waukegan Unit 7. Therefore, Midwest Generation must 

coordinate that outage with PJM.13 which could also afTect the timing of the project. 

C. Compliance Efforts and Hardship 

22. Planning to comply with Sections 225 .296( a)( 1) and (c)( I) through the 

installation of the FGD equipment and ESP conversion at Waukegan 7 described above, Ivfidwest 

Generation expended considerable resources to obtain a construction pemlit, attached hereto as 

Exhibit 5, issued November 19,2010. However, subsequent to the Agency's issuance of the 

construction permit, USEPA proposed and promulgated two major rules: the Cross-State Air 

Pollution Rule ("CSAPR,,)14 and the Mercury and Air Taxies Standards ("MATS"). I 5 

The CSAPR was adopted to replace the Clean Air Interstate Rule ("CAIR") 

currently applicable to fossil fuel-fired EGUs in the eastern United States, in response to the 

court order in }llorth Carolina 1'. EPA. 16 CSAPR includes a number of features that are 

significant! y more stringent than the CAIR, namely the addition of assurance provisions or 

variability limits that establish hard mass emission caps on each subject state's emissions ofS02 

13 P JM Interconnection, LLC is the regional transmission system operator that must protect reliability of the 
grid and review the removal for any extended period oftime of any generating units within the scope ofPJM's 
authority and responsibility. 

;1 Proposed at 75 Fed.Reg. 45210 (August 2, 20 I 0); tlnalized at 76 Fed.Reg. 4&208 (August 8,20 II), 
eftective October 7. 201 I. 

15 Proposed at 76 Fed.Reg. 24976 (May 3.20 II); finalized at 77 Fed.Reg. 9304 (February 16, 2012). 
effective April ]6,2012. 

16 The court found that the CAIR was pervasively flawed and initially vacated the rule. North Carolina v. 
EPA. 53 J F.3d 896 (D.C. Cir. 2008). Subsequently, the COllrt remanded the CAIR in its entirety without vacatur. 
North Carolina v. EPA. 550 F3d 1176 (D.C. Cir. 2008), ordering that the CAIR remain effective until USEPA 
replaced it with a new rule, which is the CSAPR. 
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and NOx. It presents an entirely different allowance allocation methodology. with permanent 

allowances issued by USEP A and no involvement of the states unless they develop state 

implementation plans ("SIPs") in the future. The CSAPR also presents an entirely ne\v S02 

allowance trading program. 

24. There are a number of uncertainties with respect to the CSAPR. First, it is not 

clear whether the Illinois EPA \vill develop a SIP to address tbe CSAPR to replace USEPA's 

allO\vance allocation methodology and if it does, exactly what allowance allocation methodology 

it wi11 adopt. Second, the CSAPR was timely appealed by a number of entities at Ei"'fE Homer 

City LLCv. EPA, No. 11-132 (D.C. Cir. filed August 23,2011). On December 30,2011, the 

court stayed the effectiveness of the CSAPR. Tn light of the nature of the program and the time 

needed for the court to address the merits of the arguments on appeal, it seems likely that the stay 

will defcr implementation of the rule for at least a year. Oral arguments are scheduled for April 

13, 2012, suggesting that the court will issue an opinion before the end of the year. However, no 

one can predict the outcome of the appeals. Assuming that the court does, indeed, issue its final 

order this year and that it wiJlnot require substantial changes to the CSAPR which is a huge 

assumption, theoretically, the CSAPR compliance deadlines could be delayed by a year, making 

the rule first effective in 2013 with the additional reduction in S02 allowances applicable in 

2015. 

25. 'rhe MATS, which codifies the Utility Maximum Achievable Control Technology 

("MACT") requirement applicable to coal- and oil-fired EGUs pursuant to Section 112 of the 

Clean Air Act, was not even proposed at the time that Midwest Generation obtained its 

construction penl1it. Midwest Generation could not have had any idea of the scope of the rulc. 

As with the CSAPR, USEPA made changes to the MATS in its final fonn. At least one party to 
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date has filed an appeal of the MATS, and one can reasonably anticipate that there v,rill be 

appeals filed by additional parties before the April 16,2012, deadline, It would be impossible 

for one to speculate on the final scope of issues that will be appealed and their outcome or even 

whether the rule will smvive the challenge, However, as finally adopted, the MATS requires 

reductions of emissions of mercury, non-mercury hazardous C"HAP") metals, and hydrogen 

chloride ("HCl"), USEPA has established in the MATS the option of monitoring filterable PM 

emissions as a surrogate for the non-mercury HAP metals. Even if a source does not choose [0 

utilize the PM surrogate, the technology to control non-mercury HAP metals is the same as to 

control PM: ESPs or baghouses. Likewise, USEPA offers the option to comply with an S02 

emission limit as a surrogate to complying with the HCllimit. As with PM and non-mercury 

HAP metals. USEPA has found that controlling S02 effectively controls HCl. Therefore, the 

company would 110t install different control equipment to address HCl. Tn this sense, the 

measures that Midwest Generation must undertake to comply wHh the CPS overlap with its 

compliance obligations under the MATS. The MATS requires compliance within three years, 

i. e., by April 16, 2015, with the strong possibility that upon a certain showing, sources can be 

granted a fourth year by their states, 

26. This set of compliance deadlines converging on 2015 creates overlapping, 

significant S02, mercury, and PM emission reduction obligations that conflict with the CPS's 

2013 deadlines applicable to Waukellan Unit 7. The one-vear extension souaht herein would 
~ • e 

help synchronize these various regulatory timing requirements and would also impose the same 

CPS compliance deadline for Waukegan Units 7 and 8, improving efficiency and providing cost 

savings, as mentioned above, In addition, the pending CSAPR appeal and stay and the pending 

f'v'lATS appeal create uncertainties about the timing and scope of the requirements that may 
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survive appeal. At least some of this uncertainty could be alleviated by deferring the deadlines at 

issue for Waukegan 7, thus potentially pro\'iding an opportunity for greater clarity and better 

decision-making before action must be c0l1U11enced to physically address PM and S02 

compliance. 

27. The ability to better coordinate compliance with these overlapping obligations 

could help Midv,:cst Generation avoid additional and unnecessary significant costs and disruption 

of unit operation. Under these circumstances, compliance with the current December 31, 2013, 

CPS deadlines would create an unreasonable hardship for Midwest Generation, but one that can 

be alleviated by the grant of the requested variance with respect to Waukegan Unit 7 to allow 

Midwest Generation to harmonize and consolidate its compliance efforts under the CPS 'with 

those required by or that may be required by the CSAPR and the MATS. Importantly, Midwest 

Generation does not claim that it cannot comply with the CPS, but that doing so is arbitrary and 

unreasonable at this time and poses an undue hardship, especially given that Midwest Generation 

seeks no change in fleet-wide emissions limits under the CPS. 

28. Section 35(a) of the Act states that "the Board is not required to find that an 

arbitrary or unreasonable hardship exists exclusively because the [state] regulatory standaI'd is 

under review and the costs of compliance are substantial and certain." 415 ILCS 5/35(a) (2010). 

However, the Board bas, indeed, recently granted a variance to a petitioner faced with unique 

regulatory uncertainty where the costs of compliance were also detem1ined both substantial and 

certain. Exxonlvfobii Oil Corp. v. JEPA, 11-86, 12-46 (December 1,2011). Midwest Generation 

is similarly facing regulatory uncertainty through the convergence of the CPS and the new 

federal rules, and the costs of compliance are substantial and certain. Considering those factors 

together with the lack of impact to the envirolU11ent from delaying compliance by one year shows 
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that a variance is v,'arranted. This slight adjustment of the compliance date for Midwest 

Generation for this one unit \vould help to avoid the unforeseen inefficiencies and uncertainties 

that have developed with the promulgation of the two new federal mles, 

IV. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

(§ I 04.204(g)) 

29. As Midwest Generation announced on Febmary 29,2012. it plans to shut down 

the coal-fired unit at the Fisk Generating Station in 2012 and its Crawford Generating Station by 

no later than the end of20 14, subject to PJM revie\v. 17 The removal of emissions from the coal-

fired unit at the Fisk Station during the timeframe of this variance, if the Board grants it, and of 

the coal-fired units at the Crawford Station coincidental with the termination of the variance 

would more than offset the one-year delay in achieving additional emission reductions from 

Waukegan Unit 7 sought in this Petition. 

30. Under the CPS, Midwest Generation is required to achieve annually declining 

system-\vide S02 emission rates beginning with an average annual rate of 0.44 Ib/mmBtu in 

calendar year 2013. Based on actual generation for 2007, the year in whkh the CPS was 

finalized, Midwest Generation estimates that 2013 S02 emissions from Midwest Generation's 

system at the CPS S02 rate of 0.441b/mmBtu would be 66,109 tons. With the coal-fired unit at 

the Fisk Station retired by the end of this calendar year, the estimated system-wide 2013 S02 

emissions would be 62282 tons, a reduction of 3,827 tons or 5.6 percent. The CPS does not 

require the installation of FGD equipment or retirement at Fisk until December 31,2015. 

17 If P JM were to determine that the shutdown of either Fisk or Crawford or both threatened reliabilitv or 
raised market power issues. PJM could request that Midwest Generation continue to operate the plant or plant~. 
Midwest Generation submitted its notice to PIM of its intention to shut down Unit 19 at the Fisk Station. See 
Exhibit 7. If Midwest Generation receives the final results of PJM's review during this variance proceeding, it will 
provide a copy to the Board. 
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Therefore, even if one assumed tbat the coal-fired unit at Fisk would be retired at the end of 2015 

rather than retrofitted v'lith FGD equipment, there are cumulative annual reductions of S02 in 

20 2014, and 2015 accruing from the reti rement of the coal-fired unit at the Fisk Station 

totaling 11 A81 tons or a 7.5 percent lleetvvide reduction. 

31. The net S02 beneHt of the total package included with this request for variance 

increases with the retirement of the two coal-fired units at Crawford Station by no later than the 

end of2014. Under the CPS, there is no requirement to install FGD equipment at Crawford until 

the end of20 17 for Unit 8 and of 20 18 for Unit 7. Therefore, it would be logical to assume that 

Crawford would have continued to generate in a business-as-usual case through at least the end 

of2017 for Unit 8 and through the end of2018 for Unit 7. With the early retirement of both 

units by the end of 20 14, the cumulative reduction in S02 emitted fi'om Crawford for years 2015, 

20 I 6,2017, and 2018 is 23,592 tons, compared to a business~as-usual CPS compliance case. 

Using these same assumptions for PM emissions, i.e. 2008-2011 average heat 

input, Midwest Generation estimates that the PM emission reductions due to the early, plmmed 

shutdowns of the coal-fired unit at the Fisk Station would be 2,084 tons for 2013,2014, ancl 

2015. The estimated emission reductions from the early, plaruled shutdown of the two coal-fired 

units at Cra'Wiord \vould total 3,536 tons for 2015,2016,2017, and 2018. The total tons of PM 

reduced from the early, plalmed shutdowns of the coal-f1red units at Fisk and Crawford Stations 

would be 5,620 tons. l8 

IS The MATS provides a PM emission rate as a surrogate for the non-mercury HAP metal emissions. If 
Midwest Generation chose to rely on that surrogate rate for compliance with the MATS, the PI'v'! emission reductions 
resulting fi'om the planned early shutdowns of the coal-fired units at Fisk and Crawford would be less: 264 tons for 
2015 at Fisk and 1,664 tons for 20 15, :W16, 2017, and 2018 at Crawford. The MATS provides that companies may 
comply with a 0.2 ib/mmBtli S02 emission rate as a surrogate for compliance with the HCl emission rate. The only 
year in which the MATS 0.2 Ib!mmBtu rate is more stringent than the fate required by the CPS is 2015, when the 
CPS rate is 0.28 Ib/mmBtu. Because these rates are so close, Midwest Generation has not. calculated the reductions 
that 'would result from the carly, planned shutdowns of the coal-fired units at Fisk and Crawford. 
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33. Although the one-year compliance delay sought in this variance will not affect 

NOx emissions at Waukegan Unit 7, the shutdowns of the coal-fired units at Fisk and Crawford 

will yield reductions in NOx. The CPS requires Midwest Generation to achieve a system-wide 

emission rate 01'0.11 lb NOx/mmBtu in 2012. Based on 2008-201 1 average heat input, in 2013 

through 2015. Midwest Generation estimates the reduction in NOx emissions from the shutdown 

of the coal-fired unit at Fisk will be 3,456 tons. Based on this same average heat input. Midwest 

Generation estimates 1hat the total reduction in NOx emissions resulting from the planned early 

shutdown of Unit 7 at Cn.1wford Station will be 2,663 tons during 2015 through 2018 and 3,437 

tons from Unit 8 in 2015 through 2018. The total anticipated NOx reductions at Cra\vford 

Station would be 6.1 00 tons. 

34. Pursuant to the CPS, both Waukegan units were among the first in the nation to 

install mercury control equipment in July 2008. Since 2007, mercury emissions at Waukegan 

Station have been reduced from approximately 1 pounds per year to less than 80 pounds per 

year. Since 2008, WaUkegan Unit 8 has achieved significant mercury reductions, consistently 

measuring gl'cater than 90 percent, well in advance of the federal compliance deadline. Unit 7 is 

now achieving significant mercury emission reductions, in the range of72% when the unit 

operates at lower loads. When operated at higher loads, the rate of reduction decreases. The 

CPS requirement to conve11 or replace the hot-side ESP is to improve mercury removal 

efficiency on that unit. Even with the extension of a year to convert or replace the hot-side ESP, 

Unit 7 \vill have begun significantly reducing mercury emissions prior to implementation of the 

MATS. Moreover, Unit 7 will comply with the state's unit-by-unit limitations by the CPS' 
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January I, 2015, compliance deadline. 19 Midwest Generation \\iill continue to operate the ACI 

system on Waukegan Unit 7 during the variance period. 

35. The Fisk and Crawford coal-fired units were also controlled for mercury 

beginning in July 2008. Since then, Mid\vest Generation has been able to optimize mercury 

reduction at both stations such that the average mercury emissions, based on 2010 and 2011 

actual emissions and which Midwest Generation would expect to continue into the future if it 

continued to operate the coal-fired units at these two plants, are approximately 5 Ibs/year at 

Crawford Unit 7, 3 Ibs/year at Cravvford Unit 8, and 8 Ibs/year at Fisk Unit 19. With the planned 

shutdown of the coal-tlred unit at Fisk i112012, approximately 23 pounds of mercury that could 

have been emitted in 201 2014, and 2015, assuming a level of generation similar to 2010 and 

2011, would not be emitted. Likewise, Crawford Unit 7 would not emit approximately 18 

pounds of mercury in 2015, 2016, 2017, and 2018, and Crawford Unit 8 would not emit 

approximately 12 pounds of mercury in 20]5, 2016, and 2017. The total reduction in mercury 

attributable to the shutdown of these three units between 2013 and 2018 is approximately 54 

pounds. Because of the potential persistence of mercury in the environment, the Board can 

legitimately view the future reductions from the Fisk and Crawford coal-fired units as mitigation 

for the one-year delay in achieving additional merclll'Y emissions from Waukegan Unit 7. 

36. Table 120 below sets forth current relevant emissions levels, estimated emissions 

in 2014 based on average 2008-2011 heat input, the levels that Midwest Generation estimates 

would be emitted from Waukegan Unit 7 if the variance were not granted, also based on average 

2008-201 J heat input and the net benefit in terms of overall reductions in emissions resulting 

19 Note that the MATS does not require unit-by-unit compliance and allows source-wide averaging. 

2() Exhibit 9 provides a table of the calculations that serve as tbe basis tor Table l. 
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I , 
I 
I 

from the total package comprising this request for variance, j, e., including the early closures of 

the coal-fired units at Fisk and Crav,{ord. 

Table 1 

Pollutant 2011 2014 2014 Difference Net Benefit I Total Net 
Emissions* Estimated Estimated 111 m I Benefit in I 

at Emissions Emissions Emissions Emissions Emissions 
Waukegan at at at Reduced if Reduced if 

Unit 7 Waukegan Waukegan Waukegan the Variance Is 
Unit 7 Unit 7 if Unit 7 if Variance Is Granted 

Without the the Granted 2013-2018 
Variance Variance Is Variance Is 2013-2015 (Fisk Unit 

Granted Gralited (Fisk Unit 19 Shut 
19 Shut Down in 
DO\\'n in 2012 and 

2012) Crawford 
Units 7 and 

8 Shut 
Down End 
of2014) 

S02 3,801 tons 1,016 tons 3,974 tons 2,957 tons 8,385 tons ! 32,231 tons 

Hg-'l I 741bs 8lbs 831bs 75lbs I <51Ibs> <20 Ibs> 
I 
I I 

PM--

I 
140 tons 140 tons I 157 tons 

J 

18 tons I 2,066 tons 5,602 tons I 
I 

I 

NOx 1,073 tons 1,321 tons 1,321 tons ° tons ! 3,456 tons 9,556 tons I 
I ! I 

*2011 lissions reflect a low factor of 59%; the previol five years' capacity factor was 69%. 

It is clear from Table 1 that the difTerences in estimated mass emissions of S02, mercury, and 

PM are relatively small and would occur for only one year longer than is currently required by 

The mercury emissions reported in Table I reflect actual emissions based upon stack testing at various 
loads. Stack tests of mercury emissions at various operating loads revealed that Unit 7 achieves a reduction in 
mercury emissions of approximately 72% at a lower operating load. The unit was operated at that lower load 
slightly less than 25% of the operating hours in 2011. 

22 Midwest Generation notes that although the CPS refers to PM emissions in the title of Section 225.196, 
nothing in the CPS actually imposes any specific emissions limitations. However, the purpose of an ESP is to 

control PM, Althougl1the purpose of the conversion of the Waukegan 7 ESP from a hot-side to a cold-side ESP is 
to improve mercllry removal efficiency and not specifically PM removal efficiency, )'v1idwest Generation has 
included the impact of tile variance, if on PM emissions for purposes of providing complete information to 
the Board. 
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the CPS. The delay in additional emission reductions for one year is outweighed by the 

significant reductions in these same emissions due to the planned shutdowns orthe Fisk and 

Crawford Stations in northeastemlllinois, which are discussed above. Therefore, Midwest 

Generation is actually providing through this proposal a benefit to the environment that far 

exceeds any delay in additional emission reductions from Waukegan 7 that could result from the 

grant of this variance. Any suggestion of environmental harm that might result if the Board 

grants the requested variance is outweighed by the benefits to the environment and public by the 

emission reductions due to the planned shutdowns of the coal-Hred units at Fisk and Crawford 

and by the hardship to Midwest Generation if it were required to proceed with compliance at 

Waukegan Unit 7 and forego the efficiencies that can be attained by just a year's delay. 

37. Midwest Generation has already installed significant mercury (AC!) and NOx 

(SNCR) controls on other CPS Group units, thus significantly reducing such emissions. 

Assuming the variance requested in this petition is granted, following the one-year deferral, 

Midwest Generation will proceed \vith one of the WaUkegan 7 compliance options under the 

CPS. Further, Midwest Generation will comply with the requirements applicable to other CPS 

Group units on the timeline provided by the CPS, thus further reducing S02, PM, and mercury 

emissions, or, alternatively, additional units will be required to pennanently retire. 

38. USEPA says that the potential for human exposure to mercury is through 

cons1.Unption offish containing mercury through bioaccumulation. Under certain conditions, 

mercury in waterbodies can methylate, thus making the mercury available for uptake by 

organisms, according to USEPA. Subsistence fishers are considered by USEPA to be the group 

most likely to be affected by mercury consumption in the United States. 76 Fed.Reg. 24976, 

24984 (May 3, 2011). However, USEPA in the MATS Preamble indicated that the potential 
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impact of fine particulate matter on human health may far more significant than the potential 

impact of mercury. 77 Fed.Reg. 9304, 9426/T (Feb, 16,2012). Therefore, the reductions in fine 

particulate matter precursors S02 and NOx resulting fi'om the early shutdowns of the coal-fired 

units at Fisk and Crawford would have a far greater benefit, based on USEP A pUblications, The 

impact of a year's delay in reducing mercury emissions at Waukegan wiU be minimal and will be 

significantly offset by the effectively contemporaneous closures of the coal-fired units at Fisk 

and Crawford, Therefore, the impact of the request variance tor WaUkegan Unit 7 should be 

minimal, if any, to both human health and the environment. 

39. PM emissions are already controlled by the existing ESP. Therefore, mercury 

emissions and Pl'v1 emissions from that unit are already significantly controlled. and the use of a 

somewhat less efficient ESP for a single year should have minimal impact. Moreover, the early 

closure of Unit 19 at Fisk more than offsets the PM emissions from Waukegan 7 during the year 

of the variance period. 

40. S02 emissions contribute to the fonnation of Acid Rain and fine particulate 

matter. Midwest Generation complies with the Acid Rain pelmit issued for Waukegan 7. 

Emissions of fine particulate matter are currently regulated by the CAIR Acid Rain can 

contribute to eutrophication of water bodies located far dowl1\vind of a source of S02. USEPA 

has documented various health effects, largely respiratory, associated with inhalation of fine 

particulate matter. Waukegan 7 is in compliance with these requirements and will remain so 

during the pendency of the variance, if granted, 

41. Additionally, Waukegan 7 is subject to the state's PM limitations at Section 

212.203. These requirements will continue to apply. Waukegan Unit 7 is in compliance \\'ith 

these requirements and will remain so. Moreover, the PM reductions resulting irom the 
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shutdowns of the coal-fired units at Fisk and Crawford significantly exceed the additional year's 

PM emissions at Waukegan 7, again a net benetlt to the environment. 

42. In a variance proceeding, a petitioner must demonstrate that the hardship resulting 

from denial would "outweigh any injury to the public or the environment" from granting the 

relief. Marathon Oil Co. v. EPA, 242 Ill. App. 3d 200, 206,610 N.E.2d 789, 793 (5th Dist. 

1993). 'rhe proposed variance should cause negligible, if any, quantitative or qualitative injury 

in light of the associated emission changes, including the large expected reductions in S02 and 

PM emissions. During the pendency of the variance, if granted, Midwest Generation will 

continue to inject powdered activated carbon to control mercury emissions at Waukegan Unit 7. 

It will continue to operate its hot-side ESP to control particulate emissions. And it will continue 

to bum very low sulfur coal to meet S02 limitations at Unit 7. Midwest Generation's entire 

Illinois coal-fired system v,rill comply with the applicable S02 emission rate in the CPS. 

Additionally, subject to PJM review, Midwest Generation will shut down the Fisk and Crawford 

Generating Stations, thereby mitigating the one-year delay in achieving additional reductions of 

mercury emissions fi'om Waukegan Unit 7 and more than fully offsetting the one-year delay in 

reducing emissions of PM and S02 from Waukegan Unit 7 resulting from the requested one-year 

deferral and achieving a reduction in S02 tons emitted in excess of the CPS schedule begil1l1ing 

in 2013. Given all of these factors, the hardship to Midwest Generation clearly outweighs any 

potential impact to human health or the environment, and the hardship, therefore, rises to the 

level of "arbitrary or unreasonable," consistent with Section 35(a) of the Act and Board 

precedent in variance proceedings. 
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V. CONSISTENCY WITH FEDERAL LAW 

(§§ 104.204(1) and 104.208(a») 

43. The Board may grant this requested variance consistent with federal law. 

Granting the variance has no impact on Section 11 O(a) of the Clean Air Act and 40 CFR Part 51 

other than as discussed above. Further, Section 110(a)(2)(D) of the Clean Air Act is addressed 

through the CArR and eventually the CSAPR or its successor. Midwest Generation complies 

with the CAIR and will continue to do so as long as it is applicable. On June 24, 201 L the 

Agency submitted POliiollS of the CPS, including Sections 225.296(a)(1) and (c)(l), to USEPA 

for inclusion in Illinois' SIP addressing Best Available Retrofit Technology ("BART") and 

Regional Haze. Illinois EPA, selected pages of Technical SUppOrl Documentfor Best Available 

Retrofit Technology LInder the Regional Haze Rule, AQPSTR 09-06 (April 29, 2011), attached 

hereto as Exhibit 9:23 77 Fed.Reg. 3966 (Jan. 26,2012), attached hereto as Exhibit 10. On 

January 26, 2012, USEPA proposed t.o approve the Illinois BART SIP as submitted. 77 

Fed.Reg. 3966 (Jan. 26, 2012). Therefore, the provisions from which Midwest Generation seeks 

relief are not currently part of the Illinois SIP and are not federally enforceable and are consistent 

with federal law. 

44. However, recognizing a potential concern of the Board regarding consistency 

with federal law. Midwest Generation points out several factors. First, Waukegan Unit 7 is not 

one of the BART-eligible units that Illinois EPA identified in its BART SIP submittal. See 77 

Fed.Reg. at 3971. Additionally, the BART/Regional Haze SIP is concerned with the S02 

emission rate. Illinois EPA demonstrated that the system-wide average S02 emission rates 

2.1 Exhibit 9 consists of the cover letter, the Technical Support Document ("TSD") cover page, TSD pp. 24-
25.30-3 1,33, and Appendix C. These are the pages pertinent to this request for variance; however, Mjdwest 
Generation will provide the Board with a copy of the entire TSD or the entire collection of documents included in 
the SlP submittal if the Board requires, 
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included in the CPS provide greater reductions than applying the presumptive BART rate to just 

BART -eligible 1m its by applying the rates to average heat input, and USEP A accepted this 

analysis. See 77 Fed.Reg. at 3973. Midwest Generation will continue to comply with the S02 

emission rates in Section 225.295(b), thus satisfying presumptive BART, as presented in Illinois' 

BART submittaL Additionally, the shutdowns of Fisk and Crawford will reduce mass emissions 

of S02 to levels below those included in Illinois' demonstration in the BART submittal that the 

system-\vide CPS rates produced greater reduction than applying the BART presumptive rates to 

only the BART-eligible units. Therefore, even if USEPA were to adopt the CPS into the SIP 

before the conclusion of the requested variance period, there would be no negative impact on the 

Agency's calculations regarding emissions levels. 

45. The only issue could be a discrepancy between the compliance dates for the FOD 

equipment installation and the ESP conversion that would be included in the SIP versus the date 

that the Board would grant in a variance. If the BART/Regional Haze SIP, including elements of 

the CPS, is in place before the tennination of the requested variance, Midwest Generation will 

request that the Agency submit the Board's order granting the variance along with updating the 

emissions infoJ111ation and environmental benefIts derived from the planned shutdovlns of Fisk 

and Crawford. It is possible, perhaps likely, in that case that the variance period could expire 

before USEPA took action on revising the SIP to reflect the variance. 

46. The portions of the CPS addressing mercury, i.e., the impetus for requiring the 

ESP conversion, were not included in 11linois' BART and Regional Haze SIP submitta1.24 

Therefore, the reduction in efficiency in mercury control resulting from continued operation of 

2·1 See Appendix C included in Exhibit 9. Illinois EPA submitted the entirety of Part 225, Subpart B to 
USEPA with the BART SIP for purposes of completeness but requested that only the bolded sections in Part 225, 
Subpart B be included in the SIP. 
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the hot-side ESP has no import under the Clean Air Act. There are no federal provisions that 

directly impose tine particulate matter standards on Waukegan Unit 7. Arguably, Section 

225.296(c)(1) should not even be part of the proposed SIP. However, we understand that Illinois 

EP A included it in the proposal because it submitted entire sections of the CPS rather than 

limiting the submittal to appropriate subsections. 

VI. VARIANCE CONDITIONS AND COMPLIANCE PLAN 

(§§ J04.204(f) and 0)) 

Midwest Generation requests that the Board grant a variance extending the 

compliance deadlines of Sections 225.296(a)(1) and (c)(1). On or before December 31, 2014, 

Midwest Generation shall (I) either permanently shut down Waukegan Unit 7 or (2) shall (a) 

install and have operational FGD equipment on Waukegan 7 and (b) either replace the hot-side 

ESP with a cold-side ESP or install an appropriately designed fabric filter on Waukegan Unit 7. 

48. Midwest Generation recommends a compliance plan as follows: 

Continuously during 
pendency of the 
variance 

On or before 
I September 15, 2014 

On or before 

Comply with the system-wide S02 emissions rate set forth in Section 
225.295(b). 

Comply with the ACI rate set forth in Section 225.294(g). 

Comply with the CAIR or the CSAPR, as applicable. 

Comply with the Acid Rain Program. 

Comply with all other applicable requirements. 

Apply for a new or extended construction permit, as ll<;'~;U\;>'''. 
. installation of the FGD equipment and conversion of the hot-side 
I precipi~ator or other control ~leth?dol~gies that Mi~west Generation 

determll1es are more appropnate for Waukegan Umt 7. 

Shut down Unit 7; 
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Activit'!" 

Install and have operational FGD equipment, AND 

Convert the hot-side ESP to a cold-side ESP or install an appropriately 
designed fabric filter. 

VII. HEARING 

(§ 104.204(£1» 

49. Midwest Generation does not request a hearing in this matter because no federal 

law is affected by the requested variance. However) Midwest Generation reserves its right to 

request a hearing should USEPA approve Illinois' BART and Regional Haze SIP prior to 

issuance of the Board's order. In such an event, Midwest Generation will waive the decision 

deadline to an appropriate date to accommodate a hearing. 

VIII. ReRA 

(§ 104.206) 

50. Section] 04.206 of the Board '5 procedural regulations is not applicable to this 

request for variance. Section 104.206 specifically addresses requests for variance from the 

25 Midwest Generation recognizes that compliance plans generally reflect activities necessary to achieve the 
compliance that is being delayed. In this case, however, Midwest Generation has included the shutdowns of the 
coal·fired units at the Fisk and Crawtord Generating Stations because of the relevance of the emission reductions 
associated with those shutdowns to assessment of allY environmental hann that might arise ifthe Board grants this 
variance. Midwest Generation, nonetheless, believes that the requested variance may be granted even absent such 
shutdowns in light of the substantial and arbitrary hardship created by the cllrrent ESP schedule for Waukegan Unit 
7 and the minimal. if any, adverse impact attributable to the one-year extension requested herein. 
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Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA). Midwest Generation does not seek such 

relief. 

WHEREFORE, for the reasons set forth above, MIDWEST GENERA.TION, LLC-

WAUKEGAN GENERA TrNG STATION requests that the Board grant it a variance that defers 

the requirements of Sections 225.296(a)(1) and (c)(l) for one year, until December 31. 2014. 

Dated: April 9,2012 

Kathleen C. Bassi 
Stephen J. Bonebrake 
SCHIFF HARDIN, LLP 
233 South Wacker Drive, Suite 6600 
Chicago, Illinois 60606 
312-258-5500 

312-258-5600 

by: 

Respectfully submined, 

MIDWEST GENERATION, LLC -
WAUKEGAN GENERATING STATION 

~-
One of Its Attorneys 
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BEFORE THE ILLINOIS POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 

MIDWEST GENERATIOr\, LLC 
\VAUKEGAN GENERATING ST A TJON, 

Petitioner, 

Y. 

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL 
PROTECTION AGENCY~ 

Respondent. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

12-
(Variance - Ail') 

AFFIDA VIT OF DOUGLAS McFARLAN 

L DOUGLAS R. IvlcFARLA.l'\!, having tlrst been duly sworn upon oath, depose and state 
as follows: 

I. I am President Mid\\cst Generation, I am also Vice Public 

AtT,irs for Edison Mission Group, the indirect company :r-,·fidwest Generation. 

In that role. I am responsible for state and local government relations. environmental 

policy and compliance, media and community relations. executive and employee 

communications, and corporate contributions. I joined the company in I 

President of Mictwest Generation in 2011. 

and became 

1\'1y duties and responsibilities at Midwest Generation specitlcally include supervision of 

the Environmental Compliance g1'OUp and oversight of such activities as the preparation 

of this Petition V mianee. 

3. I pm1icipmed in the deVelopment o1'thi5 Petiti(Hl for Variance. 
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4. I have read the foregoing Petition for Variance, and based upon my personal knowledge 

and belief~ facts stated therein are true and correct. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. 

Subscribed and s\vom La before me 

this _!:--_-,-"c:;z;la~v of April, 2012. 

CH1\t I i 5D703. i 
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Exhibit 

Exhibit List 
(l04.204(h)) 

Statev,lide Air Monitoring Site Locations, Illinois EPA, .10th Annual Ai,. 
QualifY Report 20]0 (Dec. 2011), p. 34 < .!!..::.~~~=~=.!:~~==.:..... 
~~~~~~~==~=~ 

> 

2 2010 Monitoring Directory, Illinois EPA, 40th Annual Air Quality Report 
2010 (Dec. 2011), Table A4, p. 39, < .!!..::.~~=="-,-~":::,:;,o.~=-"L=C!:..i-_ 
~~~~~=~=>. 

3 Construction Permit Issued to Midwest Generation for the Construction of 
Mercury Control Equipment (July 19,2007), Appealed in PCB Docket 08-020 
(August 27, 2007) 

4 RedJined Permit (Ex. 2 in PCB 08-020) Ret1ecting the Partial Stay Granted in 
the Appeal of the Mercury Control Equipment Construction Permit. 

5 Construction Pennit Issued to Midwest Generation for Construction of FGD 
Equipment (Trona Injection System) (November 19,2010). 

6 Letter from Midwest Generation to Mr. Ed Bakowski at Illinois EPA 
Requesting Extension of Trona Construction Permit (February 28, 2012) and 
Revised Construction Permit Reflecting the Extension in Condition l.12a 
(March 28,2012). 

7 Two Letters to Ml'. ?v1ike Kormos, Senior Vice President, System Operations 
& Planning, PJM Interconnection, Notifying PJM of Midvlest Generation's 
Intention to Shut Down the Coal-Fired Units at the Fisk and Crawford 
Generating Stations (March 8, 2012). 

8 Letter to Cheryl Newton, USEPA Region 5, from Illinois EPA (June 24. 2011) 
Conveying the State's BART SfP Submittal and Selected Pages from Illinois 
EP A's Technical Support Documentfor Best Available Refrc?/it Technology 
Under the Regional Haze Rule, AQPSTR 09-06 (April 29, 2011). 

9 Table of Calculations Prepared by Midwest Generation in Support of Table 1 
in the Petition for Variance. 

10 Proposed Approval ofll1inois' BART SIP, 77 Fed.Reg. 3966 (January 26, 
2012). 
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Exhibit 1 

Statewide Air Monitoring Site Locations 

Illinois EPA, 40th AnnualAir Quality Report 2010 (Dec. 2011), p. 34. 
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Exhibit 2 

2010 Monitoring Directory 

Illinois EPA, 40th AnnualAir Quality Report 2010 (Dec. 2011), 
Table A4, p. 39 
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Exhibit 3 

Construction Permit Issued to Midwest Generation for 
the Construction of Mercury Control Equipment 
(July 19, 2007), Appealed in PCB Docket 08-020 

(August 27, 2007) 
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Electronic filing, Received, Clerk's Office, August 2/ttt1i1I11idM ___ 1IIIIIIfIII 

* * * * * PCB 2008-020 * * * * * EXHIBIT 

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

1021 NORTH GRAND AVENUE EAST. P.O. Box 19506. $PRINGFIEl('), IlliNOIS 62794-9506 - (217) 782-2113 

ROD R. BtAGOJEVICH, GOVt~NOR DOUGLAS P. Scon, DIRECTOR 

217/782-2113 RECENED 
CONSTRUCTION PERMIT 

JUL 2 3 2007 
PERMITTEE 

ENVIRONMENrALSERVICES 
Midwest Generation EME, LLC - Waukegan Generating Stati~~T~ON~LLC 
Attn: Andrea Crapisi 
440 South LaSalle Street, Suite 3500 
Chicago, Illinois 60605 

Application No.: 07050007 1.0. No.: 097190AAC 
Applicant's Designation: Date Received: May 3, 2007 
Subject: Sorbent Injection Systems for Units 7 and 8 
Date Issued: July 19, 2007 
Location: Waukegan Generating Station, 401 East Greenwood Avenue, Waukegan, 

60087 

Permit is hereby granted to the above-designated Permittee to CONSTRUCT 
equipment consisting of a sorbent injection system to control mercury 
emissions for each of the Unit 7 and 8 boilers, as described in the above 
referenced application. This Permit is subject to standard conditions 
attached hereto and the following special condition(s): 

lao This Permit authorizes construction of sorbent injection systems for 
each of the existing coal-fired boilers for Units 7 and 8 (affected 
boilers). The new sorbent injection systems would control mercury 
emissions by injecting sorbent, i.e., halogenated activated carbon, 
into the flue gas from these existing coal-fired boilers prior to the 
electrostatic preCipitators (ESPs) for each affected boiler. 

b. i. This permit is issued based on this project being an emissions 
control project, whose purpose and effect will be to reduce 
emissions of mercury from the existing coal-fired boilers and 
which will not significantly increase emissions of other PSD 
pollutants. As such, the terms and conditions of the existing 
permits will continue to govern emissions and operation of the 
boilers except as specifically indicated. 

ii. This permit is issued based on negligible particulate matter (PM) 
emissions from the storage and handling of sorbent for the 
sorbent injection systems. For this purpose emissions shall not 
exceed 0.44 tons/year. However Permittee shall comply with all 
applicable requirements of 35 Ill. Adm. Code Part 212 that apply 
to the storage and handling of sorbent. 

c. This permit does not authorize any modifications to the affected 
boilers or generating units, which would increase capacity or potential 
emissions. 

2a. The Permittee shall comply with applicable emission standards and 
requirements related to mercury emissions for the affected boilers 
pursuant to 35 lAC Part 225, Subpart B and/or Subpart F, by the 
applicable dates specified by these rules. 

PRtNTtD ON RECYCLW PArER 

I 
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Note: The Permittee expects that it will comply with certain 
provisions of 35 lAC Part 225, Subpart F, which is still proposed, as 
an alternative to compliance with 35 IAC Part 225, Subpart B. If the 
Permittee elects to comply with 35 rAC Part 225, Subpart P, certain 
provisions of subpart B would not be applicable, and the provisions of 
Subpart F would Bet the dates when certain other requirements do become 
applicable. 

b. This permit does not affect the authorizations in existing operating 
permits for the affected boilers, pursuant to 35 lAC 201.149, 201.161 
and 201.262, that allow the Permittee: 

i. To operate an affected boiler in violation of certain state 
emission standards during startup of the boiler or the terms and 
conditions that accompanied such authorization. 

ii. To continue to operate an affected boiler in violation of certain 
state emission standards during malfunction or breakdown of the 
boiler, including control devices and ancillary systems, or the 
terms and conditions that accompanied such authorization. 

3. At all times, the Permittee shall, to the extent practicable, maintain 
and operate the sorbent injection systems including storage and 
handling of sorbent, in a manner consistent with good air pollution 
control practice for minimizing emissions from the existing coal~fired 
boilers and the source. 

4a. The Permittee shall comply with all applicable requirements of 35 lAC 
Part 225, by the dates specified in the rules, related to monitoring of 
mercury emissions from the affected boilers. 

b. If the sorbent injection systems can be adjusted remotely by personnel 
in the control room, the Permittee shall install, operate, and maintain 
instrumentation for measuring rate of sorbent injection for each 
affected boiler with the status of the system. 

Sa. The Permittee shall maintain following records for the coal supply for 
the affected boilers: 

i. Applicable records required by 35 lAC Part 225, by the dates 
specified in the rules, related to sampling and analysis of the 
coal supply to the affected boilers for its mercury content. 

ii. Records of mercury and heat content of the current coal supply to 
the affected boilers, with supporting data for the associated 
sampling and analysis methodology, so as to have representative 
data for the mercury content of the coal supply. 

b. The Permittee shall maintain the following records for the sorbent 
injection system on each affected boiler: 
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i. An operating log or other records for the system that, at a 
minimum, identify the sorbent that is being used, the setting(s) 
for sorbent injection rate and each period of time when an affected 
boiler was in operation without the system being operated with 
explanation, e.g., the boiler was being fired on natural gas. 

ii. Maintenance and repair log or other records for the system that, 
at a minimum, list the activities performed, with date and 
description. 

c. The Permittee shall maintain following records related to mercury 
emissions from the affected boilers: 

i. All applicable records required by 3S lAC Part 225, by the dates 
specified in the rules, related of monitoring mercury emissions. 

ii. During the period before the Permittee is required to conduct 
monitoring for the mercury emissions of the affected boilers 
pursuant to 35 IAC Part 225, the Permittee shall maintain records 
of any mercury emission data collected for the affected boilers, 
including emissions or control efficiency with identification and 
description of the mode of operation. 

d. The Permittee shall retain all records required by this permit at the 
source for at least 5 years from the date of entry and these records 
shall be readily accessible to the Illinois EPA for inspection and 
copying upon request. 

6. If there is any deviation from the requirements of this permit, the 
Permittee shall submit a report to the Illinois EPA within 30 days 
after the deviation or such other time period specified in the current 
CAAPP permit issued for the sourCe. The report shall include a 
description of the deviation, a copy of relevant records, and measures 
to reduce emissions and future occurrences. 

7. The Permittee shall notify the Illinois EPA when sorbent injection 
systems on affected boilers start operating. 

8. The Illinois EPA has determined that this project, as described in the 
application, will not constitute a modification of the boiler under the 
federal New Source Performance Standards, 40 CFR 60, as the project has 
the primary function of redUCing emissions and therefore is not 
considered a modification pursuant to 40 CFR 60.14(e) (5). 

9. Two copies of required reports and notifications shall be sent to the 
Illinois EPA's Compliance Section at the following address unless 
otherwise indicated: 

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 
Division of Air Pollution Control 
Compliance Section (#40) 
p . O. Box 192 7 6 
Springfield, Illinois 62794-9276 
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and one copy shall be sent to the Illinois EPA's regional office at the 
following address unless otherwise indicated: 

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency/Regional Office 
Division of Air Pollution Control 
9511 West Harrison 
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016 

10. The affected boilers may be operated with Borbent injection systems 
pursuant to this construction permit until an operating permit becomes 
effective that addresses operation of these boilers with these systems. 

If you have any questions on this permit, please call Kunj Patel at 
;n7/782~2113. 

Edwin c. Bakowski, P.E. 
Acting Manager, Permit Section 
Divieion of Air Pollution Control 

ECB:CPR:KMP:psj 

cc: Region 1 

I 

I 
j 
! 
I 

! 
I 
I 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
DIVISION OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL 

P. O. BOX 19506 
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS 62794·9506 

STANDARD CONDITIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION/DEVELOPMENT PERMITS 
ISSUED BY THE ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

July 1, 1985 

The Illinois Environmental Protection Act <Illinois Revised Statutes, Chapter 111·112, Section 1089) authorizes the 
Environmentsl Protection Agency to impose conditions on permits which it issues. 

The following conditions are applicable unless susperaeded by special condition(s). 

1. Unless this 'Permit has been extended or it haa been voided by a newly issued permit, this permit will expire one 
year from the date of issuance, unless a continuous program of construction or development on this project has 
started by such time. 

2. 'I'he construction or development covered by this permit ahall be done in compliance with applicable provisions of 
the Illinois Environmental Protection Act and Regulations adopted by the Illinois Pollution Control Board. 

S. There shall be no deviations from the approved plans and specifications unless a written request for modification, 
along with plans and specifications as required, shall have been submitted to the Agency and a supplemental 
written permit issued. 

4. The permittee shall allow any duly authorized agent of the Agency upon the presentation of credentials, at 
reasona.ble times: 

a. to enter the permittee's property where actual or potential effluent, emission or noise sources are located or 
where any activity is to be conducted pursuant to this permit, 

b. to have access to and to copy any records required to be kept under the terms and conditions of this permit, 

c. to inspect, including during any hours of operation of equipment constructed or operated under this permit, 
such equipment and any equipment required to be kept, used, operated, calibrated and maintained under this 
permit, 

d. to obtain and remove samples of any discharge or emissions of pollutants, and 

e. to enter and utilize any photographic, recording, testing, monitoring Or other equipment for the purpose of 
'preserving, testing, monitoring, or recording any activity, discharge, or emission authorized by this permit. 

5. The issuance of this permit; 

a. shall not be cOll,!lidered 8S in any manner affecting the title of the premises upon which the permitted 
facilities are to be located. 

b. does not release the permittee from any liability for damage to person or property caused by or resulting from 
the construction. maintenance, or operation of the proposed facilities, 

c. does not release the permittee from compliance with other applicable statutes and regulations of the United 
States, of the State of Illinois, or with applicable loea) laws, ordinances and regulations, 

d. does not take into considera.tion or attest to the structural stsbility of any units or pa.rts of the project, and 
rL 532-0226 
APe 166 Rev. 5/99 

f'rilltc<l 00 1I.,,¥Cled r.per 
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e. in no manner implies or suggests that the Agency (or its officers, agents or employees) aesumes any liability. 
directly or indjrectly, for any 10as due to damage, installation, maintenance, or operation of the proposed 
equipment or facility. 

6. a. Unless a joint construction/operation permit has been iSBued, a permit fot' operation shell be obtained from 
the Agency before the equipment covered by this permit is placed into operation; , ' 

b. For purposes of shakedown and wating, unless otherwise specified by a special permit condition, the equip
ment covered under this permit may be operated for a period not. to exeesd thirty (SO) days. 

7. The Agency'may file a complaint with the Board for modification, Buspension or revocation of a permit: 

a. upon discovery that the permit application contained misrepresentations, misinformation or false statements 
or that all relevant facta were not disclosed, or 

b. upon finding that any standard or special conditions have been violated, or 

c. upon any violations of the Environmental Protection Act or any regulation effective thereunder aa a result of' 
the construction or development authorized by this permit. 
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DIRECTORY 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

BUREAU OF AIR 

Jr assistance in preparing a permit 
Jplication contact the Permit 
~ction. ' 

III i no; s Envi ronmenta 1 Protect; on ,Agency 
Division of Air Pollution Control 
Permit Section 
IPZI N.'Grand Ave E. 
p .. 0 t B~l:lt 19506 .. . . 

. Springfield. Illinois 62794-9506 

Illinois EPA 
Region 1 
Bureau of air~ FOS 
9511 West Harrison 
Des P1aine$~ Illinois. 60016 
847/294-4000 

Illinois EPA 
Region 2 
5415 North University 
Peoria~ 'Illinois 616l4~ 
309/693-5463 . 

IlUnois EPA, 
Region 3 
2009 Hall Street 
Collinsville» Illinois 62234 
618/346-5120 
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Exhibit 4 

Redlined Permit (Ex. 2 in PCB 08-020) Reflecting the 
Partial Stay Granted in the Appeal of the Mercury 

Control Equipment Construction Permit 
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CONSTRUCTION PERMIT 

PERMITTEE 

Midwest Generation EME, LLC - Waukegan Generating Station 
Attn: Andrea Crapisi 
440 South LaSalle Street, Suite 3500 
Chicago, Illinois 60605 

Application No~: 07050007 I.D. No.: 097190~AC 

2-

Applicant's Designation: Date Received: t-1ay 3, 2007 
Subject: Sorbent Injection Systems for Units 7 and 8 
Date Issued: July 19, 2007 
Location: ~1aukegan Generating Station, 401 East Greenwood Avenue, Waukegan, 

60007 

Permit is hereby granted to the above-designated Permittee to CONSTRUCT 
equipment consisting of a sorbent injection system to control mercury 
emissions for each of the Unit 7 and 8 boilers, as described in the above 
referenced application. This Permit is sUbject to standard conditions 
attached hereto and the following special condition(s): 

lao This Permit authorizes construction of sorbent injection systems for 
each of the existing coal-fired boilers for Units 7 and 8 (affected 
boilers). The new sorbent injection systems would control mercury 
emissions by injecting sorbent, i.e., halogenated activated carbon, 
into the flue gas from these existing coal-fired boilers prior to the 
elec~rostatic precipitators (ESPs) for each affected boiler. 

b. i. This permit is issued based on this project being an emissions 
control project, whose purpose and effect will be to reduce 
emissions of mercury from the existing coal-fired boilers and 
which will not significantly increase emissions of other PSD 
pollutants. As such, the terms and conditions of the existing 
permits will continue to govern emissions and operation of the 
boilers except as specifically indicated. 

ii. This permit is issued based on negligible particulate matter (PM) 
emissions from the storage and handling of sorbent for the 
sorbent injection systems. ~or this purpose cm'ss'ons shall nct 
c::cced O.~l tor:s,'year. hQ',<e<rer Permi'::tee s::c.'l cotF.ply >l'th---a-±-d:
appl::'::able reql:.i:rc.t.cp.ts of 35 Ill. I.dm. Code Part :::12 t.hat a!3P1y 
to the storage cnd haREU' ng of sorbeRt. 

c. This permit does not authorize any modifications to the affected 
boilers or generating units, which would increase capacity or potential 
emissions. 

2a. Ihc i?eFfflit::ee s:::: '1 co:r.ply '!lith appli cebl c e~i1~s3io:,. s::andardo end 
requiremcnts rc13Led to mercury omissions for the affected ~oilers 
f':lrs'..:ac~ to 35 L'\C Part 225, SL!.epar': 8 a~r S\:lbpart F, by:::.hc 
::pp'icablc dates cp8ci~ied by these ru'es. 

Net::: The ~)orm' ttce 0::£3e'::\:5 th:::.t it 'dill ec:::ply Hith -corta; n provioieu:r 
0: 35 Il'£ l:2.::rt 225, Subpart FJ ',.'h:'..ch is ::ti2.::' proposed, aa an 
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b. This permit does not affect the authorizations in existing ope 
for the affected boilers, pursuant to 35 lAC 201.149, 201.161 

and 201.262, that allow the Permittee: 

i. To operate an affected boiler in violation of certain state 
emission standards during startup o£ the boiler or ~he terms and 
conditions that accompanied such authorization. 

ii. To continue to an affected boiler in violation of certain 
state emission standards during malfunction or breakdown of the 
boiler, including control devices and ancillary systems, or the 
terms and conditions that accompanied such authorization. 

3. At all times, the Permittee shall, to the extent practicable, maintain 

b. 

Sa. 

b. 

and operate the sorbent ection systems including storage and 
of sorbent, in a manner consistent with good air pollution 

control practice for minimizing emissions from the existing coal-fired 
boilers and the source. 

1. 

ii. 
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c. 

d. 

6. 

ii. Maintenance and repair or other records for the system that, 
at a minimum, list the activities performed, with date and 
description. 

a'Hi-ssians from t:.hc a::::ccted Boile!'::;\ 

i. 

.:1.1. 

The Permittee shall retain all records required 
source for at least 5 years from the date of 
shall be readily accessible to the Illinois EPA 
copying upon request. 

to reduce em"s3:ons~Hturc occur:t:Cl"ICC5. 

by this permit at the 
and these records 

for inspection and 

7. The Permittee shall notify the Illinois EPA when sorbent injection 
systems on affected boilers start operat 

8. The Illinois EPA has determined that this project, as described in the 
application, will not constitute a modification of the boiler under the 
federal New Source Performance Standards, 40 eFR 60, as the project has 
the primary function of reducing emissions and therefore is not 
considered a modification pursuant to 40 CFR 60.14 (e) (5). 

9. Two copies of required reports and notifications shall be sent to the 
Illinois EPA's Compliance Section at the following address unless 
otherwise indicated: 

Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 
Division of Air Pollution Control 
Compliance Section (#40) 
P.O. Box 19276 
Spring Illinois 62794-9276 

and one copy shall be sent to the Illinois EPA's regional office at the 
following address unless otherwise indicated: 
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Illinois Environmental Protectio~ Agency/Regional Office 
Division of Air Pollution Control 
9511 West Harrison 
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016 

10. The affected boilers may be operated with sorbent injection 
pursuant to this construction permit until an operating permit becomes 
effective that addresses operation of these boilers with these systems. 

If you have any questions on this permit, e call Kunj Patel at 217/782-
2113. 

Edwin C. Bakowski, P.E. Date Issued: 
Acting Manager, Permit Section 
Division of Air Pollution Control 

ECB:CPR:KMP:psj 

cc: Region 1 
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Construction Permit Issued to Midwest Generation for 
Construction of FGD Equipment (Trona Injection 

System) (November 19, 2010) 
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ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIOI'J ACENCY ----1021 NORTH GRANO AV[NUE EAST, P.O. Box 19506, S~RINGnElD, ILLINOIS 62794-9506 _ ( 217) 782-2113 

PAr QUINN, GOVERNOR DOUGLAS P. Scon, DIRECTOR' 

217/782-2113 

CONSTRUCTION PER}J1T 

PERt'11TTEE 

Waukegan Generating Station 
c/o Midwest Generatiol1, LLC 
Attn: Scott B. Miller 
235 Remington Boulevard, Suite A 
Bolingbrook, 111il1oi5 60440 

Application No.: 10090034 1.0. No.: 097190AAC 
Applicant's Designation: Date Received: September 16, 2010 
Subject: Dry Sorbent Injection System and ESP Conversion for Unit 7 
Date Issued: November 19, 2010 
Location: Waukegan Station, 401 East GreenylOod Avenue, \~aukegan, Lake County 

Permi t is hereby granted to the above-designated Permittee to CONSTRUC'f 
emission source(s) and/or air pollution control equipment consisting of a dry 
sorbent injection system and electrostatic precipitator conversion for 
Waukegan Unit 7, as described in the above referenced application. This 
Permit is subject to standard conditions attached hereto and the following 
special conditions: 

Conditions for the Projec~ 

1.1 Introduction 

a. 1. This permit authorizes construction of a dry sorbent 
injection system (the affected system) on the boiler for 
WaUkegan Unit 7 (the affected boiler). This system Nould 
be designed to inject Trona (a mineral form of sodium 
carbonate and sodium bicarbonate) into the duct work at a 
point prior to the electrostatic precipitator (ESP) of the 
affected boiler t.o control the sulfur dioxide (S02) 

emissions of the boiler. 

i1. This permit also authorizes conversion of the existing ESP 
to a "cold-side" design, Hith the ESE' being downstream of 
the air heater. This change will improve the control 
efficiency of the ESP Hhich controls particulate matter 
(PM) emissions from affected boil.er. This is because the 
reduction in the temperature of the flue gas through the 
air heater will decrease the actual gas volume, thereby 
increasing the gas residence time in the ESP. In addition] 
injection of sodium based dry sorbents, as planned may 
reduce resistivity of the fly ash resulting in improved ESP 
collection efficiency. It will also improve the 
effectiveness of control of mercury emissions by the 
activated carbon injection system on the affected boiler. 

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 
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iiL This permit also authorizes relocation of the action 
for the activated carbon injection (ACI) system on 

the affected boiler, Hhicft was 1nstaU.ed for control of 
mercury emissions pursuant to Construction Pe:cmit 0'7050007. 

iv. This permit also authorizes construction of a material 
handling facility to receive, stors, and handle sorbent 
lnaterials for the affected system; including. new bulk 
storage silos and associated fabric filters. 

b. This permit does not authorize any modifications to 
Waukegan Unit 7, which would i.ncrease its capacity or emissions. 

1.2 Non-Applicabil,ity Provisions 

1.3 

a. 

b. 

1. 'l'his permit issued based on this project, being an 
en'li.8sion control project that will reduce emissions of 507 
from the affected boiler an~ will not cause emissions 
increase of any other NSR regulated pollutant. In 
particular, the construction of the affected system and ESP 
conversion are being undertaken to meet the of 
the Combined Pollutants Standards (CPS), 35 lAC 
225.296(a) (1) and (c) (lj. 

iL is issued based on the new material handling 
associated with the affected system. the increase 

in throughput of the existing ash handling and 
the increase in road traffic from handling sorbent and 
additional ash, as constrained by the limitations and 
requirements in this permit, not being' a major modification 
for purposes of the federal PSD rules (40 C~'R 52.21), the 
Federal Emission Offset Interpretive Ruling (40 efR Part 
51, AppendiK S) and Illinois' MSSCAM rules (35 lAC Part 
203). This is because the increases in emiSSions of ' 
individual pollutants from these units are less than the 
significant emission rates set in these rules. 

The Illinois EPFI. has determined that the chaDt;l"~s to the affected 
boiler f as described in the application, will not constitute a 
modification of the boiler under the federal New So.urce 
Performance Standards, 40 CPR 60 because the changes have the 
primary function of reducing ernissions and theJ:efore are not 
considered a modification pursuant to 40 eFR 60.14(&1 (51. 

Applicable Requirements 

This permit does not relax or revise applicable requirements for 
Viaukegan Unit 7 and associated control equipment, including 
requirements in existing penni ts for the source, including 
for com:inuous opacity monitoring systems~ startup, malfunction and 
breakdown, recordkeeping, and reporting. 
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1.4 Future Applicable Emission Standards under the Combined Pollutant 
Standards (CPS) 

a. As provided by 35 IAe 225.296, beginning December 31, 2013, the 
Permittee shall not operate the affected boiler until the 
affected system is installed and the ESP conversion is completed. 

b. Beginning calendar year 2013, the CPS group annual average 502 
emission rate of the specified EGUs (at Fisk, Crawford, Joliet, 
Powerton, Waukegan and/or ,'iill County power plants) including the 
affected boiler shall not exceed the applicable limit in 35 lAC 
225.295 (b) . 

1.5. Con~rol Practices 

a. The affected system shall be designed to achieve to 90 percent 
rcmov~l of sulfur dioxide (S02) in tho flue gas. 

b. At all times, the Permittee shall maintain and operate affected 
boiler with the affected system and cold-side ESP in a manner 
consistent with good air pollution control practices. 

1.6 Emission Testing Requirements 

a. i. \'iTithin one year after initial startup of the affected 
boiler with the affected system and cold-side ESP or by 
June 30, 2014, whichever occurs first, the particulate 
matter emissions of the boiler shall be measured by an 
approved testing service. 

ii. These te5ts shall be followed by two more tests for 
particulate matter, which shall be conducted no less than S 
months and no more than 15 months from the previous test, 

b. These tests shall be conducted during conditions that are 
representative of highest injection rates for sorbent and 
activated carbon at full load as follows. 

c. The follOl.ling methods and procedures shall be used for testing of 
emissions, unless another method is approved by the Agency: 
Refer to 40 CFR 60, Appendix A and 40 CFR 61, Appendix Band 40 
CFR Part 51 r Appendix M for USEPA test methods. 

Location of Sample Points 
Gas flow & Velocity 
Particulate Matter (PM) 

USEPA l1ethod 1 
OSEPA ~jethod 2 
OSEPA Methods 5 & 202* 

Measurenents of condensable PH are also required by USEPA 
l'1ethod 202 (40 CE'R Part 51, AppendiK M) or other 
established test method approved by the Illinois EPA. 
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d. The test plan shall be submitted to the Illinois EPA for rev.iew 
at least 60 days prior to the actual date of testing. 'fhis plan. 
shall describe the procedures for testing and shall, at 
a minimum, include the follol-Ii ng infor.matiQI1; 

i. 'l'he person (s) who will be performing sampling and analysis 
and theJ.:c experience vli.th similar tests, 

ii. The specific conditions, e.g., operating rate aod control 
device operating conditions, under \-lhich testing shall be 
performed including a discussion of 'tlhy these conditions 
will be representative and the means by which the operating 
parameters will be determined. 

iii. The fic determinations of emissions that are intended 
to be made, including sampling or moni taring lo'':::ations. As 
rart of t11.15 plan, the Permittee may set forth a strategy 
for also performing emission testing in the normal load 
range of the boiler. 

iv. The test method(s) that will be used, with the specific 
Cfnalysis method if the mothod can be used with different 
analysis methods. 

e. Prior to ca.rry:l.ng out these tests, the Illinois EPA's Regional 
Office and Source Emi.'3510n Test Specialist shall be notified a 
minimum of 30 days prior to the expected date of these tests and 
further notified a minimum of 5 working days prior to the tests 
of tne exact date, time and place of these tests, to enable the 
Agency to witness these tests, 

f, Thl?ee copies of the Final Report(s) for these tests shall be 
submitted to the Illinois b~PA vlithin 14 days after the test 
results are compiled and finalized. The follow~ng information 
shall be submitted I>dth the results: 

i. The gross power generation and the steam rate, 
including t:he key operating data for the Unit 7 during the 
test. 

ii. Significant operating parameters of the affected system and 
ESP and the ezisting ACI system, such as location and 
injection rate of each dry sorbent material during the 
period of testing, as measured during the tests. 

iii. Flue gas temperatt1re before the ESP and other significant 
operating parameters of the ESP, such as ESP voltage and 
current fJows, and spark rates during the period of 
testing, as measured during the tests 
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i'if. S02 emission data during the pe:dods of testing based on 
emission monitoring, and the calculated 802 control 
efficiency on a daily basis. 

v. Opad ty data collected. by the continuous opacity monitoring 
systems during each test run, on a minute-by-minute basis, 
and if conditions are suitable for such observation, 
observations of opacity at the stack (two 6-minute 
averages) for each test run. 

1.7 Monitoring and Instrumentat ion Requirements 

a. The Permittee shall install, operate and maintain inst:cumentation 
for s6rbent injection rate, by volurne or mass, which may either be 
measured dire.ct}.y or by indix'ectly, e. g., by measuring feeder 

b. The Permittee shall in5:a11, operate and maintain instrumentation 
to measure the temperature of the flue gas entering the cold side 
ESP or air heater outlet. 

c. This does not authorize changes to the existing rnoni'c:oring 
systems or tnstrumentation which already exist on the ESP when 
converted to a cold-side design, 

1.13 R,ecordkeeping Requirements 

a. The Permittee sh.all keep a file that con't<dns documentation for 
the design of the affected system confirming compliance vIith 
Condition 1.5(a) . 

b. The .?ermittee shall maintain the following, records for the cold
side ESP: 

i. A maintenan'ce and for the ESP, which shall list 
the activities perfo:r:med, with date and 

ii. An operating log, including: 

A. The atatus of each ESP field shall be recorded at 
least once per shift. 

B. The follo",/ing numerical data shall be recorded at 
least 01).08 per day: (1) Primary voltages and current 
flows, (2) secondary voltages and current flows, and 
(3) rates. 

c. All records required by this shall be retained at a 
readily accessible location at the source for at least three 
years f.rom the date of entry and shall be made available for 
inspection and copyj.ng by t.he Illinois EPA upon request. Any 
records retained in an electronic format (e.g., computer) shall 
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be capable of being retrieved and printed on paper during normaJ. 
source office hours so as to be ablato respond to an Illinois 
EPA request for records during the c()ux-se of a source inspection. 

1.9 Notifications 

a. The Permittee shall notify the Illinois EPA in writing ~jithin 21 
days of the initial startup of the affected system. 

b. The Permittee shall notify the Illinois EPA in advance of using a 
so~bent other than Trona in the affected system. This 
not.ificat.ion shall be submitted at least three months in advance 
if possible or otherwise promptly after the Permittee learns that 
an alternative sorbent .. d.ll need to be used. 'rhis, notification 
shall identify the alternative sorbent and include an explanation 
of the reason for use of an alternate sorbent, the expected 
duration for use of the alternative sorbent (if temporary), and 
the expected changes in sorbent injection rates. 

1.10 Reporting rernents 

B. If there is a deviation from the requirements of this permit, the 
Permittee shall submit a report ~f the deviation to the 
Illinois EPA. Unless othenlise specified, this report shall be 
submitted within 30 days of the deviation. The repo:rt shall 
describe the deviation, the probable cause of the deviation, 
corrective actions that \flere taken and any actions to prevent 
future occurrences. 

1.11 Report/Notifications Submittals 

Two copies of all notifications and reports required by the Permit 
shall be sent to: 

Illinois Environmental:. Protection Agency 
Division of Air Pollution Control 
Com~liance Section (#40) 
P.O. Box 19276 
Springfield, Illinois 62794-9276 

Telephone: 217/782-5811 Fax: 217/782-6348 

and one copy of all required notifications and reports shall be sent to 
the Illinois EPAI s office at the following address, Imless 
otherwise indicated: 

Illinois EnYironmental Protection Agency 
Division of Air Pollution Control 

Field Office 
9511 West Harrison 
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016 

Telephone: B47/294-4000 Fax: 847/294-4018 
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1.12 Authorization for Operation 

a. The affected boiler with affected system and cold-side ESP may be 
operated for one year under this construction permit, during 
Hhleb period initial emissions testing shall be completed and the 
Permittee shall apply for a revised ~APP permit address the 

to the control system for the affected boiler, which 
application shall incJ.ude a compliance assurance monitoring (ell}!) 
pl;m for the affected boiler for emissions of matter. 

b. following completion of required emission testing t the Permittee 
may operate the affected boiler with affected system and cold
side ESP under this permit until the operation of this control 

is addressed by a CAAPP permit. 

c. '!'hese conditions supersede Standard Conditicn 6. 

2.1 Introduction 

The affected facilities for purpose of these 
Conditions are the ne'", facility for handling dry sorbent and the 
existing £acili ties for handl fly ash, .thich vlOuld handle addi tional 
materials. 

2.2 Applicable Federal Emission Standards 

a. The' mills, storage silos and conveying system at the affected 
sorbent handling facility are subject to the NSPS for NOI'.metallic 
Hine.ral PrOCessing Plants, 40 CFR 60, Subpart 000 and related 
provisions of 40 CFR 60 t Subpart A. 

b. Pursuant to the NSPS, 40 CPR 50.672fb) and (d), fugitive 
emissions of PM from subject llni~s shall not exceed 7 percent. 

c. Pursuant to the NSPS, 40 CrR 50.672(f)( stack emissions of PM, as 
defined by 40 eFR 60.67I t from the subject units shall not exceed 
7 percent 

d. At all times t the Permittee shall maintain and operate subject 
units, including associated air pollution control equipment, in a 
manner consistont with good air pollution control procticcD for 
minimizing emissions, pursuant to 40 CPR 60.11 (d) . 

Not:e~ Thase conditions ,-muld not apply if mills or grinding equipn\ent 
are not present at the faciLity. See Condition 2.4(a). 
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:2.3 Applicable State E;mission Standal.·os 

0.. The affected facilities are subject to 35 lAC 212.301, which 
provides that 
fugitive 
visible by an 
is looking at 
property line 

no person shall cause or allow the emission of 
matter from any emission unit, that is 

observer looking generally toward the zenith (that 
the sky directly overhead) from a point beyond the 
of the source pursuant to 35 rAC 212.301. 

b. The emission units at the affected facilities are subject to 35 
lAC 212.123 (a) which provides that no person shall cause OJ:' 

allow the emission of smoke or other' particnlate mat'ter, with an 
opacity greater than 30 percent into the from the 
affected pursuant to 35 lAC 212.123 (a) . 

c. The emission units at the affected facilities are subject to 35 
rAC 212.321 (a), I'lhioh provides that no person shall cause or 
allow the emission of particulate matter into the atmosphere in 
anyone hour pe:):'iod from any new process emission uni'L which, 
eithl'?r alone or in combination with the emission of particulate 
matter all other nevi similar process emission units at a 
source or exceeds the allo\,mble emission rates 

in 35 lAC 212.3.21(c). 

2.4 Non-Applicability Provisions 

a. 

2.5 

a. 

b. 

If the affected sorbent handling does not include mills 
or grinding , which would reduce the size of sorbent, 
this pe:r:mit is issued based on this facility not being subject to 
the federa.l NSPS, 40 CrR 60 Subpart 000, because i't \-(ould not 
crush or grind a non-metallic mineral so 'Chat it would not 
constitute a nonmetallic mineral processing as defined by 
10 erR 60.671. Accordingly, the requiremencs of Conditions 2.2, 
2.7(a) and 2.9(a) would not be applicable. 

Limitations 

'I'he amount of dry sorbent received by the affected sorbent 
handling facility shall not exceed 90,000 tons per year. 
Compliance with this limit shall be detern:ined on a monthly basis 
from the sum of the data. for the current month plus the preceding 
11 months (running 12 months total). 

L A. There shall be no visible emissions of fugitive 
particulate from the affected sorben!: handling 
facility. 

E. The filters for the affected sorbent handling 
shall tJave a deSign outlet loading for 

particulate matter of no more than 0.01 grains/scf, 
as shown by the manufacturer's performance 
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ii. A. 

specifications for the device or repr:esentatlve 
emission test data for similar filter devices. 

Emissions of PM from the affected facility shall each 
not exceed 1.95 tons per year. 

B. This permit is issued based upon minimal emissions of 
PM due to vehicle traffic on road\vays 
associated with transport of sorbent. For this 
purpose, PN emissions shall not exceed 1.1 tons per 
year. 

c. The transport of dry sorhent and fly ash from the affected boiler 

a. 

shall be on t:"oads J which shall be maintained in good 
condition to control emissions of particulate matter. 

1. 'rhis permit is issued based on a igible increase in PM 
ernissions from the affected fly ash facility. For this 
purpose, the· increase in Pt1 emissions shall not exceed 0.1 
pound per hour and 0.4 \I tons pex: year. 

1.1. This is issued based upon a minimal increase in 
emissions of P~4 due to the increase in vehicle traffic on 
plant roads for fly ash. Itor this purpose, the increase in 
PM emissions shall not exceed 1.1 tODS per year. 

At all times, the 
emission units at 

control 
pollution control 

Permittee shall maintain and operate the 
affected facilities including associated air 
measures, in a manner consistent: with good air 

for minimizing emissions. 

2.6 Inspection and Maintenance Requirements 

2.7 

Inspections of the dry sorbent and fly ash handling facilities 
emission control measures shall be conducted at least 

once per month when the is in operation to confirm 
with the requirements of this permit. 

b. Maintenance and of filters, and other control measureS 
shall be performed to assure that such measures function properly 
I<lhen material is handled. 

c. The Permittee shall maintain records of the above inspections and 
ir activity in an operating and maintenance log. 

This log shall contain, at a luiniroum, the tj::r.e and of 
the inspections or maintenance/repair activities. 

y t..jeasurements 

a. For the affected sorbent handling facility, the Permittee shall 
with applicable requirements of the NSPS related to 

observation of opacity. 
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b. upon written request by the Illi;:ois EPA, the Permittee shall 
conduct opacity observations for specific operation(s) or unit(s) 
at the affected within 45 calendar of the request 
or on the date agreed upon by the Illinois EPA, whichever is 
later. 

2.8 Recordkeeping Requirements 

a. The Permittee shall maintain a file containing documentation for 
the emissi0n guarantee for each filter in the affected sorbent 
handling facility, in /dscf, as provided by the sllpplier of 
the device. 

b. The Permittee shall maintain operating records for the following 
items: 

i. Amount of dry sorbent received, tons/month and tons/year. 

ii. Amount of dry sorbent transferred to the affected system, 
tons/month and tons/year. 

c. The Permittee shall keep records for the implementation of. 
fugitive dust control measures on roadways used by trucks that 
handle dry sorbent and fly ash. 

d. The Permittee shall keep the following records related to PM 
emissions (tons/month and tons/year), with supporting 
calculations. For this purpose, roadway emissions shall be 
calculated using USE?A methods. 

i. Records of emissions of PM and PMIO from the affected 
facility. 

Hecords of emissions of PM and PM10 from roadways/truck 
traffic associated with the affected facility. 

iii. Records of Pf'.1 and PM10 emissions from roadways/truck 
traffic associated with handling of fly ash from the 
affected boiler 

2.9 Reporting Requirements 

a. The Permittee shall either comply with reporting 
requirements of the NSPS unless crushing or grinding equipment 
will not be installed at the facility, in which case the 
PeX'mittee shall notify the Illinois EPA of this decision. 

Note: Reporting of deviation is addressed by Condition L 10 (a) . 
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2.10 The affected facilities may be operated pursuant to this construction 
W1til an operating .permit becomes ",rrective t~hat addresses these 

facilities. This condition Standard Condition 5. 

If you have any questions on this 
217/782--2113. 

Edwin C. Bakowski, P.E. 
, Permit Section 

Division of Air Pollution Control 

ECB~SRS:psj 

GC; FOS -- Region 1, Illinois EPA 
Permit File 95090047 

please contact Shashi Shah at 

Date Signed; 
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Exhibit 6 

Letter from Midwest Generation to Mr. Ed Bakowski 
at Illinois EPA Requesting Extension of Trona 

Construction Permit (February 28, 2012) and Revised 
Construction Permit Reflecting the Extension in 

Condition 1.12a (March 28, 2012) 
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February 28, 2012 

Mr. Ed Bakowski 
Manager, Permit Section 
Division of Ail Pollution Control 
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency 
1021 North Grand Avenue East 
Springfield, Illinois 62702 

Subject: \Vaukegan Unit 7 
Construction Permit Extension Request 
LD. No.: 097190;\i\C 
Application No.: 10090034 
County: Lake 

Dear Mr. Bakowski: 

Midwest Generation (MWGen) respectfully requests a twenty four month extension for the 
Waukegan Unit 7 construction permit which authorizes the installation of dry sorbent injection 
f1ue desulfurizalion (FGD) equipment and the associated electrostatic precipitator hOl to cold 
conversion. 

AJ though construction began in November 20 11, MW Gen is seeking the flexibility to perfOln1 
the installation of the pollution control upgrades in a manner which will not be continuous at all 
times. This extension will not impact our ability to meet requirements oftbe Combined 
Pollutant Standard Rate Program for sulfur dioxide (35 lAC 225.295{b» and mercury (35 lAC 

J..J<J:vi'",,,"U is the appropriate pennit application fec. 

If you have any questions regmding this extension, please contact Scott MilicI' of my staff at 
(630) 771-7859. 

Sincerely, 

it-! 1: (2f 
Basil G:6n~anlel:;s 
Managing Director 
Environmental Services 

Enclosure 
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ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

1021 NORTH GRAND AVs:,;US EAST, p.o, BOX 19506, SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS 62794,9506· (217) 782·2113 

PAT QUINN, GOVI':KNOH JOHN J, KIM, INTERIM DIRECTOR 

217/78S-1705 

CONSTRUCTION PER1"lIT -- REVISED 

PER~H'l'I'EE 

WAckegan Gencrati.ng Station 
c/o Midwas~ Gene=at~onf LLC 
Att~: 5~o~~ R. Mil:er 
235 ReDington Boulevard, Suite A 
Bolingbr'o()k, Illinois 60440 

Acpl'c~tion No.: 1009003' ~~~~~: 097190AAC 
.l\EElicant's DesignaT .. ' on: D_ate Received: t1arch 20,2012 
S~!2ject: 0ry Sorbent 2:njectio!l SysteH1 and ESP Conversion for Ullit 7 
Date Issued: March 28, 2012 
"ocation: Viaukegan SLation, 401 East Greenwood Avenue, VJaukegan, Lake COUnl:Y 

Permit is !l.ereby granted to -che above-designat:ed Permittee to CONSTRUCT 
emission source(s) and/or air pollution con~~ol equipment consisting of a d~y 
sorbe~~ injeccion system and electrostatic precipitator co~version fc~ 
Naukegan Unit 7, as described in the above referer:ced application. This 
Permit is subject to standard conditions at:::ached l:eretc and the follo\oli::1g 
special cO::1ditions: 

Conditions for the p~t 

1.1 IIlCrol.lucL.Lml 

a. This pemie: authorizes cons-cruction of a dry sorber:t 
injection system (the affected system) on the boiler for 
Waukegan Unit 7 (the affected boiler). This system would 
be designed to inject rro~a la mineral forD of sodlum 
carbonate and sodium bicarbonate) into the duot work at a 
point prior to the eleotrostatic precipitator (ESP) of lhe 
affected boiler to control the sulfur dioxide (SOl) 
emissions of the bolle=. 

11_ Tllis peL~it also authorizes conversion of the exist~ng ESP 
~o a ~cold-sideu design, with the ESP being downstream of 
"Che air heater. This change {dill irapr'ove the conLLo~ 
efficiency of the ESP \-.'hich con~rols paL·ticulate matter' 
(PM) emissions from affected boiler. -ThiS is because the 
reduotion in the temperature of 'Che flue gas through the 
air heater will decrease the aelual gas va1Iill~, thereby 
increasing the gas residence time in the ESP. In addition, 
injection of sodium based dry sorbents, as planned may 
reduce resistivi~y of the fly ash resulting i:1 improved ESP 
collection efficiency. It will also improve the' 
effectiveness of control of mercury emissions by the 
activated carbon injection system on the affected boiler. 
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iii. This permi~ also authorizes relocation of ~he injection 
points for the activated carbon injec~ion (ACI) systerr. on 
the affected boiler, which was installed for control of 
mercury emissions pursuant to Censt,-uction PeL"111i t 07050007. 

iv. This permit also authorizes construction of a material 
tandling facility to receive, store, and handle sorbent 
materials for the affected system, includi~g ~ew bulk 
storage silos and associated fabric filters. 

b. This perrni::: does not authorize any modifications to existing 
~~aukegan Unit 7, which \-lOuld increase i ~s capacity or emissions. 

1.:2 Non-ApplicabLli ,-y Prov~.sions 

a. Thi.s permit i.s tssued baseci on this proj8C1:, being an 
emission control project that will reduce emissions o~ SOz 
from the affected boiler and will not cause emissions 
increase of any other NSR regulated pollutant. In 
particular, the construction of the affected system and ESP 
conversion are being undertaken to meet the requirement of 
the Combined Pollutants Standards (CPS), 35 lAC 
225.296(a) (1) and (c) (1). 

ii. This permit is issued based on the new material handling 
facili~y associated with the affected system, the increase 
in throughput of the existing fly ash handling facility and 
the increase in road traffic frem handling sorbent and 
additional ash, as constrained by the limitations and 
requirements in this permit, not being a major modifica~ion 
for purposes of the federal PSD rules (40 eFR 52.21), the 
Federal. Emission Offset Interpretive Ruling (40 erR Part 
51, Appendix S) and Illinois' MSSCAl,j rules (35 lAC Part 
203). This is because the increases .£n emissions of 
individual pol2.utants from these units are less c:nan the 
significant 8~issicn rates set in these rules. 

b. The I 11 :'nois EPA bas determined that the Changes to the aIfect,ed 
boiler, as described in ~he application, will not constitute a 
n:odification of the boiler. under the federal New Source 
Perforn:ance Standards, 40 CFR 60 because the changes have the 
primary function of reducing emissions and therefore are not 
considered a modification pursuant to 40 CE"'R 60.14(e) (5). 

1.3 Existing Applicable Requirements 

This penni t dees net relax or revise applicable requi.rements for 
Waukegan tJni~ 7 and associated control equipment, including 
r8quirements in exis~ing permits for the source, including provisions 
for continuous opacity monitoring systems, s'Cartup, malfunction and 
breakdown, record keeping, and reporting. 
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1.4 Future Applicable Emission Standa.rds under the Combined Pollutant 
Standards (CPS) 

a. As provided by 35 rAG 225.296. beginning December 31, 2013, the 
Permittee shall not operate the affected boile.!: until the 
affected system is installed and the ESP conversion is completed. 

b. 13egin;ling calendar year 2013, the CPS group annual average 802 
emission rate of ~he specified EGOs {at Fisk, Crawford, Joliet, 
PQ'derton, ,./aukegan and/or lUll County power plants) including the 
affected boiler shall not exceed the applicable limit in 35 Ll\.C 
225.295 (b) . 

Control Practtces 

a. The affected system shall be designed to achieve to 90 percent 
removal of sulfur di.oxide (SO.) in the flue, ga.". 

b. At all times f the Permittee shall maintai.n and operat(~ affected 
boiler with the affected system and cold-side ESP in a manner 
consistent with good air pol1utio~ control 

1.6 Emission Testing Requirements 

a. Within one year after initial startup of the affected 
boiler \'lith the affected system and cold-side ESP or by 
June 30, 2014, whichever occurs first, the particula::e 
mattAr AmiRRinnR nf ~hp hoiler shall b. m.asurad by an 
approved testing service. 

ii. These tests shall be followed by bolO ;:r.ore tests for 
te matter, which shall be conducted no less than 5 

months and no mo.r:e l;bCl:l 15 months from the test. 

b. These tests shall be conducted during condi.tions that are 
of highest ection rates for sorbent and 

activated carbon a:: full load as follows. 

c. The following methods and procedures shall bc used for testing of 
emissions, unless another method is approved by the Agency: 
Refer to 40 eFR 60, Appendix A and 40 CFR 61, Appendix Band 40 
CFR ?art 51, l!.ppendix M for USEPA test methods. 

Location of Sample Points 
Gas Flo'd & Velocity 
Particulate Matter (PM) 

USEPA Mathor:! 1 
USEPA Method 2 
USEPA Methods 5 & 202* 

Measurements of condensable PM are also required by OSEPA 
i'fethod 202 (40 CFR Part 51, Appendh: t1) or other 
established test method approved by the Illinois EP.Zl.. 
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d. The ~est plan shall be subrni~ted to the Illinois EPA for review 
at least 6C days prior to the actual date of testing. This plan 
shall describe the specific procedures for testing and shall, at 
a minimum, icc!~de the following information: 

i. The persen (3) 'Iho Hill be pe::-forming sampling and analysis 
and their experience wit~ similar tests. 

ii. The specific conditions, e.g., operating rate and control 
device operat:ing conditions, under Hhieh testing shall be 
performed including a discussion of why these conditions 
will be representative and the means by which the operating 
parameters ' .... ill be determined. 

lll. The specific determinations of emissions that are intended 
to be made, including sampling or monitoring locations. As 
par~ of this plan, the Permittee may set forth a strategy 
for also performing emission testi:r:g in ~he normal load 
range of the beiler. 

iv. The test method(s) that will be used, with the specific 
analysis method if the method can be used with different 
analysis methods. 

e. Prior to carrying out these tests, the Illinois EPA's Regional 
Office and Source Emission Test Specialist shall be notified a 
m.:nimwn of 30 days prior to the expected date of these tests and 
furth~r notifiQd a ni~imum of. 5 working days prior to ~hQ tQsts 
of the exact date, time and place of these tests, to enable the 
Agency to \,i~ness these ~ests. 

f. Three copies of ~he Final Repor~(s) fer these tests shall be 
submitted to the Illi~ois EPA within 14 days after the test 
results are compiled and finalized. 'rhe follO\>ling information 
shall be submitted with the resul~s: 

i. The gross pot"t'er generation and the steaR generation rate, 
including the key operating data for the Onit 7 during the 
,:est. 

Significant operating parameters of the affected system and 
SSP and the existing ACI system, such as location and 
injection rate of each dry sorbent material during the 
period of testing, as measured during the Lests. 

iii. Flue gas temperature before the ESP and other significant 
operating parameters of the ESP, such as ESP voltage and 
current floVls, and spark rates during the period 0: 
testing, as measured during the tests 
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1.7 

1.8 

a. 

b. 

c. 

i v. 802 emission data during the of based on 
emission monitoring l and the calculated S02 control 
efficiency on a daily basis. 

v. data cOllected by the continuous opacity 
systems each test run, on a minute-by-minute basis, 
a~d if conditions are suitable for such observation, 
obse:c',rations of opacity at the stack (t,.iO 6-minute 
averages) for each test run. 

and Instt"umentation Requirements 

Tl1e Permittee shall i:lstall, operate und maintain instrumentation 
for Borbent iI1jection rate, by volume or mass, which may either be 
mea~ured direc~ly or by e.g., reeder 

The Permittee shall install, operate and maintain instrumentation 
to measure the temperature of the fll:e gas entering the side 
ESP or air heater outlet. 

This permit does not authorize change.'> to the monitoring 
systems or insi.:rumentation which already exist on the ESP wr:en 
converted to a cold-side design. 

a. The Permittee shall keep a file that contains documentation for 
the of the affected system compliance with 
Condition 1.5(a). 

b. The Permittee shall maintain the following records for the cold
side ESP: 

:L. A maintenance and r<:;pair log for the ESP, "Ihieh shall list 
the activities perf"ormed, with date and description. 

i1. An operatinq log, inc!udin<;J: 

A. The status of each ESP field shall be recorded at 
least once per shift. 

B. The following nUTl1erical data shall be recorded at 
per day: (1) voltages and current 

voltages and current fl.ows, and 

c. All records required by this permit shall be retained at a 
readily accessible lecation at the source for at least three 
years from the date of en.try and shall be made available for 

records retained in an electronic format (e.g., computer) shall 
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be capable of being retrieved and printed on paper during normal 
source office hours so as to be able co respond to an Il~inois 
E?JI. request for records dur:n.:,J the course of a source inspec1:ion. 

1.9 Notific81:ions 

a. The Permittee shall notify the Illinois EPA in ·,.;ricing wiThin 21 
days of 1:he initial startup of 1:he affected system. 

b. The Permittee shall notify the Illinois EPA in advance of using a 
sorbent other than Trona in the affected system. This 
notification sl1all be submitted at least three months in advance 
if possible or otherwise pronptly after the Permittee learns that 
an alternative sorbent l1ill need to be used. This noti::ication 
shall identify the alternative sorbent and include an Bxpla:1ation 
of the reason for use of an a:~ornate sorbent, the expected 
duration for use of ~he alternative sorbent (if temporary), and 
the expec"Ced :::;ha:1ges in sOL'bent: inject-ion -,ates. 

1.10 Reporting Requirements 

a. If there is a deviation from the requirements of this permit, the 
Permictee shall promptly submit a report of Lhe deviaLion to the 
Illinois EPA. Unless otherwise specified. this report shall be 
submitted within 30 days of the deviation. The report:. aha::'l 
describe the deviation, the probable cause of the deviation, 
corrective actions that were taken and any ac"Cions ~o prevent 
future occurrences. 

1.11 Report/Notifica"Cions Submittals 

'rwo copies of all T'.oti fications and reports required by the PenaLt. 
shall be sent to: 

Illinois Environmen"Cal Pr"otection Agency 
Di vision of Air Pollution Com:rol 
Compliance Section (#40) 
P.O. Box 19276 
Springfield, Illinois 62794-9276 

Telephone: 217/782-5811 Fax: 217/782-6348 

and one copy of all required no~ifications and reports shall be sent ~o 
the Illinois ;PA's regional office at the following address, unless 
otherwise indicated: 

Illinois Envirom~.ental Protection Agency 
Division of Air Pollution Control 
Regional Field Office 
9511 West Harrison 
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016 

Telephone :"847/294':';;000 
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1.12 Dur.ation of Autho.r.izati.on for: Construction 

a. The to construct 1:his €let (1. e., upgrades to 
the affected boiler al1d construction of affect~d facilities as 
add=essed by Section 2 of this per.mit) that is provided by this 
permit will if a continuous program of construction has 
not been s1:arted by March 1, 2013. This condition supersedes 
Standard Condition 1. 

1.13 ;\'uthori zation for 

a. The affected boiler with affected system and cold-side ESP may be 
operated for one year under this construction permit, during 
which period initi.al emLssions testing shall be completed and the 

b. 

Permittee shall for a revised C.~PF addressing the 
changes to the control syste::n fo!: the affected boiler, which 
application shall include a compliance assurance monitoring (CJI.M) 
plan for the affected boiler for emissions of particulate ma~ter. 

Fol2.o;·ji:1g corr:pletion of required emission 
may operate the affect:ed boiler ",ith affected 
side ESP under this permit until the 
e~Jipment is addressed by a c~~pp permit. 

the Permittee 
system and cold
of this control 

c. These conditions supersede Standard Cor,dition 6. 

2.1 Introduction 

2.2 

The affected faci!ities for the purpose of these Unit-Specific 
Cond.{ tions are the new for handling dry 50rbent and the 

facilities fo= handling fly ash, which would handle additional 
materials. 

Federal Emission Standards 

B. The mills, storage silos and conveying system at the affected 
sorbent handling are subject to t:he NSPS for Nonmetallic 
Mineral Processing Plants, 40 CFR 60, 000 and related 
provisions of 40 CFR 60, Subpart A. 

b. PursuanT: to the NSPS, 40 CFR 60.6'72 (b) and (d), 
emissions of PM from ec;: ll.'1its shall not exceed 7 percent. 

c. Pursuant to the NSPS, 40 CFR 60.672(f) f stack emissions of PM, as 
defined by 40 CFR 60.671, from the subject units shall not exceed 
7 percent 

d. l:.t all times f the Permittee sha11 maintain 
units, iiicIUding associated air ?oilutior. ~.~~~ .... , ....... <: ... . a 
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manner consistent wi~h good air pollutio~ control practices for 
minimizing emissions, pursuant to 40 CFR 60.11(d). 

Note: These conditions I-lOuld not apply if mills or grinding equiprr.ent 
are not present at the affected ~acility. See Condition 2.~{a). 

2.3 F..pplicable State Emission Standards 

a. The affected facilities are subject to 35 lAC 212.301, which 
provides that no person shall cause or alIa',,; the emission of 
fugitive particulate matter from any emissicn unit, that is 
visible by ar. observe:::- looking ge~)erally toward the zenith (that 
is looking at the sky directly overhead) fron a point beyond the 
property line of the source pursuant to 35 IAC 212.301. 

b. The emission units at the affected facilities are subject to 35 
rAe 212.123 (a) which provides that no person shall cause or 
allow the emission of smoke or other particulate matter, with an 
opacity greater than 30 percent into the atmcsphere from the 
affected facility, pursuant to 35 lAC 212.123(a). 

c. The emission units at the affected facilities are subject to 35 
IAC 212.321{a), which provides that no person shall cause or 
allow the e~ission of particulate matter into the atmosphere in 
any O:'le hour period from any new process emission unit which, 
either alone or in combination with the emission of particulate 
matter from all other new similar process emission units at a 
~nllrrR: or pypm; C:P.C;:, p~r'.ppd~ 'thp ;:111 nWMhl p.. .pm; .C:~i nn T::)rr-..c; 

specified' in 35 rAC 212.321 (c) . 

2.4 Non-.ll.pplicabili ty Provisions 

a. If the affected sorbent handling facility does not include mills 
or grinding equipment, vlhich would reduce the size of so:::-bent, 
this permit is issued based on this facility not being subject to 
the federal NSPS, 40 CFR 60 Subpart 000, because it would not 
crush or grind a non-metallic mineral so that it would not 
constitute a nonmetallic mineral processing plant, as defined by 
40 CFR 60.671. Accordingly. the requirements of Conditions 2.2, 
2.7(a) and 2.9(a) would not be applicable. 

2.5 Operational Limitations 

a. The amount of dry scrbent received by the affected sorbent 
~andling facility shall not exceed 90,000 tons per year. 
Compliance with this limit shall be determined on a monT.hly basis 
f:::-o:n the sum of the data for the c;.}rrent month plus the preceding 
11 months (running 12 months total). 

b. i .. There shall be no visible emissions of fugitive 
particu:ate from the affected serbent handling 
-i'cei.+ci t y . 
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? r .... 0 

i.1.. 

B. The filters fo::- the affected sorbent handlinq 

A. 

1 have a design outlet loading for 
matter of no more than 0.01 grains/scf, 

as shown by the manufacturer's performance 
for the device or representative 

emission ~est data for similar Ii_tar devices. 

Zmissions of PM from the affected facility shall each 
not exceed 1.95 tons per year. 

B. This is issued based upon minimal emissions of 
PH due a vehicle traffic on roadways 
associated with transport of sorbent. For this 
purpose, ?M emissions shall not: exceed 1.1 tons pe:::: 
year. 

c. The transport of sorbent and fly ash !.rom the affected boiler 
sha~l be on paved roads, which shall be maintained in good 

d. 

a. 

condi tion to control emissions of mat:1:er. 

This is issued based on a increase in PM 
emissions from the affected fly a.sh For this 
purpose, the increase in PM emissions shall r.ot exceed 0.1 
pound per ~our and 0.44 tODS por yenr. 

ii. This permit is issued based upon a minimal increase in 
emiSSiOnS of 1:'t1 duo t:o ::he increase j_n vehicle trafric on 
plant reads for fly ash. For this purpose, the increase in 
PM emissions shall nol: exc8ed 1.1 tons per year. 

At all times, the Permittee shall maintain and operate the 
errission units at affected facilities associated air 
pollm:ion control measures, in a manner consistent ,,,ith good air 
polLltion control practices for minimizing emissions. 

and I-laintenance Requi.rernents 

Inspections of the dry sorbent and fly ash facilities 
including emission control measures shall be conducted at least 
ence per ,,;o:lth when the facility is to confirm 
compliance with the of 

b. Maintenance and of filters, and other control measures 
shall be performed to assure that such measures function properly 
when material is handled. 

C. The ?er:rtittee shall maintain ::::ecords of the above inspections and 
maintenance/repair in an operating and rnainter:ance log. 
This J.og shall contain, at a minimum, the ti!T'.e and description of 
the inspections 0:::: ::taintenance/repair activities. 
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P2.ge lQ 

2.7 Opacity Measuremen"Cs 

a. For the affected Borbent handling facility, the Permittee shall 
ccmply wir.h applicable requirements of t.he NSPS related to 
obscrvQtion of opacity. 

b. Upon '''ri.tten request by the ILlinois EPA, the Permi"C."Cee shall 
conduct opacity observations for specific operation(s) or unit(s) 
at the affected facility wi "Chin 45 calendar days of the request 
or on the date agreed upon by the Illinois EPA, whichever is 
later. 

2.8 Recordkeeping Requiremen"Cs 

0.. The Permi"Ctee shall maintain a file con"Caining documentation for 
the emission guarantee for each filter in the affected Borbent 
handling facility, in grains/dscf, as provided by the supplier of 
the device. 

b. ?he ?ermi"Ctee shall maintain operating records for the following 
items; 

ii. 

l\Jltount of dry sorbent received, tons/month a:1d tons/year. 

Amo\mt of dry sorbenl: transferred to the affected system, 
tons/month and tons/year. 

c. The Permit-:ee shall keep records for the implem0ntation of 
fugitive dust control measures on roadways used by trucks that 
handle dry sorbent and fly ash. 

d. The Permittee shall :<eep the following records related to P1'o1 
emissioas (ccns/month and tons/year), with supporting 
calculations. For this purpose, roadway emissions shall be 
calculated using USEPA methods. 

i. Records of emissions of PM and ?H10 from the affected 
facility. 

ii. Records of emissions of PM and PM:o from road .... Jays/truck 
traffic associated wiLh the affected facility. 

iii. Records of Pt'-1 and PM10 erp..issions from roadways/truck 
traffic associated I-Jith handling of fly ash from the 
affected boiler 

2.9 Reporting Requirements 

a. The Permittee shall either comply wi~h applicable reporting 
requiremen"Cs of the NSPS unless crushing or grinding equi?ment 
wi:l not be installed at the facility, in which case the 

. Per:mi-t'::eeshall .. "nctify the Illinois-·EPA ofthi.s.~ecision< 
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Note: Reporting of deviation is addressed Condition 1.10(a). 

2 The affected facilities nay be operated pursuant.: to this cons-::ruction 
until 

faciU ties. 
an permit becomes effective that addresses these 
Tilis condition supersedes Standard Condi;:icn 6. 

Please note that this permit has been revised the request of the Permi·:tee 
to additional time :for a continuous program of construction en lhis 

(See Condition 1.12). 

Please note that this has been revised to correct a 
error ~ 

I yOel have any questions on this permit, please contact Kunj Patel at 
17 (7B5-1710. 

Edwin C. Bakowski, P.E. 
r.1anager f Permit Secticn 
Division o~ Air Pollution Control 

(A. 3;i,.1.. 
ECB:KJ:.IP:psj ' .... v-f Ji )1. 

cc: FOS - Region I, Illinois EPA 
Perrr.it File - 95090047 

Date Signed: 
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July 1, 1985 

STATE OF ILLINOIS 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
DIVISION OF AIR POLLUTION CONTROL 

P. O. BOX 19506 
SPRINGFIELD. ILLINOIS 62794-9506 

STANDARD CONDITIONS FOR CONSTRUCTIONIDEVELOPMENT PERMITS 
ISSUED BY THE ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL'PROTECTION'AGENCY', . 

The Illinois Environmental Protecti,on Act (Illinois Revised Statutes, Chapter 111-112, Section 1039) authorizes the 
'. Environmental Protection Agency to fmposeconditions on pennitswhich it iSBUGs. 

Thefollowing conditions are applicable unless susperseded by special conditiones), 

1. Unless this permit has been extended or it has been voided by a newly issued permit, this permit will expire one 
year from the date ofissuance, unless a continuous program of construction or development on this project has 
started by such time. ' 

2. The construction or development covered by this permit shall be done in compliance with applicable provisions of 
the Illinois Environmental Protection Act and Regulations adopted by the lllinois Pollution Control Board. 

3. There shall be no deviatioris from the approved plans and specifications unless a written request for modification, 
along with plans and specifications as required, shall have been submitted to the Agency and a supplemental 
written permit issued. 

4. The permittee shaH allow any duly authorized agent of the Agency upon the presentation of credentials, at 
reasonable times: . 

Q, to enter the permittee's property where actual or potential effluent, emission or noise sources are,located or 
where any activit,y i"l t.o bG conducted pursuant to ihl:s permit, 

b. to have access to and to copy any records required tu be kept under the terms and conditions of this permit, 

c. to inspect, including during any hours of operation of equipment constructed or operated under this permit, 
such equipment and any equipment required to be kept, used, operated, calibrated Ilnd maintained under this 
pennit, 

d. to obtain and remove samples of any discharge or emissions of pollutants, and 

e. to enter and utilize any photographic, recording, testing, monitoring or ~ther 'equipment for the purpose of 
presening, testing, monitoring, or recording a:c.y activity, discharge, or emission authorized by this permit. 

5. The issuance of this permit: 

a. shaH not be considered as in any manner affecting the title of the premises upon which the permitted 
facilities ar~ to be located, 

b, does not release the permittee from any liability for damage to person or property caused by or resulting from 
the construction, maintenance, or operation of the proposed facilitieS, 

c. docs not release the permit.tee from compliance with other applicable statutes and regulations of the United 
.States, of the. State ofJJlinois,...or .. with applicahl~ locallaws;ordinance,ra:ndteguJalioi:fg; .... ·-.. ~7·~ 

d. does not take ir..to consideration or attest to the structural stability of any units or parts of the project, and 
IL 532-0225 

APe '56 ·Rev, 5fS9 Printed on R.~yc!ed Paper 09(}'005 
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e. in no manner implies or suggests that the Agency (;r its officer~f ~gentB or employee~) a~B'um:e~ ~y liability, . 
directly or indirectly, for any lose due to damage, installation, maintenance, or operation of the proposed 
equipment or facility. ' , 

, 6. ,a. Unless u'joint construction/operation permit has been issued, a permit for operation shaH be obtained from 
'tho Agency before the equipment covered by this permit is placed into operation. , 

b. I·'or purposes of shakedown and testing, unless otherwise apecifjed by a special p~it condition, the equip
ment covered under this permit may be operated for a period not to exc.eed thIrty (30) days. 

7. The Agency'in~y file a complai~t with the Board to~ modification,' a~penBion or re~ocation of a Permit: 
" ' 

a. upon discovery that the permit application contained misrepresentations, misinformation or false sbitements 
~r that all relevant facts were not disclosed, or . '. ' 

b. upon, finding thatany standard'or specfal conditions h~ve h~ien Violated, or 
. . 

c. . upon any violations-of the Environmental Protection Act or any regulation effective thereund~r as a result of 
the 'construction or development authorized by this permit. 

, -
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Exhibit 7 

Two Letters to Mr. Mike Kormos, Senior Vice 
President, System Operations & Planning, PJM 

Interconnection, Notifying PJM of Midwest 
Generation's Intention to Shut Down the Coal-Fired 
Units at the Fisk and Crawford Generating Stations 

(March 8, 2012) 
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.\n 1,1)J."I0,\ /\'[! g\ ,110\ \/ 

March 8, 2012 

By fax (610) 666-2296: then U.S. Mail 

Mr. Mike Kormos 
Senior Vice President, System Operations & Planning 
PJM Interconnection 
955 Jefferson Avenue 
Norristown, PA 19403 

Re: Decommissioning of Fisk Unit 19 

Dear Mr. Kormos: 

On behalf of Midwest Generation, LLC, ("MidwestGen"), I am writing to provide notice of 
MidwestGen's intent to decommission Fisk 19. MidwestGen seeks PJM's determination that the 
unit could be retired as early as the date upon which we receive PJM approval (Le. 30 days from 
today), but no later than December 31, 2012. 

MidwestGen provides this notice pursuant to the PJM Open Access Transmission Tariff ("OATT"), 
Part V "Generation Deactivation". MidwestGen believes that under the standard of review for plant 
retirements, there are no reliability issues associated with MidwestGen's retirement of this unit. 

In order to facilitate MidwestGen's retirement plan, we are requesting that PJM proceed now with a 
thirty (30) day reliability review as contemplated in the PJM OATT, Part V, and section 113.2. 

We would be pleased to discuss this matter further with you and look forward to hearing from you. 
Please feel free to contact Reem Fahey (312b583~6033) to discuss any questions or concerns. 

Very truly yours, 

211 Ih~lllington Blvd. 
Sllih' 
g,)liI111Im,()i:. II 6fH·1O 
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An un:,O\ 

March 8, 2012 

By fax (61 0) 666-2296: then U. S. Mail 

Mr. Mike Kormos 
Senior Vice President, System Operations & Planning 
PJM Interconnection 
955 Jefferson Avenue 
Norristown, PA 19403 

Re: Decommissioning of Crawford Units 7 & 8 

Dear Mr. Kormos: 

On behalf of Midwest Generation, LLC, (HMidwestGenH
), f am writing to provide notice of 

MidwestGen's intent to decommission Crawford units 7 & 8. MidwestGen seeks PJM's 
determination that the units could be retired as early as the date upon which we receive PJM 
approval (Le. 30 days from today), but no later than December 31, 2014. 

MidwestGen provides this notice pursuant to the PJM Open Access Transmission Tariff (HOATT"), 
Part V "Generation Deactivation". MidwestGen believes that under the standard of review for plant 
retirements, there are no reliability issues associated with MidwestGen's retirement of these units. 

In order to facilitate MidwestGen's retirement plan, we are requesting that PJM proceed now with a 
thirty (30) day reliability review as contemplated in the PJM OATT, Part V, section 113.2. 

We would be pleased to discuss this matter further with you and look forward to hearing from you. 
Please feel free to contact Reem Fahey (312-583-6033) to discuss any questions or concerns. 

Very truly yours, 
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Exhibit 8 

Letter to Cheryl Newton, USEPA Region 5, from 
Illinois EPA (June 24, 2011) Conveying the State's 

BART SIP Submittal 
and 

Selected Pages from Illinois EPA's Technical Support 
Documentfor Best Available Retrofit Technology Under 

the Regional Haze Rule, AQPSTR 09-06 
(April 29, 2011) 
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ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
1021 North Grand Avenue East, P.O. 50>; 1 <)276, Springfield, Illinois 62794·9276 • (217} 7!l2 2529 

James R. Thornp::on Center, 100 West Rimdolph, Suite 11·.100, Chicago, II. 60601 .. (3 12) 814·6026 

2171782-5544-
2171782-9143 (TDD) 

June 24, 2011 

PAr QUINN, GOVER:"OR 

CERTIFIED HAIL 
7009 2820 0001 7492 1699 

~vrs. Cheryl A. Nev.'ton, Director 
Office of the Air and Radiation Division 
U. S. Ellvirorunemal Protection Agency Region V (R-ISJ) 
77 West Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago, lL 60604-3507 

Re: Regional I-laze Program ReQuirernems )\' 0 ~ . 
Dear "VID, "w10 1: 

Pursuaill to Section 169A of the Clean Air Act ("CAA") (42 U.S.c. § 7491) and Section <\ of the 
lIlinois Environmenta[ Protection Act (415 ILCS 5/4), the Illinois Environmental Protection 
Agency submits the enclosed revision to the Illinois State Implementation Plan ("SIP"), This 
revision has been prepared to satisfy Illinois' obligation under these sections tb develop a 
Regional Haze SIP Wilh measures necessary to make reasonable progress towards relnedying 
visibility impairment in Class I areas. Under 40 CFR § 51.308, the core requirements for the 
plan include reasonable progress goals, calculations of baseline and natural visibility conditions, 
a long-term strategy for regional haze, a monitoring strategy, and Best Available Retrofit 
Technology requirements for regional haze visibility impairment. 

In order to assist w-itb your review ofthis plan submittaL the following documents are enclosed (two 
hard copies and one electronic copy on disc): 

A ttachmen l I ) Regional Haze State Implementation Plan for Illinois, AQPSTR IO-OR, 
May 10,2011. 

• Appendix A Draft List of Class r AJcas Located Within (or 
Impacted by) .Midwest RPO States, June 26,2007. 

• Appendix B, Regional Air Quality Analysis for Ozone, Pivh5, and 
Regional Haze: Final Technical Support Document, April 25, 
2008. 

• Appendix C, 2012 Site Directory (lllirJois Air Monitoring 
Netvvork). 

RotkioNf o..j W.' t\.< J".,-'j"in Sr .. Kr .. 'tX!ord, 'L 1.;1 Hi] .. {i.H 5) 93?/7{:'(l 

Elgin. 31)) $. 5t,1t(" 2!14in. It 6011". (847) f,(lfI<l:31 
Des Plajn~. 9S 1 t VJ. ~tarri'){y: ${, O~. ?ii{inc~, if. bOWl 6 ill {jj4 r) ?94ADOO 

P~orin. • 5415 N. LJni'/"~'rs.ity St.. T'l... ... o,.;a, I:. () 1 (,1-1 • f 309) (~'33·5-4i,JJ 

Champaign .. :: (2.~ S. FIrs! St., Cham~aign, It b' all]. {21 7) )7a~SB;Jn 

Marion .. 2J09 \AI. .MH:ll St., Suite- f 16, ,\·t.~ri(),"'). [l6195-9. (618) 99J·7,:WO 

Gurrau of land - Pr-orii'f • :(.;:0 N. Un~ljct'i!ty '51, Peona, Il 6161.! III (:iOQ) (lq1·~461 

Cr>Ilim;v1t1e- * ,:?O09 _""'ali S!tt:~t, Cnffif15ViHf', !l {,2234. (6 ~B11.16 .. 5120 
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Attachment 2) 

Allachment 
Attachment 4) 

/\ttachmcnt 5) 
Attachment 6) 
Attachment 7) 
Attachment 8) 
Atraclm1ent 9) 

Attachment 10) 
A.ttachmcnt I 1) 

Technical Support Document for Available Retrofit Technology 
Uncler the Regional Haze Rule. AQPSTR 09~06, April 29, 2011. 

• Appendix Single Source Modeling to SupporL Regional Haze 
BART Iv10deling Prolocol,March 21,2006, Lake Michigan Air 
Directors Consortium. 

10 Appendix B, Regional Quality Analysis for Ozone, PM2.5., and 
Regional Haze: Finol Technical Support Document, April 25, 
2008. Attachment 1 , above) 

• Appendix Illinois Mercury Rule, 35 Ill. Adm. Code 225. 
• Appendix D, BART Analysis for the Kincaid Power Plant, ENSR 

Corporation, January '2009, Document No. 02285-076-400. 
It Appendix E, Constnt Decree betWeen the United States of 

America, et aL and ExxonMobil Corporation. et aL 
.. Appendix F. Consent Decree between the United States of 

America, et a1. and CITGO Petroleum Corporation, ct aL 

Amcrcn Energy Resources, Notice of Intent, dated December 27, 2007. 
Dynegy 1\lidwest Generation, Inc., Notice of lntem, dated November 
2007, 
jvficiwest Generation, LLC, Notice of Tutent, dated December 2007. 
Notice ofHcaring 
Presentations of Hearing beld December 6, 20 I 0 
Transcript of Hearing held December 6, 20 10 
Responsiveness Summary 
Kincaid Generation, Joint Construction and Operating Permit 
City Springfield (CWLP) Joint Construction and Operating Pennh 

In addition, the Regional Hazt! SIP Checklist is enclosed to assist in your review. If further 
information is required, please contact Rob Kaleel, tvlanager, Air Quality Planning Section, Bureau 
or Air, at 2171785-4140. 

Laure! L Kroack 
Chief, Bureau of Air 

Attachments 

2 
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENT 
FOR 

BEST AVAILABLE RETROFIT TECHNOLOGY 

UNDER THE REGIONAL HAZE RULE 

AQPSTR 09-06 

April 29, 2011 

ILLINOIS ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
1021 NORTH GRAND AVENUE EAST 

P.O. BOX 19276 
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS 62794-9276 
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• a multi-pollutant agreement between the Illinois EPA and Dominion Energy Services, as 

operator, and Kincaid Generation, LLC, as owner, of the Kincaid Generating Station 

(collectively "Dominion Kincaid"), to achieve BART-control levels; and 

• a similar agreement between the Illinois EPA and the City of Springfield, J lJinois d/b/a 

City, Water, Light and Power (CWLP), to achieve BART-contTollevels and to shut down 

one of its existing subject-to-BART units. 

Table 4.1 Presumptive BART Emission Limits for Coal-Fired EGUs 

Pollutant Boiler Type Coal Type Presumptive Limit 
(lbs/mmBTU) 

S02 All units All coal types 0.15 

(or 95% control) 

NOx Dry-bottom wall-fired Bituminous 0.39 

Sub-bituminous 0.23 

Lignite 0.29 

Tangential-fired Bituminous 0.28 

Sub-bituminous 0.15 

Lignite 0.17 

Cell burners Bituminous 0.40 

Sub-bituminous 
I 

0.45 

Dry-turbo-fired Bituminous 0.32 

Sub-bituminous 0.23 

Wet-bottom tangential- All 
0.62 

fired 

Cyclone All 0.10 
L- -

4.1.1 EGUs under the MPS and CPS 

Three electric utilities operating in Illinois, Dynegy, Ameren, and Midwest Generation have 

committed to comply with the MPS and CPS under the Illinois Mercury Rule, requiring the 

installation of state-of-the-art pollution controls on many of their electric generating units in 

24 
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Il!inois. These regulations were promulgated to allow coal~fired electric utilities more flexibility 

in meeting the Illinois Mercury Rule in exchange for significant NOx and S02 reductions. 

Appendix C contains the relevant portions ofthe fully adopted Illinois Mercury Rule, with the 

requirements for NOx and S02 emission reductions highlighted. Illinois intends to submit 

Appendix C to USEPA, the highlighted portions of which will become part of Illinois' SIP to 

satisfy BART obligations for affected units at these three utilities. In addition, the !viPS and CPS 

requirements \vilt ultimately be contained in federally enforceable permits. 

The MPS and CPS require affected utilities to meet tleet-wide average emission rates, which will 

require installation of controls on emission units regardless of whether or not they are subject to 

BART. The agreements between Illinois and the utilities are intended to allow the companies the 

flexibility to meet the fleet-wide emission limits in the most cost~effective manner. ~he 

agreements contain a range of compliance dates, beginning as early as 2012 and as late as 2019. 

The Illinois EPA recognizes that, in general, the compliance date for BART controls is within 5 

years of US EPA's approval of the State's SIP. Assuming US EPA approves Illinois' SIP in 201 I 

or 2012, the compliance date for BART controls would be in 2016 or 2017. The Illinois EPA's 

analysis of emission reductions that will result from implementation of the MPS and CPS by the 

year 2015 demonstrates conclusively that TlIinois' approach will yield much larger reductions of 

NO;,: and S02 than will implementation of BART controls on just subject to BART emission 

units. Emission reductions occurring after 2015 will improve visibility in Class 1 areas impacted 

by sources in Illinois, regardless of US EPA's decision of whether to approve those reductions as 

meeting BART requirements. The following subsections provide Illinois EPA's analysis of the 

emission reductions expected from the MPS and CPS and a description of the controls that will 

1110St likely be installed as a result of the MPS and CPS. 

4.1.] .1 Dynegy 

Dynegy operates several electric generating stations in Illinois, all of which are affected by the 

requirements of the MPS. Only the three coal-fired boilers at Baldwin are subject to BART, 

however. Units I and 2 at Baldwin are cyclone-fired boilers burning sub-bituminous coal. while 

Unit 3 is a tangentially-fired unit burning sub-bituminous coal. Currently, Units I and 2 are 

controlled by over-fire air ("OF A") and selective catalytic reduction ("SCR") for NOx, while 
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Table 4.5 S02 reductions from Ameren EGUs BART vs. MPS 

, .... 

I < .'. ''I'~S. >; I., .• P~$uffiptiveBART ••. ,., ~2015* '.'.' MPSf'imW 
... 

".' ,' .. ' ;' .. ' .' ". ~ " 

i\? '.".',.' 
, ". I:~~~~\J~ i7'fo~~> 1~~J~lJ .~. -~,<> l:~-i',.-:L;" .. ,.' .... Lbs! • Tdris(year 

;~~'d~~~ ...•. ii L'1'~~~;~~' 'Fom8TU I ~?JaJ1t ,iunit mmr:; J Reduction' 

Coffeen 1 18,570 1.54 14,332 0.15 12.906 0.25 11.978 0.23 12,163 

Coffeen 2 37.545 1.49 27,999 0.15 25,155 0.25 23,278 0.23 23.653 

Duck Creek 1 22.635 0.97 11.026 0.15 9,280 0.25 8,149 0.23 8,375 
ED 

Edwards 1 6,417 3.55 11,399 NA NA 0.25 10,588 0.23 10,652 
ED 

Edwards 2 17,222 1.7 14,666 0.15 13,347 0.25 12,4136 0.23 12,658 
ED 

Edwards 3 15,972 1.21 9,683 0.15 8.465 0.25 7,667 0.23 7.826 

Hutsonville 5 3.161 4.53 7,163 NA NA 0.25 6.765 0.23 6.796 

Hutsonville 6 3,443 4.53 7,791 NA NA 0.25 7,368 0.23 7.402 

Joppa 1 13.548 0.51 3.441 NA NA 0.25 1,761 0.23 1.897 

Joppa 2 16.258 0.51 4.139 NA NA 0.25 2,114 0.23 2,276 

Joppa 3 15.396 0.51 3.947 NA NA 0.25 2.001 0.23 

Joppa 4 13,402 0.52 3.488 NA NA 0.25 1,809 0.23 1.943 

Joppa 5 15.094 0.52 3,932 NA NA 0.25 2,038 0.23 2,189 

Jo~a 6 16,063 0.52 4.182 NA NA 0.25 2,169 0.23 2,329 

Meredosia 1 1.134 5.02 2,844 • NA NA 0.25 2,705 0.23 2,716 

Meredosia 2 1,337 5.02 3,356 NA NA 0.25 3,189 0.23 3,202 

Meredosia 3 1,069 5.04 2.694 NA NA 0.25 2,560 0.23 2,571 

Meredosia 4 1,406 5 3.518 NA NA 0.25 3,339 0.23 3,353 

Meredosia 5 10.810 2.34 12,639 NA NA 0.25 11,296 0.23 11,405 

NeWlon 1 40,631 0.45 9,046 NA NA 0.25 4,063 0.23 4,469 

Newton 2 38,533 0.46 8,823 NA NA 0,25 4,046 0.23 4.431 

1.099 69,154 131,367 134,454 
'"1 he MPS emISSIOn hmlts are a system*vnde average and arc not mtended to reflect umt*speclfic emisSIOn lImits. 

4.1.1.3 Midwest Generation 

Midwest Generation operates 19 coal*fired EGUs at six separate locations in Illinois, Nine of 

these units, located at Powerton, Joliet, and Will County, are subject to BART. 

Powerton 

All four units at the Powerton station are subject to BART. All four units are cyclone*type 

boilers firing sub~bituminous coal and vent to a common stack. CUrrent NO" control for all units 
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consists of low-NOx burners and OFA. Midwest Generation is expected to install selective non

catalytic reduction (SNCR)contTois on all four units by 2012. The units currently bum low

sulfur coal to control for S02, but Midwest Generation currently plans to install flue gas 

desulfurization (FGD) equipment by the end of 20 13 on all four units. 

Joliet 

Four of the five units (Units 71, 72,81, and 82) at the Joliet facility are subject to BART. The 

four units of interest are all tangentially-fired boilers burning sub-bituminous coaL Current NOx 

controls fC)f Boilers 71,72,81, and 82 consist of low-NO x burners and OFA. Midwest 

Generation is expected to install SNCR controls on these four units by 2012. For S02, Midwest 

Generation is expected to install FGD equipment on aJl four BART units at Joliet by 2019. 

Will County 

Of the four units at the Will County plant, only Unit 4 is subject to BART. Unit 4 is tangentially 

fired and burns sub-bituminous coal. NOx emissions from Unit 4 are currently controlled by 

Jow-NOx burners and OF A. Midwest Generation is expected to install an SNCR on this unit by 

20]2. For Sal, Midwest Generation is expected to install FGD equipment by 2019. 

It should be noted that under the CPS, Midwest Generation is not required to meet unit specific 

emission limits for NOx or 502, and that the anticipated CPS emission estimates given in Tables 

4.6 and 4.7 reflect the fleet-wide average emissions for all units. Tables 4.6 and 4.7 show that 

the CPS \villlead to system-wide reductions of more than 38,000 TPY of NO x and more than 

35,000 TPY of S02 by 20 15, which are much greater than the reductions that would be achieved 

by meeting the presumptive BART emission levels at the subject-to-BART units. 

4.1.2 Other Illinois EGUs 

The MPS and CPS requirements do not apply to Dominion Kincaid or to CWLP. The Illinois 

EPA has negotiated separate agreement') with these companies to address the BART 

requirements. Consistent with these agreements, both plants have either installed controls or 

plan 10 instal! controls that will meet or exceed the presumptive BART limits. Unit-specific 

requirements for these sources are contained in federally-enforceable permits, which are included 
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Table 4.7 S02 reductions from Midwest Generation EGUs BART vs. MPS 

..... ·c I .... 
..... .. ' 3~seYellr:> 

.. 
PresumiJtive BART l·fks201S* ···1·. CPS Final' ~ ... ............. 

....... i 1000··· 
~~ u, 

I>T~ns···· 
...... 

TonsiYear . 1'onsfYear Lbsl TonsiYear. ! ........ Lbs{ ~~~~u ·InI11BTJ': Plant Unit mmBTU mill BTU rons Reduction Reduction mmBTU Reducti(Jn 

Crawford 7 11,627 0.54 3,142 NA NA 0.28 1,512 0.11 2,500 

Crawford B 17.348 0.51 4,453 NA NA 0.28 1,995 0.11 3,470 

Fisk 19 14,650 0.52 3,843 NA NA 0.28 1.758 0.11 3,003 

Joliet 29 71 15,034 0.7 5,276 0,15 4,134 0.28 3,157 0.11 4,435 

Joliet 29 72 13.824 0.7 4,628 0.15 3.802 0.28 2,903 0.11 4,078 

Joliet 29 81 15.585 0.68 5,300 0.15 4.130 0.28 3,117 0.11 4,442 

Jallel2e 82 15.403 0.68 5,260 0.15 4.082 0.28 3,081 0.11 4,390 

Jolist9 5 14,369 0.63 4,559 NA NA 0.28 2,515 0.11 3,736 

Powelton 51 20.936 0.42 4,444 0.15 2,826 0.28 1,466 0.11 3,245 

Powerton 52 21.137 0,43 4,497 0.15 2,959 0.28 1,585 0.11 3.382 

Powerton 61 18,293 0,43 3,964 0.15 2,561 0.28 1,372 0.11 2,927 

Powerton 62 18.088 0,43 3,909 0.15 2.532 0.28 1,357 0.11 2.894 

Waukegan 17 7,502 0,44 1,642 NA NA 0.28 600 0.11 1.238 

Waukeoan 7 16,117 0,47 3.754 NA NA 0.28 1,531 0.11 2,901 

Wau!<eqan 8 21.950 0.49 5.385 NA NA 0.28 2,305 0.11 4,171 

W!IICountv 1 9,398 0,42 

~~ 
NA 0.28 658 0.11 1,457 

Will County 2 8,293 0.39 1 NA NA 0.28 456 0.11 1.161 

wmCounty 3 15.559 0,47 3.636 NA NA 0.28 1,478 0.11 2,801 

WiliCounlv 4 27.585 0.47 M62 0.15 4.414 0.28 2.621 0.11 4,965 

0.515 31,440 35,465 61,194 
*The CPS emission limits are a system-wide average and are not intended to reflect unit-specific emission limits. 

4.1.2.1 CWLP 

The subject-ta-BART units at CWLP are Dallman 31, Dallman 32, and Lakeside 8. CWLP shut 

down the Lakeside unit in 2009. The Dallman 31 and 32 units are cyclone boilers and burn 

bituminous coaL CWLP currently operates SCRs and scrubbers on both Dallman units. It 

should be noted that CWLP's generating capacity is less than 750 MW, so the presumptive 

BART emission limits shown in Table 4.1 do not apply. Rather, the BART rule requires that 

sLich units operate SCRs, or equivalent controls, to control NOx emissions on an annual basis, 

For S02, the BART rule requires 95% emissions reduction. 
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Appendix C 

Illinois Mercury Rule 

The Illinois EPA is seeking approval from the United States Environmental Protection Agency of the 
following bolded provisions of the Illinois Mercury Rule, 35 fll. Adm. Code Part Subpart B: 
Control of Mercury Emissions from Coal-Fired Electric Generating Units, under this submission. 
Please note that the non~bolded provisions are includedfor context. 

. Section 225.233 Multi-Pollutant Standards (MPS) 

a) General. 

1) As an alternative to compliance with the emissions standards of Section 
225.230(a), the owner of eligible EGUs may elect for those EGUs to 
demonstrate compliance pnrsuant to this Section, which establishes control 
requirements and standards for emissions of NO x and SO:h as well as for 
emissions of mercury. 

2) For the purpose of this Section, the following requirements apply: 

A) An eligible EGU is an EGU that is located in Illinois and which 
commenced connnerdal operation on or before December 31, 2004; 
and 

B) Ownership of an eligible EGU is determined based on direct 
ownership, by the holding of a majority interest in a company that 
owns tbe EGU or EGUs, or by the common ownership of the company 
that owns the EGU, whether through a parent-subsidiary 
relatiouship, as a sister corporation, or as an affiliated corporation 
with the same parent corporation, provided that the owner has the 
right or authority to submit a CAAPP application on behalf of the 
EGU. 

3) The owner of one or more EGUs electing to demonstrate compliance with 
this Subpart B pursuant to this Section must submit an application for a 
CAAPP permit modification to the Agency, as provided in Section 225.220, 
that includes the information specified in subsection (b) oftbis Section and 
which cleady states the owner's election to demonstrate compliance pursuant 
to this Section 225.233. 

A) If the owner of one or more EGUs elects to demonstrate compliance 
with this Subpart pursuant to this Section, then all EGUs it owns in 
Illinois as of July 1,2006, as defined in subsection (a)(2)(B) of this 
Section, must be thereafter subject to the standards and control 
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4) 

B) 

requirements of this Section) except as provided in subsection 
(a)(3)(B). Such EGOs must be referred to as a Multi-Pollutant 
Standard (MPS) Group. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the owner may exclude fro~ an :MPS 
Group any EGU scheduled for permanent shutdown that the owner 
so designates in its CAAPP application required to be submitted 
'pursuant to subsection (a)(3) of this Section, with compliance for such 
units to be achieved by IDeallS of Section 225.235. 

When an EGU is subject to the requirements of this Section, the 
requirements apply to all owners or operators of the EGU. 

b) Notice of Intent. 

The owner of one or more EGUs that intends to comply with this Subpart B by 
means of this Section must notify the Agency of its intention by December 31, 2007. 
The following information must accompany the notification: 

1) The identification of each EGU that will be complying with this Subpart B by 
means of the multi-pollutant standards contained in this Section, with 
-evidence that the owner has identified all EGVs that it owned in Illinois as of 
July 1, 2006 and which commenced commercial operation on or before 
December 31, 2004j 

2) If an EGU identified in suhsection (b)(l) of this Section is also owned or 
operated by a person different than the owner submitting the notice of intent, 
a demonstration that the submitter has the right to commit the EGU or 
authorization from the responsible official for the EGV accepting the 
application; 

3) The Base Emission Rates for the EGUs, with copies of supporting data and 
calculations; 

4) A summary of the current control devices installed and operating on each 
EGV and identification of the additional control devices tbatwilJ likely be 
needed for the each EGU to comply with emission control requirements of 
this Section, including identification of each EGU in the MPS group that will 
be addressed by subsection (c)(l)(B) ofthis Section, with information 
showing that the eligibility criteria for this subsection (b) are satisfied; and 

5) Identification of each EGU that is scheduled for permanent shut down, as 
provided by Section 225.235, which will not be part of the MPS Group and 
which will not be demonstrating compliance with this Subpart B pursuant to 
this Section. 
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c) Control Technology Requirements for Emissions of Mercury. 

I) Requirements for EGUs in an MPS Group. 

A) For each EGU in an MPS Group other than an EGU that is addressed by 
subsection (c)(l)(B) of this Section for the period beginning July 1,2009 
(or December 31, 2009 for an EGU for which an S02 scrubber or fabric 
filter is being installed to be in operation by December 31, 2009), and 
ending on December 31,2014 (or such earlier date that the EGU is subject 
to the mercury erriission standard in subsection (d)(1) of this Section), the 
owner or operator of the EGU must install, to the e}.:tent not already 
inst:1lled, and properly operate and maintain one of the following cmission 
control devices: 

i) A Halogenated Activated Carbon Injection System, complying 
,,'lith the sorbent inj ecti on requirements of su bsection (c )(2) of this 
Section, except as may be otherwise provided by subsection (c)(4) 
of this Section, and followed by a Cold-Side Electrostatic 
Precipitator or Fabric Filter; or 

ii) If the boiler fires bitUJ11inous coal, a Selective Catalytic Reduction 
(SCR) System and an S02 Scrubber. 

B) An owner of an EGU in an lvfPS Group has nvo options under this 
subsection (c). For an MPS Group that contains EGUs smaller than 90 
gross MW in capacity, the owner may designate any such EGU s to be not 
subject to subsection (c)(l)(A) oftrus Section. Or, for an lYfPS Group that 
contains EGUs with gross MW capacity ofless than 115 MW, the owner 
may designate an~ such EGUs to be not subject to subsection (c)(l)(A) of 
this Section, provided that the aggregate gross MW capacity of the 
designated EGUs does not exceed 4% of the total gross MW capacity of 
the NIPS Group. For any EGU subject to one of these two options, unless 
the EGU is subject to the emission standards in subsection (d)(2) of this 
Section, beginning on January 1, 2013, and continuing until such date that 
the owner or operator of the EGU commits to comply "With the mercury 
emission standard in subsection (d)(2) of this Section, the ov.rner or 
operator of the EGU must install and properly operate and maintain a 
Halogenated Activated Carbon Injection System that complies with the 
sorbent injection requirements of subsection (c)(2) of this Section, except 
as may be otherwise provided by subsection (c)( 4) of this Section, and 
followed by either a Cold-Side Electrostatic Precipitator or Fabric Filter. 
The use of a properly installed. operated, and maintained Halogenated 
Activated Carbon Injection System that meets the sorbent injection 
requirements of subsection (c )(2) of this Section is defined as the 
"principal control technique." 
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2) For each BGU for which injection of halogenated activated carbon is requir~ by 
subsection (c)(l) of this Section, the ov,'1ler or operator of me EGU must i:qject 
halogenated activated carbon in an optimum manner, which, except as provided in 
subsection (c)(4) afmis Section, is defined as all of the following: 

A) 

13) 

The use of an injection system designed for effective absorption of 
mercury, considering the configuration of the EGU and its ducDNork; 

injection of halogenated activated carbon manufactured by Alstom, 
. Norit} or Sorbent Technologies, Calgon Carbon's FLUEPAC CF Plus, or 

Calgon Carbon's FLUEP AC MC Plus, or the injection of any other 
halogenated activated carbon or sorbent that the owner or operator of the 
EGU has demonstrated to have similar or better effectiveness for control 
of mercury emission::;; and 

C) The injection of sorbent at the follmving minimum rates, as applicable: 

i) FOT an EOU firing subbituminous coal, 5.0 lbs per million actual 
cubic feet or, for any .cyclone-fired EGU that will install a scrubber 
and baghouse by December 31, 2012, and which already meets an 
emission rate of 0.020 lbs mercury/GWh gross electrical output or 
at least 75 percent reduction of input mercury, 2.5 Ibs per million 
actual cubic feet; 

ii) For an EOD firing bituminous coal, 1 O.qJbs per million actual 
cubic feet for any cyclone-fired EGU that will install a scrubber 
and baghouse by December 31. 2012, and which already meets an 
emission rate of 0.020 lb mercury/GWn gross electrical output or 
at least 75 percent reduction of input mercury, 5.0 lbs per million 
actual cubic feet; 

iii) For an EGU firing a blend of subbituminous and bituminous coal, 
a rate that is the weighted average ofthe above rates, based on the 
blend of coal being fired; or 

iv) A rate or rates set lower by the Agency, in writing, than the rate 
specified in any of subsections (c)(2)(C)(i), (c)(2)(C)(u), or 
(c)(2)(C)(iii) of this Se.ctlon on a unit-specific basis, provided that 
the owner or operator of the BOU bas demonstrated that such rate 
or rates are needed so that carbon injection \.\Iill not increase 
particulate matter emissions or opacity so as to threaten 
noncompliance with applicable requirements for particulate matter 
or opacity. 

D) For the purposes of subsection (c)(2)(C) of this Section, the flue gas flow 
shall be the gas flow rate in the stack for all units except for those 
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equipped ,vith activated carbon injection prior to a hot-side electrostatic 
precipitator; for units equipped with activated carbon injection prior to a 
hot-side electrostatic precipitator, the flue gas flow rate shall be the gas 
flow rate at inlet to the hot-side electrostatic precipitator, which shall 
be determined as the stack flow rate adjusted through the use of Charles' 
Law for the differences in gas temperatures in the stack and at the inlet to 
the electrostatic precipitator (Vesp == V mel: X T espt'Tstack, where V :::: gas flow 
rate in acf and T == gas temperature in Kelvin or Rankine 

3) The owner or operator of an EGU t.l-:lat seeks to operate an EGU with an activated 
carbon injection rate or rates that are set on a unit-specific basis pursuant to 
subsection (c)(2)(C)(iv) of this Section must submit an application to the Agency 
proposing such rate or rates, and must meet the requirements of subsections 
(c)(3)(A) and (c)(3)(B) of this Section, subject to the limitations of subsections 
(c)(3)(C) and (c)(3)(D) of this Section: 

A) The application must be submitted as an application for anew or revised 
federally enforceable operating pennit for the EGD, and it must include a 
surnma.ry of relevant mercury emission data for the EGU, the unit-specific 
L.l1jectionrate or rates that are proposed, and detailed information to 
support the proposed injection rate or rates; and 

B) This application must be submitted no later than the date that activated 
carbon must :first be injected. For example, the owner or operator of an 
EGU that must.inject activated carbon pursuant to subsection (c)(l)(A) of 
this subsection must apply for unit-specific injection rate or rates by July 
1, 2009. Thereafter, the oVYner or operator ofthe EGU may supplement its 
application; and 

C) Any decision of the Agency denying a permit or granting a pemit with conditi 
that set' a lower injection rate or rates may be appealed. to the Board pursuant tc 
Section 39 of the Act; and 

D) The owner or operator of an EGU may operate at the injection rate or rates 
proposed in its application until a .fmal decision is made on the application; 
including a final decision on any appeal to the Board. 

4) During any evaluation of the effectiveness of a listed sorbent, an alternative 
sorbent, or other technique to control mercury emissions, the owner or operator of 
an EGU need not comply with the requirements of subsection (c)(2) of this 
Section for any system needed to carry out the evaluation, as finther provided as 
follows: 

A) . The o\vner or operator of the EOU must conduct the evaluation in 
accordance "'lith a formal evaluation program submitted to the Agency at 
least 30 days prior to commencement of the evaluation; 
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B) 

C) 

D) 

The duration and scope of the evaluation may not exceed the duration and 
scope reasonably needed to complete the desired evaluation of the 
alternative control technique, as initially addressed by the owner or 
operator in a support document submitted "lith the evaluation program~ 

The owner or: operator of the EGD must submit a report to the Agency no 
later than 30 days after the conclusion of the evaluation that describes the 
evaluation conducted and which provides the results of the evaluation; and 

If the evaluation of the alternative control: tec1mique shows less effective 
control of mercury emissions from the EGD than was achieved with the 
principal control technique, the ovmer or operator of the EGU must 
resume use of the principal control technique. If the evaluation of the 
alternative control technique shows comparable effectiveness to the 
principal control technique, the owner or operator of the EGU may either 
continue to use the alternative control technique in a manner that is at least 
as effective as the principal control. technique, or it may resume use of the 
principal "control technique. lfthe evaluation of the alternative control 
technique shows more effective control of mercury emissions than 'the 
control technique, the owner or operator of the EGD must continue to u.<;e 
the alternative control technique in a manner that is more effective than 
the principal control technique, so long as it continues to be subject to this 
subsection (c). 

5) In addition to complying with the applicable recordkeeping and monitoring 
requirements in Sections 225.240 through 225.290, the o""ner or operator of an 
EGD that elects to comply with this Subpart B by means oftbis Section must 
also comply with the folloV/ihg addition"al requirements: 

A) For"the first 36 months that injection of sorbent is required, it must 
maintain records of the usage of sorbent, the flue getS flow rate from the 
EGU (and, if the unit is equipped with activated carbon injection prior to a 
hot-side electrostatic precipitator, flue gas temperature at the inlet of the 
hot-side electrostatic precipitator and :in the stack), and the sorbent feed 
"rate, in pounds per million actual cubic feet of flue, on a weekly average; 

B) After the first 36 months that injection of sorbent is required, it must 
monitor activated sorbent feed rate to the EGU, gas flow rate in the stack, 
and, if the unit is equipped with activated carbon injection prior to a bot
side electrostatic precipitator, flue gas temperature at the inlet of the hot
side electrostatic precipitator and in the stack. It must automatically 
r~cord this data and the sorbent carbon feed rate, in pounds per million 
actual cubic feet of flue gas, on an hourly average; and " 
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C) If a blend ofbiturnmous and subbitummous coal is fired in the EGU, it 
must keep records of the amount of each type of coal burned and the 
required injection rate for injection of activated carbon, on a weekly basis. 

6) Until June 30, 2012, as an alternative to the CEMS or excepted monitoring system 
(sorbent trap system) monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements in 
Sections 225.240 through 225.290, the owner or operator of an EGU may. elect to 
comply with the emissions testing, monitoring, recorcikeeping, and reporting 
requirements in Section 225.239(c), (d), (e), (£)(1) and (2), (h)(2), (1)(3) and (4), 
and 0)(1). 

7) In addition to complying with the applicabkrepomng requirements in Sections 
225.240 through 225.290, the owner or operator of an EGU that elects to comply 
,vith this Subpart B by means of this Section must also submit quarterly reports 
for the recordkeeping and monitoring conducted pursuant to subsection (c)(5) of 
this Section. 

d) Emission Standards for Mercury. 

1) For eachEGU in an MPS Group that is not addressed by subsection (c)(1)(B) of 
this Section, beginning January 1,20 IS (or such earlier date when the owner or 
operator of the EGU notifies the Agency that it ~riIl comply with these standards) 
and continuing thereafter, the owner or operator of the EGU must comply with 
one of the following standards on a rolling 12-month basis: 

A) iill emission standard of 0.0080 Ib mercury/GWh gross electrical output; 
or 

B) A minimum 90-percent reduction of input mercury. 

2) For each EGU in an MPS Group that has been addressed under subsection 
(c)(1)(B) oftrus Section, beginning on the date when the owner or operator ofthe 
EGD uotifies the Agency that it will comply with these standards and continuing 
thereafter, the owner or operator oftlle EGU must comply with one of the 
following standards on a rolling 12-month basis: 

A) An emission standard of 0.0080 lb mercury/GWh gross electrical output; 
or 

B) A minimum 90-percent reduction of input mercury. 

3), Compliance with the mercury emission standard or reduction requirement of this 
subsection Cd) must be calculated in accordance with Section 225.230(a) or Cd), or 
Section 225.232 until December 31, 2013. 
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4) Until June 30,2012, as an alternative to demonstrating compliance with the 
emissions standards in this subsection (d), the owner or operator of an EGU may 
elect to comply 'With the emissions testing requirements in Section 22S.239(a)(4), 
(b), (c), (d), (e), Cf), (g), (h), (i), and G) of this Subpart. 

e) Emission Standards for NOx and S02-

1) NOx Emission Standards. 

A) Beginning in calendar year 2012 and continuing in each calendar 
thereafter, for the EGUs in each MPS Group, the owner and operator 
ofthe EGUs must comply with an o",erall NOx annual emission rate of 
no more than O.111b/million Btu or an emission rate equivalent to 52 
percent oftbe Base Annual Rate of NO):: emissions, whichever is more 
stringent. 

B) Beginning in the 2012 OZone season and continuing in each ozone 
season thereafter, for the EGUs in each MPS Group, the owner and 
operator of the EGUs must comply with an overall NOx seasonal 
emission rate of no more than 0.11 IbJmillion Btu or an emiqsion rate 
equivalent to 80 percent of the Base Seasonal Rate of NOx emissions, 
whichever is more stringent. 

2) S02 Emission Standards. 

A} Beginning in calendar year 2013 and continuing in calendar year 
2014, fOl" the EGUs in each l'rIPS Group, the owner and operator of 
the EGUs must comply with an overall S02 annual emission rate of 
0.33 lb/million Btu or a rate equivalent to 44 percent of the Base Rate 
of 802 emissions, whichever is more stringent. 

B) Beginning in calendar year 2015 and continuing in each calendar year 
thereafter, for the EGUs in each MPS Grouping, the owner and 
operator 'Of the EGUs must comply with an overall annual emission 
rate. for 802 of 0.25 Ibs/million Btu or a rate equivaJent to 35 percent 
ofthe Base Rate of S02 emissions, whichever is more stringent. 

3) Am:eren MPS Group Multi-Pollutant Standard 

A) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (e)(l) and (2) of this 
Section, this subsection (e}(3) applies to the Ameren MPS Group as 
de..'1cribed in the notice of intent submitted by Ameren Energy 
Resources in accordance with subs~ction (b) ofthis Section. 

B) NO I Emission Standards~ 
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4) 

f) 

i) Beginning in the 2010 ozone season and continuing in each 
ozone seasou thereafter, for the EGUs in the Ameren MPS 
Group, the Owner and operator of the EGUs must comply with 
an overall NOx seasonal emission rate of no more than 0.11 
lb/million Btu. 

ii) Beginning in calendar year 2010 and continuing in calendar 
year 2011, for the EGUs in the Amercn MPS Group, the owner 
and operator of the EGUs must comp1y with an overall NOx 
annual emission rate of no more than 0.14 lb/million Btu. 

iii) Beginning in calendar year 2012 and continuing in each 
calendar year thereafter, f(}r the EGUs in the Ameren MPS 
Group, the owner and operator of the EGUs must comply with 
an Qverall NO:x annual emission rate of no more than 0.11 
Ib/milliQn Btu. 

C) S02 Emiqsion Standards 

i) Beginning in calendar year 2010 and continuing in each 
calendar year through 2013, for the EGUs in the Ameren lVIPS 
Group,tbe owner and operator of the EGUs mnstcomply with 
an overall 802 annual emission rate of 0.50 lb/million Btu. 

ii) In calendar year 2014, fortbe EGUs in the Ameren MPS 
Group, the owner and operator of the EGUs must comply with 
an overall S02 annual emission rate of 0.43lb/million Btu. 

ill) Beginning in calendar year 2015 and continuing in calendar 
year 2016, for the EGUs in the Ameren MPS Group, the owner 
and operator of the EGUs must comply with an overall S02 
annual emission rate of 0.251b/million Btu. 

iv) Beginning in calendar year 2017 and continuing in each 
calendar year thereafter, for the EGUs in the Ameren MPS 
Group, the owner and operator of the EGUs must comply with 
an overall S02 annual emission rate of 0.23 lb lmillion Btu. 

Compliance with the NOx and S02 emission standards must be demonstrated 
in accordance with Sections 225.310, 225.410, and 225.510. The owner or 
operator orEGUs must complete the demonstration of compliance before 
March 1 of the following year for annual standards and before November 1 . 
for seasonal standards, by which date a compliance report must be submitted 
to the Agency. 

Requirements for NOx and S02 Allowances. 
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1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

The owner or operator ofEGUs in an MPS Group must not sell or trade to any 
person or otherwise exchange with or give to any person NOx allowances 
allocated to the EGUs in the MPS Group for vintage years 2012 and beyond that 
would otherwise be available for sale, trade, or exchange as a result of actions 
taken to comply \vith the standards in subsection (e) of this Section. Such 
allowances that are not retired for compliance must be surrendered to the Agency 
011 an annual basis, beginning in c.alendar yec\): 2013. This provision does not 
apply to the use, sale, exchange, gift, or trade of allowances runong the EGUs in 
an MPS Group. 

Ibe owners or operators ofEGUs in an MPS Group must not sell or trade to any 
person or otherwise exchange with or give to any person S02 allowances 
allocated to the EGUs in the MPS Group for vintage years 2013 and beyond that 
would otherwise be available for sale or trade as a result of actions taken to 
comply with the standards in subsection (e) of this Section. Such allowances that 
are not retired for compliance, or otherwise surrendered pursuant to a consent 
decree to which the State of Illinois is a party, must be surrendered to the Agency 
on an annual basis, beginning in calendar year 2014. This provision does not 
apply to the use, sale, exchange, gift, or trade of allowances among the EGU s in 
an 'MPS Group. 

The provisions o~ this subsection (f) do not restrict or inhibit the sale or trading of 
allowances that become avaiiable from one or more EGUs in a MPS Group as a 
result of holding allowances that represent over-compliance with the NO" or S02 
standard in subsection (e) of this Section, once such a standard becomes effective, 
whether such over-compliance results from control equipment, fuel changes, 
changes in the method of operation, unit shut dov,.ns, or other reasons. 

For purposes of this subsection (t), NOx and S02 allowances mcan allowances 
necessary for compliance with Sections 225.310, 225.410, or 225.510,40 CFR 
72, or Subparts AA and AAAA of 40 CFR 96, or any future federal NOx or 802 
emissions trading programs that modify or replace these programs. This Section 
does not prohibit the owner or operator ofEGUs.in an :NIPS Group from 
purchasing or otherwise obtaining allowances from other sources as allowed bv 
law for purposes of complying with federal or state requirements, except as .
specificalJy set forth in this Section. 

By March 1, 2010, and ,continuing each year thereafter, the O\V11er Or operator of 
EGUs in an MPS Group must submit a report to the Agency that demonstrates 
compliance with the requirements ofthls subsection (f) for the previous calendar 
year, and which includes identification of any allowances that have been 
s:rrrendered to the USEP A or to the Agency and any allowances that were sold, 
gtfted, used, exchanged, or traded because they became available due to over
compliance. All allowances that are iequired to be surrendered must be 
surrendered by August 31, unless USEPA has not yet deducted the allowances 
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from the previous year. A final report must be submitted to the Agency by 
August 31 of each year, verifying that actions described in the initial report 
have taken place. or, if such actions have not taken place, an explanation of all 
changes that have occurred and the reasons for such changes. If U SEP A has not 
deducted the allowances from the previous year by August 31, the final report will 
be due, and all allowances required to be surrendered must be surrendered, within 
30 days such deduction occurs. 

g) Notwithstanding 35 III. Adm. Code 201.146(hhh), until an EGU has complied with 
the applicable emission standards of subsections (d) and (e) of this Section for 12 
months, the owner or operator of the EGU mnst obtain a construction permit for 
any new or modified air pollution control equipment that it proposes to construct 
for control of emissions of mercury, NOx, or S02_ 

(Source: Amended at 33 TIL Reg. 10427, effective June 26, 2009) 

Section 225.291 Combined Pollutant Standard: Purpose 

The purpose of Sections 225.291 through 225.299 (hereinafter referred to as the Combined 
Pollutant Standard ("CPS)'») is to. allow an alternate meaus of compliance with the emissions 
standards f"r mercury in Section 225.230(a) for specified EGUs through permanent shut-down) 
installation of ACI, and the application of pollution control technology for NO:n PM, and S02 
emissions that also reduce ~ercury emissions as a co-benefit and to establish permanent emissions 
standards for those specified EGUs. Unless otherwise provided for in the CPS, owners and 
operators of those specified EGUs are not excused from compliance with other applicable 
requirements of Subparts D, C, D, and E. . 

(Source: Added at 33 ill. Reg. 10427, effective June 26,2009) 

Section 225.292 Applicability of the Combined PoHutant Standard 

a) As an alternative to compliance with the emissions standards of Section 225.230(a), 
the owner or operator of specified EGUs in the CPS located at Fisk, Cra\\ihrd, 
Joliet, Powerton, Waukegan, and Will County power plants may elect for all of 
those EGUs as a group to demonstrate compliance pursuant to the CPS, whicb 
establishes control requirements and emissions standards for NOx, PM, SO;h and 
mercury. For this purpose, ownership of a specified EGU is determined based on 
direct ownership, by holding a majority interest in a company that owns the EGU or 
EGUs, or by the common ownership oftbe company that owns the EGO, whether 
through a parent-subsidiary relationship, as a sister corporation, or as an affiliated 
corporation with the same parent corporation, provided that the owner or operator 
has the right or authority to submit a CAAPP application on behalf ofthe EGG. 
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b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

A specified EGU is a coal~fired EGU listed in Appendix A, irrespective of any 
subsequent changes in ownership of the EGU or power plant, the operator, unit 
designation, or name of unit. 

The owner or operator of each oftbe speCifi.ed EGUs electing to demonstrate 
compliance with Section 225.230(a) pursuant to the CPS must submit an application 
for a CAAPP permit modification to the Agency, as provided for in Section 225.220, 
that includes the information specified in Section 225.293 that clearly states the 
owner's or operator's election to demonstrate compliance with Section :425.230(a) 
pursuant to the CPS. 

If an owner or operator of one or more specified EGUs elects to demonstrate 
compliance with Section 225.230(a) pursuant to the CPS, then all specified EGUs 
owned or operated in Illinois by the owner or operator as of December 31, 2006, as 
defined in subsection (a) of this Section, are thereafter subject to the standards and 

,control requirements ofthe CPS. Such EGUs are referred to as a Combined 
Pollutant Standard (CPS) group. 

If an EGU is subject to the requirements of this Section; then the requirements 
apply to all owners and operators ofthe EGU. 

(Source: Added at 33 Ill. Reg. 10427, effective June 26, 2009) 

Section 225.293 Combined Pollutant Standard: Notice of Intent 

The owner or operator of one or more specified EGUs that intends to comply with Section 
225.230(a) by means of the CPS must notify the Agency of its intention on or before 
December 31, 2007. The following information must accompany the notification: 

a) The identification of each EGU that will be complying with Section 225.230(a) 
pursuant to the CPS, with evidence that the owner or operator has identified· all 
specified EGlJs that it owned or operated in Illinois as of December 31,2006, and 
which commenced commercial operation on or before December 31,2004; 

b) If an EGU identified in subsection (a) of this Section is also owned or operated by a 
person different than the owner or operator submitting the notice of intent, a 
demonstration that the submitter has the right to commit the EGU or authorization 
from the responsible official for tbe EGU submitting the application; and 

c) A summary of the current control devices installed and operating on each EGU and 
identification of the additional control devices that will likely be needed for each 
EGU to comply with emission control requirements of the CPS. 

(Source: Added at 33 Ill. Reg, 10427, effective June 26, 2009) 
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Section 225.295 Combined Po]]utant Standard: Emissions Standards for No.x and S02 

a} Emissions Standards for NOx and Reporting Requirements. 

1) Beginning 'with calendar year 2012 and continuing in each calendar year 
thereafter, the CPS group, which includes all specified EGUs that have not 
been permanently shut down by December 31 before the applicable calendar 
year, must comply with a CPS group average annual NO:;: emissions rate of 
no more than O.111bs/mmBtu. 

2) Beginning with ozone season control period 2012 and continuing in each 
ozone season control period (May 1 through September 30) thereafter, the 
CPS group, which includes all specified EGUs that have not been 
permanently shut down by December 31 before the applicable ozone season, 
must compJy with a CPS group average ozone season NO, emissions rate of 
no more than O.111bs/mmBtu. 

3) The owner or operator of the specified EGUs in the CPS group must file, not 
later than one year after startup of any selective SNCR on such EGU, a 
report with the Agency describing the NO" emissions reductions that the 
SNCRbas been able to achieve. 

b) Emissions Standards for S02. Beginning in calendar year 2013 and continuing in 
each calendar year ther~after, the CPS gronp must comply with the applicable CPS 
group average annual S02 ~missions rate listed as follows: 

year Ibs/mmBtu 

2013 0.44 
2014 . 0.41 
2015 0.28 
2016 0.195 
2017 0.15 
2018 0.13 
2019 0.11 

c) Compliance with the NOx and S02 emissions standards must be demonstrated in 
accordance with Sections 225.310, 225.410, and 225.510. The owner or operator of 
the specified EGUs must complete the demonstration of compliance pursuant to 
Section 225.298( c) before March 1 of the following year for annual standards and 
before November 30 of the particular year for ozone season control periods (May 1 
through September 30) standards, by which date a compliance report mnst be 
submitted to the Agency. [NOTE: This subsection is relying on the compliance requirements 
ofthe Clean Air Interstate Rule Trading Program under Subparts C, D, and E of Part 225 and will 
need to be amended accordingly when the Transport Rule is promulgated.] 
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d) The CPS group average annual SOz emission rate, annual NOx emission rate and 
ozone season NOx emission rates shall be determined as follows: 

D n 

ERavg = E (SOZi or NO:xi tonsYI: (Hli) 
i=l i=l 

\Vnere: 

SOZi = 
NOxi= 

N = 
I = 

= averaue annual or ozone season emission rate in 
'" Ibs/nunBbtu of all EGUs in the CPS group. 

heat input for the annual or ozone control period of each 
EGU, in mmBtu. 

actual annual S02 tons of each EGU in the CPS group. 
actual annual or owne season NO~ tons of each EGU in the 
CPS group. 
number of EGUs that are in the CPS group. 
each EGU in the CPS group. 

(Source: Amended at 33 ill. Reg. 10427. effective June 26,2009) 

Section 225.296 Combined Pollutant Standard: Control Technology Requirements for NO):. S02, 
and PM Emissions 

a) Control Technology Requirements for NOx and S02. 

1) On or before December 31, 2013, tbe owner .or operator must either 
permanently shut down or install and have operational FGD equipment on 
WaUkegan 7; 

2) On or before.December 31,2014, the owner or operator must either 
permanently shut down or install and have operational FGD equipment on 
WaUkegan 8; 

3) On or before December 31, 2015, tbe owner or operator must either 
permanently shut down or install and have operational FGD equipment on 
Fisk 19j 

4) If Crawford 7 will be operated after December 31,2018; and not 
permanently shut down by this date, the owner or operator must: 

A) On or before December 31, 2015, install and have operational SNCR 
or equipment capable of delivering essentially equivalent NOlO 
reductions on Crawford 7; and 
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B) On or before December 31, 2018, install and have operational FGD 
equipment on Crawford 7; 

5) If Crawford 8 will be operated after December 31, 2017 and not permanently 
shut down by this date, the owner or operator must: 

A) On or before December 31, 2015, install and have operational SNCR 
or equipment capable of delivering essentially equivalent NOx. 
emissions reductions on Crawford 8; and 

B) On or before Decemher 31, 2017) install and have operational FGD 
equipment on Crawford 8. 

h) Other Control Technology Requirements for S02. Owners or operators of specified 
EGUs must either permanently shut down or insfaU'FGD equipment on each 
specified EGU (except Joliet 5), on or before December 31, 2018, unless an earlier 
date is specified in subsection (a) of this Section. 

c) Control Technology Requirements for PM. The owner or operator of the two 
specified EGUs listed in this subsection that are equipped with a hot-side ESP must 
replace the hot-side ESP with a cold-side'ESP, install an appropriately designed 
fabric filter, or perman~Jltly shut down the EGU by the dates specified. Hot-side 
ESP means an ESP on a coal-fired boiler that is installed before the boilerls air
preheater where the operating temperature is typically at least 5500 F, as 
distinguished from a cold-side ESP that is installed after tbe air pre-heater where 
the operating temperature is typically no more than 3500 F. 

1) Waukegan 7 on or before December 31, 2013; and 

2) Will County 3 on or before December 31, 2015. 

d) Beginning on December 31, 2008, and annually thereafter up to and including December 
31,2015, the owner or operator offue Fisk power pJant must submit in writing to the 
Agency a rep'ort on any technology or equipment designed to affect rur quality that has 
been considered or explored for the Fisk power plant in the preceding 12 months. TIlls 
report will not obligate the O"WDer or operator to install any equipment described in the 
report. 

e) Notwithstanding 35 TIl. Adm. Code 201.146(hhh), until an EGU has complied with 
the applicable requirements .of subsections 225.296(a), (b), and (c); the owner or 
operator of the EGU mus.t obtain a construction permit for any new or modified air 
pollution control equipment that it proposes to construct for control of emissions of 
mercury, NO:., PM, or S02. . 

(Source: Added at 33 Ill. Reg. 10427, effective J?lle 26, 2009) 
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225.APPENDIX A Specified EGUs for Purposes of the CPS (Midwest Generation's CoaI·Fired 
Boilers as of July 1, 2006) 

Plant Permit Boiler Permit designation CPS 
Number Designation 

Crawford 031600AIN . 7 Unit 7 Boiler BLRl Crawford 7 

8 Unit 8 Boiler BLR2 Crawford 8 

Fisk 03160'OAMI 19 Unit 19 Boiler BLR19 Fisk 19 

Joliet 197809AAO 71 Unit 7 Boiler BLR71 Joliet 7 

72 Unit 7 Boiler BLR72 Joliet 7 
81 Unit 8 Boiler BLR81 Joliet 8 
82 Unit 8 Bailer BLR82 Joliet 8 

5 Unit 6 Boiler BLRS Joliet 6 

Powerton 17980lAAA 51 Unit 5 Boiler BLR 51 Powerlon 5 
52 UnitS BoUer BLR 52 Powerton 5 
61 Unit 6 Boiler BLR 61 Powerton 6 
62 Unit 6 Boiler BLR 62 Powerton 6 

Waukegan 097190AAC 17 Unit 6 Boiler BLR17 Waukcgan6 
7 Unit 7 Boiler BLR7 Waukegan 7 
8 Unit 8 Boiler BLR8 Waukegan 8 

Will County 197810AAK 1 Unit 1 Boiler BLRl Will County 1 
2 Unit 2 Boiler BLR2 WiII County 2 
3 Unit 3 Boiler ELR3 Will County 3 
4 Unit 4 Boiler BLR4 Will County 4 

(Source: Amended at 33 Il1. Reg. 10427, effective June 26, 2009) 
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Exhibit 9 

Table of Calculations Prepared by Midwest 
Generation in Support of Table 1 in the Petition for 

Variance 
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Exhibit 9 

Waukegan Unit 7 Table 1 Calculations 

Column IS 

Table 1 Column J 

2014 Column H Emission Rate 
ColumnB ColumnE ColumnF Estimated Heat Input 2014 Estimab.d in ColumnK 
Table 1 ColumnC Column 0 Emission Rate 2011 (column 0 x E) Emissions at based on Column I 2014 (Column H l(1) 

ColumnA 2011 Emissions Source of Data for Heatinput (lbs/mmBtu or tons or Waukegan 1 2008 to 2011 avs. Emission Rale (lbs/mmBtu or tons or 
Pollutant at Waukegan 7 Column B 2011 (mmBtu) Ills/Totu for Hg) Ibs forHg without variance ImmBtuJ Assumptions Ibs/Totu for Hg} Ibs for Hg 

USEPA ACId Rain 

Program EDR far 2011 

S02 3,801 tons based on CEMS data 16,454,701 0.462 3,801 1,016 tons 18,481,465 S02 CPS Rate 0.11 1,016 

Hg Rate-90% 

reduct,ol1 frol11 

Hg 74 los Mercury stack testing 16,454,701 4.497 74 Sibs 18,481,465 4.497Ibs/Tbttl 0.4497 1; 

PM rate based 

on ESP 

latest PM Stack Test from Hot to Cold 

IPM 140 tons at Waukegan 7 15,454,701 0.017 140 140 tons 18,481,465 with Trona 0.015 14Q 

USEPA Acid Rain NOx Rate svg. 

Program EDR for 2011 of years 2008 to 

NOx 1,073 tons based on CEMS data 16,454,701 i 0.13042 l,on 1,321 tons 18,481,465 2011 0.143 1,321 

Note:lnco umns F and K some formulas have conversions from Ibs to tons or other unit conversions not listed in Column Header 
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Waukegan Unit 7 Table 1 Calculations 

Column l 

Table 1 

2014 Column 0 ColumnQ 

Estimated Emission Rate Table 1 

Emissions at Column M Estimated in Difference in 

Waukegan Heat input 2014 Column P Emissions at Column R 

Unit 7 if the 2014 based on Column N (lbs/mmBtu or (Column M)( 0) waukegan Unit 1 tons or 

Column A Variance Is 2008 to 2011 Emission Rate Ibs/Tbtu for tons or if the Variance Is ihs for 

Pollutant Granted avg. (mmBtu) Assumptions Hg) IbsforHg Granted (ColUlrm P-K) 

S02 Rate-

Uncontrolled 

based on 2011 

S02 3,914 tons 18,481,465 avg, 0,43 3,974 2,957 tons 2,957 

Hg Rate - based 

Hg 831bs '} R.4Rl .4B.,) on stack test 4.497 83 151bs 75 

PM rate-
on recent stack 

PM 157 tons 18,481,465 test 0.017 157 18 tons 18 

NOx Rate - avg. 

of 2OCato 
NOx 1,321 tons 18,481,455 2011 0.143 1,3: o tons 0 

Note: In column P some formulas have conversions from Ibs to tons or other unit conversions not listed in Header II 
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Waukegan Unit 7 Table 1 Calculations 

Column S 

Table 1 

Net Benefit in 

Emissions 

Reduced if the Column V 

Variance Is Emission Rate 
Granted 2013- ColumnT Extimated in 

2015 Heat input 2013 to 2013 to 2015 for ColumnW Column X 

(Fisk Unit 19 2015 based on Column U Fisk fisk Emissions in tons or 

ColumnA ShutDown in 3x of 2008 to 2011 Fisk 19 Emission (lbs/mmBtu or 2013 to 2015. Ibs for Hg 

Pollutant lOlL) avg. (mmBtu) Rate Assumptions Ibs/Tbtu for Hg) (Column T x V) (Column W-R) 

S02 Rate-

iu"",v"uv, 
based on 2011 

S02 81 385 tons 52,755,775 avg. 0.43 11,342 8,385 

Rate - based 

on stack tests 
Hg <51Ibs> 52,755,775 of 2010/2011 0.4582 24 ·51 

PM rate based 
on recent stack 

PM 2,066 tons 52,755,775 test 0.079 2,084 2,055 

NOx Rate· avg. of 

NOx 13,456 toos 52,755,775 y, 2008 to 2011 0.131 3,456 3,456 

Note: tn column W some formulas conversions from 105 to tons or other unit conversions not listed III 
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Waukegan Unit 7 Table 1 Calculations 

ColumnY 

Table 1 

Total Net Benefit in 

Emissions Reduced Column AI 

if Variance Is Fisk 1 9 20ll to 

Granted (,:lIumnAB Column A.C Column AF CoIIJmnAG 2015 and 

2013~2018 ColunTnl Emission Rate Crawford 1 Column AD Emission Rate Crawford 8 ColumnAH Crawford 7/8 

(Fisk Unit 19 Shut Crawford 7 Heat Estimated in Emissions in Crawrford 8 Heat Estimated in Emissions in crawford 7&8 2015 to 2018 ColumnA! 

Down in 2012 and input 2015 to ColumnAA 201S to 2018 for 201510 2018 inputlOl S to ColumnAE 2015 to 2018 for 2015 to 2018 Emissions tons or tons or 

Crawford Units 7 2.018 based on crawford 7 Crawford 7 tons or 2018 based on Crawford 8 Crawford 8 tons or tons and Ibs for Ibsfor Hg Ibs for Hg 

ColumnA and g Shut Down 4)( 011008 to 1011 Emission RatE' (lbs/mm8tu or lbsfor Hg 4x 012008 to lOll Erni~sion Rate (lbs/mmBtu or lbs for Hg Hg (ColumnW+ (Column AI -

Pollutant End 0120141 <lvg. (mmBW) Assumptions IbsjTbtu for Hg) (Column l • AS) avg. (rnmBtul Assumptions Ibs{Tbtu for Hg) (Column AD*AFI (Column AC+AGI ColumnAHI Column R) 

502 flate- S02 Rate 

Unconlrolled Uncontrolled 
based en 1011 based on 2011 

S02 32.,lU tons .sSAOS,883 avg. 0,43 10.40B 62.499,392 avg. 0.43 :3,437 23,845 35.188 32.231 

Hg Rate. - ba,ed ion Slack tests 
on slack tem avg. avg. of 

Hg <20Ibs> 48,409,883 of 201012011 0.40 19 62,499,392 2010/2011 , 019 12 31 55 -2( 

PM rate - based 
I 

PM rate - based 

! O!1 recent stack i on recent staCK 
PM S,W;> !011$ 48,409,883 test 0.057 1,380 62,499,392 l"st 0.069 2.156 3,536 5,620 5,602 

!'lOx Ran: . CPS NOll. Rate - CPS 
NOll. 9,556 fOils 48,405,883 rate 0.11 2,663 62,499,392 rate 0.11 3,437 6,100 9,556 9,556 

Note: In columns AC & AG some formulas have conversions from Ibs to tons or other unit collversions not listed in (olumll Header 

, 
IV 

CH2\11167810.1 
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Exhibit 10 

Proposed Approval of Illinois' BART SIP, 77 Fed.Reg. 
3966 (January 26, 2012) 
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3966 Federal "'.""1.""" .. 

information described in paragraph (b) 
of this section. 

(bl Required information-(1l In 
general. The information required under 
paragraph fa) of this section shall 
include the following information: 

(i] The passport applicant's full name 
and, if applicable, previous name; 

(ij) Address of the passport 
applicant's regular or principal place of 
residence within the country of 
residence and, if different, mailing 
address; 

(iii) The passport applicant's taxpayer 
identifying number (TIN), if such a 
number has been issued to the passport 
applicant. A TIN means the individual's 
social security number (SSN) Issued by 
the Social Se~lU'ity Administration. l\ 
passport applicant who does not have 
an SSN must enter zeros in the 
appropriate space on the passport 
application; and 

(iv} The passport applicant's date of 
birth. 

(2) Time for furnishing information. A 
passport applicant must provide the 
information required by this section at 
tile time of submitting his or bar 
passport application. whether by 
personal appearance or mail. to the 
Department of State (including United 
States Embassies and Consular posts 
abroad). 

(c) Penalties-( 1} In general. If the 
information required by paragraph (b)(l) 
of this section is incomplete or 
incorrect, or the Information is not 
timely filed, then the passport applicant 
shall be subject to a penalty equal to 
$500 per application. Before assessing a 
penalty under this section, the IRS will 
ordinarily provide to the passport 
applicant written notice of the potential 
assessmont of the $500 penalty, 
requesting the information being sought. 
and offering the applicant an 
opportunity to explain why such 
information was not provided at the 
time the passport application was 
submitted. A passport applicant has 60 
days (90 days if the notice is addressed 
to an applicant outside the United 
States) to respond to the notice. If, after 
conSidering all the surrounding 
circumstances, the passport applicant 
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the 
Commissioner or hiq delegate that the 
failure is due to reasonable cause and 
not due to willful neglect, theu the IRS 
will not assess the penalty. 

(2) Example. The following example 
illustrates the provisions of paragraph 
(c) this section. 

Example. C, a citizen of the United States, 
makes an error in supplying information on 
his passport application. Based on the nature 
of the error and e'g timely response to correct 
the error after betng contacted by the IRS, 

und conSidering all the surrounding 
circumstances, the Commissioner concludes 
that the mistake is due to reasonable cause 
and not due to willful neglect. Accordingly, 
no penalty is assessed. 

(d) Effective/applicability date. The 
rules of this section apply to passport 
applications submitted after the date of 
publication of the Treasury decision 
adopting these mles as final regulations 
in the Federal Register. 

Steven T. Miller, 
Deputy Commissioner/or Services and 
E'n!orGaIllfml. 
!FR Doc. 2012-1561 Filod 1-35-12; 8:45 am] 

61LLING CODE 483G-ll1-P 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY 

40 CFR Part 52 

[EPA-ROS-QAR-2011-DS98i FRL-9622-61 

Approval and Promulgation of Air 
Quality Implementation Plans; Illinois; 
Regional Haze 

AGENCY: Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). 
ACTION: rule. 

SUMMARY: EPA is proposing to approve 
revisions to the Illinois State 
Implementation Plan (SIP) addressing 
regional haze for the first 
implementation period. Illinois 
submitted its regional haze plan on June 
24, 2011. The llIinois regional haze plan 
addresses Clean Air Act (CAAj section 
16gB and Regional Haze Rule 
requirements for states to remedy any 
existing and prevent future 
anthropogenic impairment of visibility 
at mandatorv Class I areas. EPA is also 
proposing to' approve two state rules 
and incorporating two permits into the 
SIP. 
OATES: Comments must be received on 
or before February 27,2012, 
ADDRESSES: Submit your comments, 
identified by Docket' ID No. EP A-R05-
OAR-2011-D598, by one of the 
following methods: 

1. www.reguJations.gov: Follow the 
on-line instmctions for submitting 
comments. 

2. Email: blakley.pomela@epa.gov. 
3. Fax: (312) 692-2450. 
4. Mail: Pamela Blakley, Chief, 

Control Strategies Section, Air Programs 
Branch (AR-1SJ), U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, 77 West Jackson 
Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 60604. 

5. Hand Delivery: Pamela Blakley, 
Chief, Control Strategies Section, Air 
Programs Branch (AR-18I). U,S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, 77 

Rules 

West Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, 
lllinois 60604. Such deliveries are only 
accepted during the Regional Office 
normal hours of operation, and special 
arrangements should be made for 
deliveries of boxed information. The 
Regional Office official hours of 
business are Monday through Friday, 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., excluding 
Federal holidays. 

Instructions: Direct \,our comments to 
Docket ID No. EPA-R05-OAR-2011-
0598. EP 1\'8 policy is that all comments 
received will be included in the public 
docket without change and may be 
made available online at 
v.rww.regulations,gov, including any 
personal information provided, unless 
the comment includes information 
claimed to be Confidential Business 
Information (CEI) or other information 
whose disclosure is restricted by statute. 
Do not submit information that you 
consider to be CD! or otherwise 
protected through www.regulations.gov 
or email. The www,regulations,gov Web 
site is an "anonymous access" system. 
which means EPA will not know your 
identity or contact information unless 
you provide it in the body of your 
comment If vou send an email 
comment dir-ectly to EPA without going 
through wWlv.regulations.gov your email 
address will be automatically captured 
and included as part of the comment 
that is placed in the public docket and 
made available on the Internet. If you 
Stl bmit an electronic comment, EPA 
recommends that you include your 
name and otiler contact information in 
the body of your comment and with any 
disk or CD-ROM you submit If EPA 
canllot read your comment due to 
technical difficulties and cannot contact 
you for clarification, EPA may not be 
able to consider your comment. 
Electronic files should avoid the use of 
spedal characters, any form of 
encryption, and be free of any defects or 
viruses. For additional instructions on 
submitting comments, go to Section r of 
this document. 

Docket: All documents in the docket 
are listed in the IA/ww.regulatiollS.gov 
index. Although listed in the index, 
some information is not publicly 
available, e.g., CJ31 or other information 
whose disclosure is restricted by statute. 
Certain other materiaL such as . 
copyrighted material, will be publicly 
available only in hard copy. Publicly 
available docket materials are available 
either electronically in 
t{rww.l·egu]ations.govor in bard copy at 
the Environmental Protection Agency, 
Region 5, Air and Radiation Division, 77 
West Jackson Boulevard. Chicago, 
llUnois 60604. This facility is open from 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m .. Monday through 
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Federal IVo!. 77, No. 17JThursday. January 26,20121 Rules 3967 

Friday, excluding Federal holidays. We 
recommend that you telephone Matt 
Rau, Environmental Engineer, at (312) 
386-6524 before visiting the Region 5 
office, 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Matt 
Rau, Environmental Engineer. Control 
Strategies Section, Air Programs Branch 
(AR-18J), Environmental Protection 
Agency, Region 5, 77 West Jackson 
Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 60604, 

886-13524, rau.matt}ww@epa.gov. 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 
Throughout this document whenever 
",,,re/1 HUS.'! or Hour" is used1 \ve maan 
EPA. 
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1. What should J consider as I prepare 
my comments for EPA? 

When submitting comments, 
remember to: 

1. Identify the rulemaking by docket 
number and other identifying 
information (subject heading, Federal 
Register date and page number). 

2. Follow directions-EPA may ask 
you to respond to specific questions or 
organize comments by referencing a 
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) part 
or section number. 

3. Explain why you agree or disagree: 
suggest alternatives and substitute 
language for your requested changes. 

4. Describe any assumptions and 
provide any technical information and! 
or data that you used. 

5. If you estimate potential costs or 
burdens, explain how you arrived at 
your estimate ill sufficient detail to 
allow for it to be reproduced. 
. 6. Provide specific examples to 
1I1ustrate your concerns, and 
alternatives. 

7. Explain your views as clearly as 
possible, avoiding the use of profanity 
or personal threats. . 

8. Make sure to submit your 
comments by the commerit period 
deadline identified. 

II. What is the background for EPA's 
proposed action? 

A. The Regional Haze Problem 

RS!3ionaJ haze is visibility impairment 
that IS produced by a multitude of 
sources and activities located across a 
lHo~·Hl HBOBf"t:lphlc Uf'oa lhut omlt nne 

particles (P1vhsJ (e.g., sulfates, nitrates, 
organic carbon, elemental carbon, and 
soil dust) and its precursors-sulfur 
dioxide (S02), nitrogen oxides (NOx), 
and in some cases ammonia (NH3J and 
volatile organic compound (VOCsl. Fine 
particle precursors react in the 
atmosphere to form fine particulate 
matter. Aerosol PM;u impairs visibility 
by scattering and absorbing light. 
Visibility impairment reduces the 
clarity and distance one can see. PM2,5 

can also cause seriolls health effects and 
mortality in humans and contributes to 
detrimental environmental effects such 
as acid deposition and eutrophication. 

Data from the existing visibility 
monitoring network, the "Interagency 
Monitoring of Protected Visual 
Environments" (IMPROVE) monitoring 
network, show that visibility 
impairment caused by air pollution 
occurs virtuallv all of the time at most 
national park and wilderness areas. The 
average visual range, the distance at 
which an object is barely discernable, in 
many Class I areas 1 in the western 
United States is 100-150 IdIometers. 
That is about one·half to two-thirds of 
the visual range that would exist 
without anthropogenic air pollution. In 
the eastern and midwestern Class I am8S 

oftha United States, the visual 
range is generally less than 
Idlameters, or about one-fifth of the 
visual range that would exist under 
estimated natural conditions, 64 FR 
35715 Uuly 1, 1999). 

B. Requirements of the Clean Air Act 
and EPA's Regional Haze Rule 

In section lS9A of the 1977 
Amendments to the CM, Congress 
created a program for protecting 
visibility in the nation's national parks 
and wildel'lless areas. This section of the 
CAA establishes as a national goal the 
"prevention of any future, and the 
remedying of any existing, impairment 
of visibility in mandatory Class I 

I Areas dosignated a~ rnandatorv Class [Fodoral 
areas co?sist of llational parks exceoding 6000 
acres. wlldnmess areas. and national fnomorlal 
parks 5000 ncres und all internatloDal 
parks were existence on August 7, 1977. ~2 
U.S.C. In accorduncc with section 109A of 
the CAA. in consultation with the Department 
of inteno!, promulgated nilst of 158 Brans where 
visibility is idontifiod lIS an important vahlO. 441'R 
Gil122 (Novemb"r 30. 1979). The extont of a 
;nand.tory .Class I aroa includes subsequent changes 
m bmmdanes. such as park oxpansions. 42 U.S.C. 
7472{aJ. Although statas "ud tribes may deSignate 
as Class! additional areos which thev cunsider to 
have visibllity 05 an important value: tlJa 
requirements of the Visibility program sot forth in 
section l09A of th.;; GAA apply only to "mandator>' 
Class r Federal areas." Each mandatory Class r 4 

Fodoral uroa is the rosponsibility of a "Pudoral Land 
Manager." 42 U.S.C. 7602(1). When we usa tha term 

r arca," we moan "mandatory Class I Foderal 

Federal areas which impairment results 
from manmade air pollution." On 
December 2,1980, EPA promulgated 
regulations to address visibility 
impairment in Class I areas that is 
"reasonably altributable" to a single 
source or small group of sources known 
as, "reasonably attributable visibility 
impairment" tRA VI). 45 FR 80084. 
These regulations represented the first 
phase in addressing visibility 
impairment. EPA deferred action on 
regional haze that emanates from a 
variety of sources until monitoring, 
modeling, and scientific knowledge 
about the relationships between 
pollutants and visibility impairment 
were improved. 

Congress added section 16gB to the 
CM in 1990 to address regional haze 
issues. EPA promulgated the Regional 
Haze Rule (RHR) on July 1, 1999 (64 FR 
35713). The RHR revised the existing 
visibility regulations to integrate into 
the regulations provisions addressing 
regional haze impairment and 
established a comprehensive visibility 
protection program for Class I areas. The 
requirements for regional haze, found at 
40 CFR 51.308 and 51.309, are included 
in EPA's visibility protection 
regulations at 40 CFR 51.300-309. Some 
of the main elements of the regional 
haze mquirements are summarized in 
section III. The requirement to submit a 
regional haze SIP applies to all 50 states, 
the DiS1Tict of Columbia, and the Virgin 
Islands. z 

C, Roles of Agencies in Addressing 
Regional Haze 

Successful implementation of the 
regional haze program wiII require long
term regional coordination amon" 
states, tribal governments, and P:deral 
agencies. Pollution affecting the air 
quality in Class I areas can be 
transported OVer long distances, even 
hundreds of kilometers. Therefore, 
effectively addreSSing the problem of 
visibility impairment in Class I areas 
means that states need to develop 
coordinated strategies that take into 
account the effect of emissions from one 
jurisdiction on the air quality of another 
state. 

EPA has encouraged the states and 
tribes to address visibility impairment 
from a regional perspective because the 
pollutants that lead to regional haze can 
originate from sources located across 
broad geographic areas. Five regional 
planning organizations (RPOs) were 
developed to address regional haze and 

Z AlbuquerquefBernalillo County, New Mexico 
must also sllbmh u rggiollllJ hazo SlP to satisfy tho 
sactlon 110(a)(2j(D) requirolnents of ilia CAA for tho 
entlro :Ntato undor tb41 Now l\-il1Jtlcn All' Q~U'llifY 
Control Act IsactiOtl 74-2-4). ' 
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related issues. The RP08 first evaluated 
technical information to better 
understand how their states and tribes 
impact Class I areas across the country 
and then pursued the development of 
regional strategies to reduce PM".5 
emissions and other pollutants leading 
to regional haze. 

The Midwest RPO (lvIRPO) is Ii 
collaborative effort of state governments 
and various Federal agencies 
established to initiate and coordinate 
activities associated with the 
management of regional haze, visibility, 
and other air quality issues in the 
Midwest. The member states are Illinois, 
Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and 
Wisconsin. 

III. What are the requirements for 
regional haze SIPs? 

Regional haze SIPs must aSSUfG 

reasonable progress toward the national 
goal of achieving natural visibility 
conditions in Glass I areas. Section 
169A ofthe GAA and EPA's 
implementing regulations require states 
to establish long-term strategies for 
making reasonable progress toward 
meeting this goaL Plans must also give 
specific attention to certain stationary 
sources that wam in existence on 
August 7, 1977, but were not in 
operation before August 7, 1962, and 
must require those sources to install 
emission controls redUCing visibility 
impairment if appropriate. The specific 
regional baze SIP requirements are 
discussed in further detail below. 

A. Determination of Baseline, Noturai, 
and Current Visibility Conditions 

The RHR establishes the deciview 3 

(dv) as the principal metric or unit for 
e:>.:pressing visibility impairment. This 
visibility metric expresses uniform 
proportional changes in haziness in 
terms of commoll increments across the 
entire range of visibility conditions, 
from pristine to extremely hazy 
conditions. Visibility expressed in 
deciviews is determined by using air 
quality measurements to estimate light 
extinction and then transforming the 
value oflight extinction using a 
logarithm function. The deciview is a 
more useful measure for tracking 
progress in improving visibilitvthan 
light extinction itself because each 
deciview change is an equal incremental 
change in visibility perceived by the 
human eye. Most people can detect a 

in visibility at one deciview. 
The deciview is used in expressing 

RPGs, defining baseline, current, and 

1 Thu prmunblo to thQ RHR provides additional 
dataii$ about tho dacivi(lw. 64 FH 35714. 35725 
Uuly 1, 1999). 

natural conditions, and tracking changes 
in visibility. The regional haze SIPs 
must contain measures that ensure 
"reasonable progress" toward the 
national goal of preventing and 
remedying visibility impairment in 
Class I areas caused by anthropogenic 
air pollution. The national goal is a 
return to natural conditions such that 
anthropogenic sources of air pollution 
would no longer impair visibility in 
Class I arees. 

To track changes in visibility over 
time at each ofthe 156 Class I areas 
covered by the visibility program (40 
GFR 81.401-437) and as part of the 
process for dotermining reasonable 
progress, states must calculate the 
degree of existing visibility impairment 
at each Class r area at the time of each 
regional haze SIP submission and at the 
progress review every five years, 
midway through each 10-year 
implementation period. The RHR 
requires states 'A-rith Class I areas (Class 
I states) to determine the dogrea of 
impairment in deciviews for the average 
of the 20 percent least impajred (best) 
and 20 percent most impaired (worst) 
visibility days over a specified time 
period at each of its Class 1 areas. Each 
state must also develop an estimate of 
natural visibility conditions for the 
purpose of comparing progress toward 
the national goal. Natural visibility is 
determined by estimating the natural 
concentrations of pollutants that cause 
visibility impairment and then 
calculating total light extinction based 
on those estimates. EPA has provided 
guidance to states regarding how to 
calculate baseline, nalllIaL and current 
visibility conditions in documents 
titled, EPA's Guidancefor Estimating 
Natural Visibility Conditions Under the 
Regional Haze Rule, September 2003. 
(EPA-454/B-{)3-005 located at http:// 
w .... lJ{'.epa.gov/ttnco(w1itl/memoranda/ 
rh_envcurhr...$d.pdj) (hereinafter 
referred to as "EPA's 2003 Natural 
Visibility Guidance") and Guidance for 
Tracking Progress Under the Regional 
Haze Rule (EPA-454/B-{)3-{)04 
September 2003 located at http://www. 
epa.gov/ttIICaQQ1/tl/memoralida/rh 
tpurfuJJd.pdfJ (EPA's 2003 Tracking 
Progress Guidance), 

For the first regional haze SIP, the 
"baseline visibility conditions" are the 
starting points for assessing "current" 
visibility impairment. Baseline visibility 
conditions represent the degree of 
visibility impairment for the 20 percent 
best days and 20 percent worst days for 
each calendar year from 2000 to 2004. 
Using monitoring data for 2000 through 
2004, states calculate the average degree 
of visibility impairment for each Class I 
area, based on the average of annual 

Rules 

values over the five-year period. The 
comparison of initial baseline visibility 
conditions to natural visibility 
conditions indicates the amount of 
improvement necessary to attain natural 
visibility, while the future cOluparison 
ofbaselin6 conditions to the than 
current conditions 'l'.rill indicate the 
amount of progress made. In general, the 
2000 to 2004 baseline period is 
considered the time from which 
improvement in visibility is measured. 

B. Determination of Reasonable Progress 
Goals (RPGs) 

The vehicle for ensuring continuing 
progress towards achieving the natural 
visibility goal is the submission of a 
series of regional haze SIPs from the 
states that establish two distinct RPGs, 
one for the best days and one for the 
worst days for every Class I area for each 
approximately 10-year implementation 
period. The RHR does not mandate 
specific milestones or rates of progress, 
but instead calls for states to establish 
goals that provide for "reasonable 
progress" toward achieving natuml 
visibility conditions. In setting RPGs, 
Class I states must provide for an 
improvement in visibility for the worst 
days over the approximately 10-year 
period of the SIP and ensure no 
degradation in visibility for the bast 
days. 

Class I states have Significant 
discretion in establishing RPGs. but are 
required to consider the following 
factors established in section 169A of 
the CAA and in EPA's RHR at 40 GFR 
51.308(d)(1){i)(A): (1) The costs of 
compliance; (2) the time necessary for 
compliance; (3) the energy and non-air 
quality environmental impacts of 
compliance; and, (4) the .romaining 
useful life of auy potentially affected 
sources. The state must demonstrate in 
its SIP how these factors are considered 
when selecting the RPGs for the best 
and worst days for each applicable Class 
I area. States have considerable 
flexibility in how thev take these factors 
into consideration, as noted in EPA's 
Guidance fol' Setting Reasonable 
Progress Goals Under the Regiol1o] Haze 
Program, ("EP A'5 Reasonable Progress 
Guidance"), July 1,2007, memorandum 
from William L. Wehrum, Actino 
Assistant Administrator for Air ~d 
Radiation, to EPA Regional 
Administrators, EPA Regions 1-10 (pp. 
4-2,5-1). In setting the RPGs. states 
must also consider the rate of progress 
needed to reach natural visibility 
conditions by 2064 ("uniform rate of 
progress" or "glide path") !l1ld the 
emissions reduction needed to achieve 
that rate of progress over the 
approximately 10-year period of the SIP. 
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In setting RPGs, each Class I state must 
also consult with potentially 
contributing states, i.e. those states that 
may affect visibility impairment at the 
Class I state's areas. 40 CFR 
51.308(d)(1)(iv). 

C. Best Available Retrofit Technology 
(BART) 

Section 169A of the CAA directs 
states to evaluate the use of retrofit 
contxols at certain older large stationary 
sources to address visibility impacts 
from these sources. Specifically, CA.A. 
section 169A(b)(2)(A) requires states to 
revise their SIPs to contain such 
measures as may be necessary to make 
reasonable progress towards the natural 
visibility goal including a requirement 
that certain categories of existing major 
stationary sources built between 1962 
and 1977 procure, install, and operate 
BART as determined by the state. The 
set of "major stationary sources" 
potentially subject to BART is listed in 
CAA section 169A(g)(7). The state can 
requjre source-specific BART controls, 
but it also has the flexibility to adopt an 
alternative such as a trading program as 
long as the alternative provides greater 
progress towards improving visibility 
than BART. 

On July 6, 2005, EPA published the 
Guidelines for BART Determinations 
Under the Regional Haze Hule at 
Appendix Y to 40 CFR Part 51 (BART 
Guidelines) to assist states in 
determining which of their sources 
should be subject to the BART 
requirements and in determining 
appropriate emission limits for each 
applicable source. A state must use the 
approach in the BART Guidelines in 
making a BART determination for fossil 
fuel-fired electric generating units 
(EGUs) with total generating capacity in 
excess of 750 megawatts. States are 
encouraged, but not required, to follow 
the BART Guidelines in making BART 
determinations for other sources. 

States must adru'ess all visibility
impairing pollutants emitted by a Source 
in the BART determination process. The 
most significant visibility impairing 
pollutants are S02, NOx• and PM, EPA 
has stated that states should use their 
best judgment in determining whether 
VOC or NH3 compounds impair 
visibility in Class I areas. 

States may select an exemption 
threshold value for their BART 
modeling under the R!\RT Guidelines, 
below which a BART-eligible source 
would not be expected to cause or 
contribute to visibility impairment in 
any Class I area. The state must 
document this exemption threshold 
value in the SIP and must state the basis 
fa" its soloctiol1 of that valuo. The 

exemption threshold set by the state 
should not be higher than 0.5 dv. Any 
source with emissions that model above 
the threshold value would be subject to 
a BART determination review. The 
BART Guidelines acknowledge varying 
circumstances affecting different Class I 
areas. States should consider the 
number of emission sources affecting 
the Class I areas at issue and the 
magnitude of the individual source's 
impact. 

The state must identify potential 
BART sources in its SIP, described as 
"BART-eligible sources" in the RHR, 
and document its BART control 
determination analyses. In making 
BART determinations, section 
169A(g)(2) of the CAA requires the state 
to consider the following factors: (1) The 
costs of compliance; (2) the energy and 
non-air quality environmental impacts 
of compliance; (3) any existing pollution 
control technology in USe at the source; 
(4) tJ1e remaining useful life of the 
source: and, (5) the degree of 
improvement in visibility which may 
reasonably be anticipated to result from 
the use of such technology. A regional 
haze SIP must include source-specific 
BART emission limjts and compliance 
schedules for each source subject to 
BART. The BART controls must be 
installed and in operation as 
expeditiously as practicable, but no later 
than five years after the date of EPA's 
approval of the state's regional haze SIP. 
CAA section 169(g)(4); 40 CFR 
51.308(e)(l)(iv). In addition to what is 
required by the RHR, general SIP 
requirements mandate that the SIP must 
also include all regulatory requirements 
related to monitoring, recordkeeping, 
and reporting for the BART controls on 
the source. 

D. Long-Term Strategy 
Consistent \~th the requirement in 

section 169i1.(b) of the CAA that states 
include ill their regional haze SIP a 10 
to 15 year strategy for making 
reasonable progress, section 51.308(d)(3) 
of the RHR requires that states include 
a long-term strategy (L TS) in their 
regional haze SIPs. The LTS is the 
compilation of aU control measures a 
state will use during the 
implementation period of the speci fic 
SIP submittal to meet applicable RPGs. 
The L TS must include enforceable 
emissions limitations, compliance 
schedules, and other measures as 
necessary to achieve the RPGs for all 
Class I areas within or affected by 
emissions from the state. 40 CFR 
51,308(d)(3), 

When Q state's emissions are 
reasonably anticipated to cause or 
contribute to visIbility impail'mel1l In a 

Class I area located in another state, the 
RHR requires the impacted state to 
coordinate with the contributing states 
in order to develop coordinated 
emissions management strategies. 
40 CFR 51.308(d)(3J(i). In such cases, 
the contributing state must demonstrate 
that it has included in its SIP all 
measures necessary to obtain its share of 
the emission redu~tions needed to meet 
the RPGs for the Class I area. The RPOs 
have provided forwns for significant 
interstate consultation, but additional 
consultations between states may be 
required to address interstate visibility 
issues sufficiently. 

States should consider all types of 
anthropogenic sources of visibility 
impairment in developing their L TS, 
including stationary, minor, mobile, and 
area sources. At a minimum, states must 
describe how each of the following 
seven factors are taken into account in 
developing their LTS: (1) Emission 
reductions due to ongoing air pollution 
control programs, including measures to 
address RA VI; (2) measures to mitigate 
the impacts of construction activities; 
(3) emissions limitations and schedules 
for compliance to achieve the RPG; (4) 
source retirement and replacement 
schedules; (5) smoke management 
techniques for agricultural and forestry 
management purposes including plans 
as currently exist within the state for 
these purposes; (6) enforceability of 
emissions limjtations and control 
measures; and, (7) the anticipated net 
effect on visibility due to projected 
changes in point, area, and mobile 
sourCe emissions over the period 
addressed by the L TS. 40 CFR 
51.308(d)(3)(v). 

E. Coordinating Regional Haze and 
Reasonably Attributable Visibility 
Impairment Long-Term Simtegy 

EPA revised 40 CFR 51.306(c) as part 
of the RHR regarding the L TS for RA VI 
to require that the RA VI plan must 
provide for a periodiC review and SIP 
revision not less frequently than every 
three years until the date of submission 
of the state's first plan addressing 
regional haze visibility impairment in 
accordance with 40 CFR 51.308(b) and 
(c). The state must revise its plan to 
provide for review and revision of a 
coordinated L TS for addressing RA VI 
and regional haze on or before this date. 
n must also submjt the first such 
coordinated L TS with its frrst regional 
haze SIP. Future coordinated LTSs, and 
periodic progress reports evaluating 
progress towards RPGs, must be 
submitted consistent with the schedule 
for SIP submission and periodic 
progress reports set forth in 40 CFR 
51.3013(1) and 5LlUll(g), respectively. 
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The periodic review of a state's L TS 
must report on both regional haze and 
RA VI impairment and be submitted to 
EPA as a SIP revision. 

F, Monitoring Strategy and Other 
Implementation Plan Requirements 

Section 51.308(d)(4) of the RIm 
includes the requirement for a 
monitoring strategy for measuring, 
characterizing, and reporting of regional 
haze visibility impairment that is 
representative of aU mandatory Class I 
Federal areas within the state. The 
strategy must be coordinated with the 
monitoring strategy required in section 
51.305 for RAVI. Compliance with tbis 
requirement may be met through 
particIpation In the IMPROVE network, 
meaning that the state reviews and uses 
monitoring deta from the network. The 
monitoring strategy must also provide 
for additional monitoring sites if the 
IMPROVE network is not sufficient to 
determine whether RPGs will be met. 
The monitoring strategy is due with tho 
first regional haze SIP and must be 
reviewed every five years. 

The SIP must also provide for the 
follOWing: 

• Procedures for using monitoring 
data and other information in a state 
with mandatory Class I areas to 
determine the contribution of emissions 
from within the state to regional haze 
visibility impairment at Class r areas 
both within and outside of the state; 

• Procedures for using monitoring 
data and other information in a state 
with no mandatory Class I areas to 
determine the con:tribution of emissions 
from within the state to regional haze 
visibility impairment at Class I areas in 
olher states. 

• Reporting of all visibility 
monitoring data to the Administrator at 
least annually for each Class I area in 
the state, and where possible in 
electronic format; 

• A statewide inventory of emissions 
of pollutants that are reasonably 
anticipated to cause or contribute to 
visibility impairment in any Class r area. 
The inventory must include emissions 
for a baseline'vear, emissions for the 
most recent year with available data. 
and future projected emissions. A st~te 
must also make a commitment to update 
the inventory periodically; and 

• other efements including reporting, 
recordkeeping, and other measures 
necessary to assess and report on 
visibility; 

The RHR requites control strategies to 
cover an initial implementation period 
extending to the year 2018 with a 
comprehensive reassessment and 
revision of those strategies. as 
appropriate, every 10 years thereafter. 

Periodic SIP revisions must meet the 
core requirements of section 51.308(d) 
with the exception of BART. The 
requirement to evaluate sources for 
BART applies only to the first regional 
haze SIP, Facilities subject to BART 
must continue to comply with the BART 
provisions of section 51.308(13), as noted 
above. Periodic SIP revisions will assure 
that the statutory requirement of 
reasonable progress will continue to be 
met. 

C. Consultation WitlI States and Federal 
umd Managers 

The RHR requires that states consult 
with Federal Land Managers (FLMs) 
beforo adopting and submitting their 
SIPs. 40 CFR 51.308(ij. States must 
provide FLMs an opportunity for 
consultation, in person and at least 60 
days prior to holding any public hearing 
on the SIP. This consultation must 
include the opportunity for the FLMs to 
discuss their assessment of impairment 
of visibility in any Class I 8rea and to 
offer recommendations on the 
development of the RPGs and on the 
development and implementation of 
strategies to address visibility 
impairment. Further, Ii state must 
include in its SIP a description of how 
it addressed any comments provided by 
the FLMs. Finally, a SIP must provide 
procedures for continuing consultation 
between the state and FLMs regarding 
the state's visibility protection program. 
including development and review of 
SIP revisions. five-year progress reports, 
and the implementation of other 
programs haVing the potential to 
contribute to impairment of visibility in 
Class I areas. 

IV. What is EPA's analysis oflllinois' 
regional haze plan? 

H1inois submitted its regional haze 
plan on Tune 24, 2011, which included 
revisions to the Illinois SIP to address 
regional haze. 

A. CJass I Areas 

States are required to address regional 
haze affecting Class r areas within a 
state and In Class I areas outside the 
state that may be affected by the state's 
emissions. 40 CFR 51.308(d). IlIinois 
does not have any Class I areas within 
the state. Illinois reviewed technical 
analyses conducted by MRPO to 
determine what Class I areas outside the 
state are affected bv Illinois emission 
sources. MRPO co~ducted both a back 
trajectory analysis and modeling to 
determine the affects of its states' 
emissions. The conclusion from the 
technical analysis is that emissions from 
Illinois sources affect 19 Class I areas. 
The affected Class I areas are: Sipsey 

Wilderness Area in Alabama; Caney 
Creek and Upper Buffalo Wilderness 
Areas in Arkansas; Mammoth Cave in 
Kentucky: Acadia National Park and 
Moosehorn Wilderness Area in Maine; 
Isle Royale National Park and Seney 
Wilderness Area in Michigan; Boundary 
Waters Canoe Wilderness Area in 
Minnesota; Hercules-Glades and Mingo 
Wilderness Areas in Missouri; Great 
Gulf Wilderness Area in New 
Hampshire; Brigantine Wilderness Area 
in New Jersey; Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park in North Carolina and 
Tennessee; Lve Brook Wilderness Area 
in Vermont; fames River Face 
Wilderness Area and Shenandoah 
National Park in Virginia; and, Dolly 
SodsfOtter Creek Wilderness Area in 
West Virginia. 

B. Baseline, Current, and Natural 
Conditions 

The RHR requires states with Class I 
areas to calculate the baseline and 
natural conditions for their Class I areas. 
Because Illinois does not have any Class 
1 areas, it was not required to address 
the reqUirements for calculating 
baseline and natural conditions. 

C. Reasonable Progress Gools 

Class I states must set RPGs that 
achieve reasonable progress toward 
achieving natural Visibility conditions. 
Because Illinois does nat have any Class 
r areas, it is not required to establish 
RPGs. Illinois consulted with affected 
Class I states to ensure that it achieves 
its share of the overall emission 
reductions necessary to achieve the 
RPGs of Class I areas that it impacts. 
Illinois's coordination with affected 
Class I states is discussed under Illinois 
Long Term Strategy, in Section IV. E. 

U1inois includea the MRPO technical 
support document (TSD) in its 
submission. In Section 5 of the TSD, 
MRPO assessed the reasonable progress 
for regional haze. It first assessed 
potential control meaStlres using the 
four factors required to be considered by 
Class I states when selecting the RPGs: 
the cost of compliance, time needed, 
energy and !lon-air impacts, and 
remaining usefullifu of any potentially 
affected sources. The cost of compliance 
factor includes calculuting the average 
cost effectiveness and can include costs 
to health and industry vitality as well as 
considering the different visibility 
effects of different pollutants. The time 
necessary for compliance factor 
considers whether control measures can 
be implemented by 2018. The third 
factor, energy and non-air quality 
impacts, considers additional energy 
cOllsumed by or because of the control 
measure as well as effects due to waste 
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generated or water consumption. The 
final factor, remaining useful life, allows 
states to consider plaIlned source 
retirements in calculating costs. 

MRPO also assessed the visibility 
benefits of existing programs. MRPO 
considered existing on-highway mobile 
source, off-highway mobile source, area 
source, power plant, and other point 
source proarams. MRPO also included 
reductions"'from the Clean Air Interstate 
Rule (CAIR) in its analysis, as well from 
rules adopted by lllinois and included 
in its regional haze SIP requiring the 
cOlltrol of emissions from EGUs. 

illinois has a distinctive situation 
reoarding CArR. insofar as it has 
ad~pted state rules that require EGUs to 
control NO); and S02 emissions beyond 
the control expected froO! CArR, even in 
the absence of CArR, particularly by 
2018 and beyond, Further discussion of 
these Illinois rules is provided below. 
The RPG;; that pertinent Class I states 
have adopted are predicated on other 
contributing states achieving the EGU 
emission reductions anticipated under 
CArR. Since Illinois is mandating a 
greater degree of control than is 
expected from other states, EPA 
concludes that Illinois's regional haze 
plan is expected to prOVide emission 
reductions representing an appropriate 
contribution toward meeting the RPGs 
for the affected Class I areas, 
irrespective of the status of CAlR and 
irrespective of the associntod issues 
regarding the adequacy of other state's 
plans. For similar reasons, EPA beHeves 
that the approvability of the Illinois 
plan is also not affected by the status of 
the Transport Rule, which was 
promulgated 011 August 8, 20'11 at 76 FR 
48208 and stayed on December 3D, 
2011. 

D. Best Available Retrofit Technology 
States are required to submit an 

implementation plan containing 
emission limitations representing BART 
and schedules for compliance with 
BART for each BART-eligible source 
that may reasonably be anticipated to 
cause or contribute to any impairment 
in a Class 1 area, unless the State 
demonstrates that an emissions trading 
program or other alternative will 
achieve greater reasonable progress 
toward natural visibility conditions. 40 
CFR 51.308(13). . 

Using the criteria in the BART 
Guidance at 40 CFR 51.308(0) and 
Apprmdix y, Illinois first identified all 
ofths BART-eligible sources and 
asse3sed whether the BART-eligible 
sources were subject to BART, JIlinois 
initially identified 26 potential BART 
facilities-ll EGUs. four petroleum 
refinerles, uUBe chem1cal process 

plants. two Portland cement plants, two 
"lass fiber processing plants, one lime 
plant, and one iron and steel plant. The 
state further analyzed these facilities to 
identify those sources subject to BART. 
Illinois relied on modeling conducted 
by MRPO using a modeling protocol 
MRPO developed. JyfRPO conferred with 
its states, EPA, and the FLMs in 
developing its Bf\RT modeling protocoL 
EPA guidance says that, "any threshold 
lhat vou use for determining whether a 
Bour~e 'contributes' to visibility 
impairment should not be higher than 
0,5 dv." The Guidelines affirm that 
states aTe free to use a lower threshold 
if the location of a large number of 
BART-eligible sources in proximity of a 
Class I area justifies this approach. 
Illinois used a contribution thmshold of 
Q.5 dv for d.etermining which sources 
warrant being subject to BART. Illinois 
concluded that the threshold of 0,5 dv 
was appropriate since its BART-eligible 
sources are located state-wide and no 
Class I areas are nearby causing Illinois 
to correctly conclude that a stricter 
contributi~n threshold is not justified. 
The modeled impact of these facilities 
indicated that 11 sources have at least 
0.5 dv impact (98th percentile) and thus 
are subject to BART. The 11 sources 
determined to be subject to BART are 
nine EGUs and two petroleum 
refineries. Tho other 15 potential BART 
som·ces were determined not to be 
subject to BART because the analysis 
showed impacts well below the 0.5 elv 
contribution threshold, 

The EGUs subject to BART are: 
• Dynegy Midwest Generating

Baldwin Boilers 1, 2, and 3. 
• Dominion Kincaid Generation

Boilers 1 and 2. 
• Amoren EneIb'Y Generating

Coffeen Boilers CB-l and CB-2, 
• Amerell Energy Generating-E.D. 

Edviards Boilers 2 and 3. 
• Ameren Energy Generating-Duck 

Creek Boiler 1-
• Midwest Gcnerotion-Powerton 

Boilers 51, 52,61, and 62. 
.. Mid .... 'est Generation-Joliet Boilers 

71, 72, 81. and 82. 
• Midwest GeneTation-Wm Countv 

Boiler 4. -
• City Water, Light, and Power

Dallman Boiler 1 and 2, 
• City Water, Light, and Power

Lakeside Boiler 8. 
To address mercury emissions from 

EGUs, Illinois adopted Part 225 of 
Illinois's air pollution l"egulations, 
entitled "Control of Emissions from 
Large Combustion Sources." Tn this rule, 
IlHnois offered affected utilities'two 
options. one of which imposes stringent 
limits on mercury entissions alone and 
the oilier of which mandates 
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implementation of specific mercury 
control technology in conjunction with 
satisfaction of stringent emission limits 
for S02 and NOx. Part 225 includes 
section 225.233, entitled "Multi
Pollutant Standards," addressing 
emissions from facilities owned by 
Ameren and Dvnegy, and sections 
225.293 to 225:299, collectively referred 
to as the Combined Pollutant Standards 
(CPS), addressing emissions from . 
facilities owned by Midwest GeneratloIL 
In all cases, the utilities have selected 
the option including mercury control 
technology and applicability of the S02 
and NOx limits, The emission limits are 
in the eariier noted sections of the stato 
rules, so these 802 and NOx limits are 
now fully enforceable by the state. 

The SCh and NOx emission limits in 
Part 225 rulss reflect substantial 
avefagin<> across units and across 
facilities~ For example, the collecti va set 
of facilities in Illinois owned by 
Midwest Generation (as listed in the 
Part 225 rules) are subject to NOx and 
802 limits based on annual average 
emissions across all facilities. The limit 
for NOx emissions is 0.11 pOllnds per 
milJion British Thermal Units (lbl 
MlvillTU) starting in 2012 and the limits 
for SO~ are O.151bl1vfMBTU in 2017 and 
0.11 Ib/MMBTU starting in 2019. The 
collective set of Ameren facilities in 
minois, under the MulU·Pol1utant 
Standards (MPS). must meet an annual 
average emission limit for NOx of 0.11 
Ib/MMBTU starting in 2012 and for S02 
ofO.231b/MMBTU starting in 2017. 
Similar limits under the MPS apply to 
the DYllegy facilities in Illinois. 

EPA bolieves this degree of averaging 
is acceptable in this conte;..i. The limits 
that Illinois has imposed are sufficiently 
stringent that the companies have only 
limited latitude to over control at some 
facilities in trade for having elevated 
emissions at other facilities. The 
facilities owned by each company are 
sufficiently close to each other, relative 
to their distances from the nearest Class 
r areas, that modest shifts in emissions 
from one facility to another should have 
minimal impact on the combined 
impact on regional haze at the Class I 
areas, Furthermore, regional haze is 
evaluated across a considerable number 
of days, e.g., the 20 percent of days with 
the worst visibility. Therefore, a limit 
that allows elevated emissions on 
individual days, so long as other days 
have lower emissions, should suffice to 
address the pertinent measures of 
regional haze. Illinois's limits should 
also be adequately enforceable since the 
sources at issue are required to conduct 
continuous emission monitoring of both 
S02and NOx· 
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authority in the SIP and submitted the 
two permits as part of its Regional Haze 
plan to be incorporated into the SIP. 
The permits set Federally enforceable 
NOx and S02 limits as necessary to 
meet the Regional Haze requirements of 
the CAA and effectively mandate that 
the utilities to run the SCRs year round 
and for CWLP to shut down its Lakeside 
unit B. 

Two petroleum refineries, the crrGO 
and Exxon Mobil refineries, also have 
units subject to BART: the CITCO 
refinery in Lemont. Illinois and the 
Ex-xon Mobil refinery south of Joliet. 
Illinois. Both refineries 'will be required 
to reduce emissions by a Federal 
consent decree resolving an 
enforcement action brought by EPA 
against a number of refineries. The 
consent decrees require the CITGO, 
Exxon Mobil, and the other refineries to 
operate controls at the Best Available 
Control Technology level. Illinois 
evaluated the subject-to-BART units at 
the CITGO and Ex'Xan Mobil refineries. 
It found that the NOx and 802 emission 
limits on the subject-to-BART units in 
the consent decrees satisfy BART. 

A consent decree between the United 
States 8nd CffGO Petroleum 
Corporation was entered in the U.S. 
District Court for the Southern District 
of Texas on October 6,2004 (No. H-D4-
3883). The consent decree requires the 
company to operate SCR and a wet 
scrubbing system at its Fluid Catalytic 
Cracking Unit (FCCU) that will reduce 
NOx emissions by more than 90 percent 
and 802 emissions by 85 percent The 
cont.rols on the FCCU will result in a 
reduction of NOx emissions from 
1,065.7 to 106.6 TPY and S02 emissions 
from 10,982.5 to 107.9 TPY by 2013. 
CITGO has also added a tail gas 
recovery unit that reduces SOz 
emissions from its sulfur train units 
from 4340.0 to 91.2 TPY, a 98 percent 
reduction. The emission controls all all 
units at CITCO's Lemont refinery will 
reduce NOx emissions bv 1,268 TPY 
and S02 emissi.ons by 15.123 TPY. 

A consent decree between the United 
States and Ex.xon Mobil Corporation 
was entered in the U.S. District Court 
for the Northern District of Illinois on 
October 11, 2005 (No. 05-C-5809). The 
consent decree for Exxon Mobil requires 
SCR operation on its FCCU in addition 
to maintenance of the existing wet 
scrubbing system. The controls on the 
FCCU result in a 1,636.2 TPY decrease 
in NOx emissions from 1.818.0 to 181.8 
TPY and a 9,667.7 TPY decrease in 802 
emissions from 9,865.0 to 197.3 TPY. 
Exxon Mobil also has added 11 tail gas 
recovery unit on its south sulfur 
recovery unit. That reduces SOl 
emissions by g.15:~8 TPY In iSH.S TPY. 
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The emission controls at Exxon Mobil's 
Joliet refinery will reduce 1,595 TPY 
NOx and 18,821 TPY S02' 

These two consent decrees are 
Federally enforceable and also require 
that the refineries submit permit 
applications to Illinois to incorporate 
the required emission limits into 
Federally enforceable air permits (other 
than Title V). Thorefore, emission limits 
established by the consent decrees may 
be relied upon by lllinois for addressing 
the BART requirement for these 
facilities. 

Based on modeling, MRPO 
determined that the visibility impact of 
directly emitted particulate matter from 
the facilities with subject to BART units 
is minimaL In particular, f.-1RP0 
assessed the impact of the directly 
emitted particulate matter fl'Om all 
facilities potentially subject to BART in 
the five MRPO states. and found the 
impact to be less than 0.5 dv at any 
Class I area as compared to natural 
background conditions. Illinois 
therefore concludes that PM emissions 
from its subset of these BART sources 
have a negligible visibility impact. 
Furtllel'UlOre, these facilities are already 
subject to federally enforceable PM • 
emission control requirements 
mandated by SIP-approved state 
particulate matter regulations, so that 
there is minimal potential for further 
PM emission reductions. Therefore, 
based particularly on the substantial 
existing controls on these facilities
fabric filters. electrostatic preCipitators, 
and cyclones; and the minimal benefits 
of furt.her control, Illinois concluded 
that BART did not include further 
control of PM emissions from these 
facilities. 

EPA is satisfied with the state's BART 
determinations. The emission limits that 
rIlinois adopted generally will require 
state-of-the-art emission controls, not 
just at the units subject to BART 
requirements but also at numerous units 
that are not subject to BART. The 
Illinois facilities subject to BART are a 
long distance from any Class I area such 
that, so the geographical redistributions 
of emissions within Ulinois do not 
significantly affect Visibility and the 
benefits of alternate control strategies 
may be judged simply by comparing the 
net emission reductions. The MPS and 
CPS provide emission reduction well in 
excess of simply implementing BART 
on subject units. The reduction in NOx 
emissions from tho Ameren, Dynegy, 
and Midwest Generation units by 2015 
from !vfPS and CPS is expected to be 
89.882 TPY. illinois estimated that 
simply implementing BART 011 the 
subject units from these entities would 
yiold 32,00.2 TPY of NOx omission 

reductions, which is 56,890 TPY less 
that from MPS and CPS. Illinois 
estimated that implementing BART on 
the subject units at Ameren, Dynegy, 
and Midwest Generation facilities 
would require an 117.252 TPY 
reduction in S02 emission, but lvlPS and 
CPS will require a 214.179 TPY S02 
reduction by 2015. Thus, Illinois 
estimated that its plan will require 
96,927 TPY lower S02 emissions than 
simply requiring BART. EPA believes 
that Illinois has thereby demonstrated 
the emission limits on the subject to 
BART units covered by 1vlPS and CPS 
satisfy the RJ.\RT requirements. 

Illinois did not rely on the Clean Air 
Interstate Rule (CArR) for its BART 
determinations. Illinois is in the CArR 
region, However, it used its state rules. 
permits. and consent decrees to achieve 
emission reductions tllet satisfy BART. 
This means that Illinois is not reliant on 
CArR and, thus, it has avoided the 
issues of other CAIR region states that 
relied on CAIR. For similar reasons, 
Illinois' satisfaction of regional haze 
rule requiremeuts is not contingent on 
the Transport Rule and thus is not 
affected by the stay of that rule. 

E. Long-Term Strategy 
Under section 169A(b)(2) oftha CAt\. 

and 40 CFR 51.S08(d), states' regional 
haze programs must include an L TS for 
making reasonable progress toward 
meeting the national visibility goal. 
Illinois's L TS must address Visibility 
improvement for the Class I areas 
impacted by Illinois sources. Section 
51.308(d)(3) requires that Illinois 
consult with the affected states in order 
to develop a coordinated emission 
management strategy. A contributing 
state, such as IllinOis, must demonstrate 
that it has included, in its SIP. all 
measures necessary to obtain its share of 
the emissions reductions needed to 
meet the RPGs for the Class I areas 
affected by Illinois sources. As 
described in section I1I.D. of this 
proposed rule, the L TS is th<3 
compilation of all control measures 
Illinois will use to meet applicable 
RPGs. The LTS must include 
enforceable emissions limitations. 
compliance schedules, and other 
measures as necessary to achieve the 
RPGs for all Class I areas affected by 
Illinois emissions. 

Illinois complied with the consulting 
requirements by participating in 
meetings and conference calls with 
affected Class I states and RPOs to 
cBscuss the states' assessments of 
Visibility conditions, analyses of 
CUlpability. and possible measures that 
could be taken to meet visibility goals. 
Illinoi:! ougaged in t:lxttlllsive 
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consultations with other ~:fRP0 states, 
including Indiana, Michigan, Ohio, and 
Wisconsin. Illinois also consulted with 
Arkansas, Kentud.,)" Minnesota, 
Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, 
and Vermont. As part of the MRPO, 
TIIinois participated in inter-RPO 
consultation on regional haze. This 
consultation is detailed in Chapter 9 of 
the state's plan. EPA finds that the 
state's consultation with Class I states 
satisfies applicable consul tation 
l'equiremen ts. 

Illinois's LTS includes the modeling 
and monitoring results on which it 
relied to determine its share of emission 
reductions necessarv to meet the 
reasonable progresB~goals of impacted 
Class 1 areas. This information is 
provided in Chapter 9 of the Tllinois 
regional haze plan. Portions of this 
technical work were provided by MRPO 
as it worked with other RI'Os to provide 
this information on Class I areas outside 
the Midwest. 

At 40 CFR 5L308(d)(3}(v), the RHR 
identifies seven factors that a state must 
consider In its LTS: (A) 
Emission reductions to ongoing 
programs; (B) measures to mitigate 
impact from construction; (C) emission 
limits to achieve the RPG; (D) 
replacement and retirement of sources; 
(El smoke management techniques; (F) 
Federally enforceable emission limits 
and control measureS; and (G) the net 
effect on visibility due to projected 
emission changes over the LTS period. 
Illinois considered the seven factors in 
developing its LTS. 80fthe 
Illinois regional haze provides a 
full analysis of each 

Illinois relied on MRPO's modeling 
and analysis along with its emission 
information in developing a LTS. 
Illinois considered the factors set out in 
51.308(d)(3)(v) in developing its LTS. 
Based on these factors and the MRPO's 
technical analysis, ill conjunction with 
RPGs that '.Nere set by the pertinent 
Class I states ill consultation with 
Illinois and other contributing states, 
Illinois concludes that existing control 
programs, together with the BART 
controls described ahove, address 
Illinois's impact on Class r areas. This 
is becanse the combination of the 
existing controls and the BART controls 
suffice to meet the impacted Class I 
areas' RPGs by 2018. These existing 
control programs include Federal motor 
vehicle emission control program, 
reformulated gasoline. emission limits 
for area sources ofVOCs, Title IV, the 
NOx SIP Call, NOx Reasonable 
Achievable Control 
Maximum Achievable 
Technology standards. and Federal non
Toad standards for c.:Ol1struction 

equipment and vehicles. As discussed 
in prior sections, implementation of the 
existing control programs, 
supplemented by the control measures 
in the submission that require power 
plant and petroleum refinery emission 
reductions, will satisf-y the LTS 
requirements because, for reasons 
discussed above, the expected emission 
reductions will meet requirements both 
to for BART and to provide 
tlHll''',"UU reductions in Illinois that, in 
combination with emission reductions 
elsewhere, should improve visibility 
sufficiently for the pertinent Class I 
areas to meet their RPGs. 

Illinois assessed all point sources in 
the state that emit at least 1,000 TPY of 
NO>: and S02 combined and are more 
than 100 km from a Class I area to 
determine if the sources could 
potentially affect visibility in a Class I 
area. The assessment followed EPA 
guidance in calculating the ratio of 
emission rate in TPY (Q) to the distance 
to the nearest Class J area (d). The 
exclusions also followed guidance. 
Illinois found 15 facilities \,"ith a Q/d 
ratio equal to and greater than 10, EPA's 
recommended threshold. The results of 
the Qld assessment are found in Table 
8.1 in the Illinois TSD, Illinois found 
that it the implementation of 
existing control measures will result in 
emission reductions from the 15 
facilities. As Illinois believes that 
the emission reductions will 
enstlIEl reasonable progress. 

F. Monitoring Strategy 

TIlinois maintains a monitoring 
network that provides data to analyze 
air quality problems including regional 
haze. Illinois's monitoring network 
includes State and Local Air Monitoring 
Sites (SLAMS), Special Purpose 
Monitors (SPM), Photochemical 
Assessment Monitoring Sites (PAMS), 
and PMz.5 sites. Illinois does 
not operate any sites under the 
IMPROVE program, but does have a site 
in Bondville. Illinois that monitors 
using the IMPROVE procedure method. 
Illinois is required under 40 eFR 
51.308(d)(4) to have procedures for 
using the monitoring data to determine 
the contribution of emissions from 
within the state to affected Class I <lreas. 
Illinois developed procedures in 
conjunction with the :t..1RPO. The 
procedures are detailed in the MRPO 
TSD. EPA finds that Illinois's regional 
haze plan meets the monitoring 
requirements for the RHR and that 
Illinois's network of monitoring sites is 
satisfactory to measure air quality and 
assess its cunlrlbution to regional haze. 

Rules 

C. Federal Land ~M,anager Consultation 

Illinois 'Nas required to consult with 
the FLMs under 40 CFR 51.308(1). 
Illinois consulted with the FLMs 
electronically and by telephone. The 
FLMs were also included in discussions 
with lllinois during :iv1RPO conference 
calls and meetings. A draft haze 
plan was submitted for FLMs comments 
on August 6, 2009. Illinois then 
provided the FLMs a revised regional 
haze plan on October 7, 2010 for review. 
That provided the FLMs enough time to 
commont prior to the December 6, 2010. 
public hearing on the regional haze 
plull. Illinois has included comments 
from the FLMs in Attachment 9 to its 
regional haze plan. a document 
providing the comments Illinois 
received and its responses. The state has 
committed to consulting the FLMs on 
future SIP revisiolls and progress 

H Comments 

Illinois took comments on its 
proposed regional haze plan. It held a 
public hearing on December 6, 2010. 
The public comment period ended on 
January 5, 2011. Evidence of the public 
notice and evidence of the public 
hearing were submitted to EPA. 

Illinois's submission includes a 
document, Attachment 9, which 
summarized the comments it received 
from both the FLMs and from the public 
and provides its responses to the 
comments. The state revised portions of 
its plan based on the comments to 
correct errors and clarify portions that 
caused confusion. Illinois responded to 
other comments without revising its 
plan. EPA concludes that Illinois has 
satisfied the requirements from 40 crn 
Part 51, Appendix V to provide 
evidence that it gave public notice. took 

and that it compiled and 
"''''iJU.'U.',,,, to comments. 

V, \\118t action is EPA taking? 

EPA is proposing to approve revisions 
to the Illinois SIP, submitted on June 24, 
2011, addressing regional haze for the 
first implemontation period. The 
revisions address CAA and regional 
haze 111113 requirements for states to 

any existing anthropogenic and 
nr'ev""T future impairment of visibility 
at Class I areas. EPA finds that Illinois 
has satisfied all the requirements and, 
thus, i.s proposing approval of the 
regional haze plan. EPA is also 
proposing to approve two state rules, 
MPS and CPS, and incorporating two 
permits, issued to City Water, Light, & 
Power and to Dominion Energy, into thf! 
SIP. 
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VI. Statutory and Executive Order 
Reviews 

Under the CAA., the Administrator is 
required to approve a SIP submission 
that complies with the provisions o~ the 
CAA and applicable Federal regulatlOns. 
42 U.S.C. 7410(k): 40 CFR 52.02(a). 
Thus. in reviewing SIP submissions, 
EPA's role is to approve stattl choices, 
provided that they meet the criteria of 
the CAA. Accordingly, this action 
merely approves state law as meeting 
Federal requirements and does not 
impose additional requirements beyond 
thosalmposed by state law. For that , 
reason, this action: 

• Is not a "significant regulatory 
action" subject to review by the Office 
of Management and Budget under 
Executive Order 12866 (58 FR 51735, 
October 4, 1993); 

• Does not impose an information 
collection burden under the provisions 
of the Paperwork Reduction Act (44 
U.S.C. 3501 et seq.); 

• fs certified as not having a 
significant economic impact on a 
substantial number of small untities 
under the Regulatory Flexibility Act 
(5 U.S.C. 601 €It seq.): 

• Does 110t contain any unfunded 
mandate or significantly or uniquely 
affect small governments, as described 
in the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act 
of199S (Pub. L,104-4); 

• Does not have Federalism 
impUcations as specified in Executive 
Order 13132 (64 FR 43255, August 10, 
1999); 

• Is not an economically Significant 
regulatory action based on health or 
safety risks subject to Executive Order 
13045 (62 FR 19885, April 23, 1997): 

• Is not a significant regulatory action 
subject to Executive Order 13211 (66 FR 
28355, May 22, 2001); 

• [s not subject to requirements of 
Section 12(d) oftha National 
Technology Tl'illlsfer and Advancement 
Act of1995 (15 U.S.C. 272 note) because 
app lication of those requirements would 
be inconsistent with the CAA; and 

• Does not provide EPA with the 
discretionary authority to address, as 
appropriate. disproportionate human 
health or environmental effects, using 
practicable and legally permissible 
methods. under Executive Order 12898 
(59 FR 7629. February 16, 1994). 

In addition, this rule does not have 
tribal implications as specified by 
Executive Order 1.3175 (65 FR 67249. 
November 9, 2000), because the SIP is 
not approved to apply in Indian country 
located in the state, and EPA notes that 
it will not impose substantial direct 
costs on tribal governments or preempt 
trihallaw. 

List of Subjects in 40 CFR Part 52 

Environmental protection, Air 
pollution contro!' Intergovernmental 
relations, Nitrogen dioxide, Particulate 
matter, Reporting and recordkeeping 
requirements, Sulfur oxides. Volatile 
organic compounds. 

Dated: January 17,2012. 
Susan Hedman, 
l1egiono/ Administrator, Region 5. 
[FR Doc. 2012-1608 Flied 1-25-12; 8:45 om) 

BILUNG CODE. 8515O-6O-P 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 
AGENCY 

40 CFR Part 52 

[EPA-R05-0AR-2011-D080i FRL-9622-7] 

Approval and Promulgation of Air 
Quality Implementation Plans; Indiana; 
Regional Haze 

AGENCY: Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA). 
ACTION: rule. 

SUMMARY: EPA is proposing a limited 
appl'Oval of revisions to the Indiana 
State Implementation Plan (SIP) 
addreSSing regional haze for the first 
implementation period. ImUana 
submitted its regional haze plan on 
January 14,2011. and supplemented it 
all March 10, 2011. The Indiana regional 
haze plan addresses the requirements of 
the Clean Air Act (CAA or Act) and 
Regional Haze Rule (RHR) requirements 
for states to remedy any existing and 
provent future anthropogenic 
impairment of visibility in mandatory 
Class I areas caused by emissions of air 
pollutants from numerous sources 
located over a wide geof,,'1'aphic area 
(also referred to as the "regional haze 
program"). States are required to assure 
reasonable progress toward the national 
goal of achieving natural visibility 
conditions in Class I areas. EPA is 
proposing a limited approval of these 
SIP revisions to implement the regional 
haze requirements for Indiana on the 
basis that the revisions, as a whole, 
strengthen the Indiana SIP. In a separate 
action, EPA has previously proposed a 
limited disapproval of the Indiana 
regional haze SIP because of the 
deficiencies in Indiana's regional haze 
SIP submittal arising from the remand 
by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia (D.C. Circuit) to 
EPA of the Clean Air Interstate Rule 
(CAJR), Consequently, we are not 
proposing to take action in this notice 
to address the state's reliance on CAm 
to meet certain regional haze 
roquiromont~, 

Rules 3975 

DATES: Comments must be received on 
or before February 27,2012. 
ADDRESSES: Submit your comments, 
identified bv Docket ill No. EPA-R05-
OAR-2011...:o080, by one of the 
follmving methods: 

1. w;v1v.regll}ations.gov: Follow the 
on-line instructions for submitting 
comments. 

2. Email: blakiey.pameia@epa.gov. 
3. Fax: (312) 692-2450. 
4. Mail: Pamela Blakley, Chief, 

Control Strategies Section, Air Programs 
Branch (AR-IBn, U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, 77 West Jackson 
Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 60604. 

5. Hand Delivery: Pamela Blakley, 
Chief, Control Strategies Section, Air 
Programs Branch (AR-18n. U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency, 77 
West Tackson Boulevard. Chicago, 
Illinois 60604. Such deliveries are only 
accepted during the Regional Office 
normal hours of operation, and special 
arrangements should be made for 
deliveries of boxed information. The 
Regional Office official hours of 
business arc Monday through Friday, 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., excluding 
Federal holidays. 

Instructions: Diract your comments to 
Docket ill No. EPA~R05-OAR-2011-
0080. EPA's policy is that all comments 
received will be included in the public 
docket without chauge and may be 
made available online at 
www.regu]ations.gov, including any 
personal information provided, unless 
the comment includes information 
claimed to be Confidential Business 
Information (CBl) or other information 
whose disclosure is restricted by statute. 
Do not submit information that you 
consider to be CBI or othenvise 
protected through www.regulations.gov 
or emaiL The w·ww.regu]ations.gov Web 
site is an "anonymous access" system. 
which means EPA will not know your 
identity Dr contact information unless 
you provide it in the body of your 
comment. If you send an email 
comment directly to EPA without going 
through wWl'l.reguiations.gov your email 
address will be automatically captured 
and included as part of the comment 
that is placed in the public docket and 
made available on the Internet. If you 
submit an electronic comment, EPA 
recommends that you include your 
name and other contact information in 
the body of your comment and with any 
disk or CD-ROM you submit. If EPA 
cannot read your comment due t.o 
technical difficultles and cannot contact 
you for clarification, EPA may not be 
able to consider: your comment. 
Electronic files should avoid the use of 
specIal characters, any form of 

Electronic Filing - Received, Clerk's Office, 04/10/2012 
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